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Baddy Best-Ball

Tourney Winners
The American

Named

November

Meetings Set Aside
For School Problems

Reserves Look

WaterFromLake

Legion Buddy

Best-Ball Tourney finalistswere
announced today following54 holes
of play.

In the championship flight,
Bob Houtman and Lee Kleis turned in a total of 200 to win top
honors. Their score by rounds was
64-67-69. They narrowly edged their
closest competitors, W. Hoeksema
and W. Vandenberg by one stroke
per round. The second place team
shot a 65-71-67 for a 203 stroke
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Until

December

Delays Hart Both Plant

And

Piling Completion;

Wind Stops Paintinf

A lack of structural steel, due
extended spe- 54 hole total.
cial invitationsto attend the OcIn the first flight, winners were to the recent steel strike, has causCity Council

tober and
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November meetings of T. Vander Kuy and D. Lubbers ed a delay in

completion of the

with a total of 214. Second place water purificationplant north of
the Holland PlanningCommission
went to A. Vander Sluis and E.
to hear summaries of subcommit- Brondyke with 220. Second flight Holland, and in pipeline connectee reports and tentative conclu- winners were L. Hartzell and Dr. tions with the city, John Murphy,
sions on the school districting prob- J. Cook with a 249 total. Third superintendent of the C. and C.
lem. Members of the Board of flight finalists were Dr. C. Ride- Construction Company said today.
nour and L. Howard with a total
Murphy estimated the project
Public Works also are invited.
of 243. C. Klaasen and B. Klaasen
has been held up at least six
Mayor Robert Visscherempha- bad 250 for second.
weeks by the steel shortage, and
sized the importanceof full attendance at the session, stating that
set the date at which Holland
it deals with the future developshould be using Lake Michigan
ment of the entire area. Meetings
water at Dec. L Original plans
are scheduled for Oct. 4 and Nov.
had called for October comple1.
tion of the plant, and water use
Reports will deal mainly with Suez Situation
the work of the Area School
possible in November.
Besides the delay at the plant
Study Committee which has been
site across from Tunnel Park, a
studying all aspects of education
shortage of steel has slowed up
ia Holland area from bus transcompletionof the pipeline itself.
portation to annexation and fiThe pipeline is finished from
District Rotary Governor John
nances.
In other business City Attorney A. Collins, the honored guest at Lake Michigan to Black River,
James E. Townsend presented a Zeeland Rotary Club, Monday but workmen have been unable to
verbal report on the demolition noon, where Saad I. Abdou, Egypt- secure steel for the pilingswhich
of the two houses at 306 and 312 ian journalist,was scheduledto will carry the pipe over the river.
Murphy said, however, that no
River Ave. after two years of liti- give a speech on the “Suez
gation. He said the case was hand- Canal,’’ advocatedtwo basic prin- furtherdelay is expected, and that
led by the attorney general’s of- ciples for better understanding be- putting in the river pilings won’t
fice on behalf of the state fire tween nations towards a peace- take long once the material is
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The Hope College footballteam
mixed }t up in the first lengthy
scrimmage of the season Wednesday afternoon and the Hope coaching staff was quite pleased with
the way the boys went at it.
One of the most pleasing aspects was the work of the underclassmen, who left no doubt that
they will be fighting for jobs all
the way and may bump out some
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New Gty Park
East-End Group
To

Solicit

Ready

Funds for

Fairbanks Ave. Park

of the regulare oefore the season
gets too far along.
It appears that Hope will have
some good reserve strength this
year and barring injuries this
may be a telling factor in the MIAA race.

Petitions bearing the

some

name* of

500 local residents — with

more coming in on 15
pages of petitionsstill in circulation — were delivered to City
Council Wednesday night asking
that Council designate the cityowned property on FaiAank*
200 to 300

Young Man Falls

Ave. near Pilgrim Home Cemetery for park and recreational

Asleep at Wheel,

purposes.
Nell* Bade, of 322 East 13th St,

and Richard Nykamp, of 140 East
Nth St., served as spokesmen for
a group of about 10 east-end residents who attended the meeting.

Causes 2 Wrecks
A man who fell asleep at the
wheel totallydestroyed his own
car and Indirectlycaused the destructionof two others on the New
Richmond road early this morning.
Vance Householder, 18, of New
Richmond, fell asleep and drove
his 1950 model car off the left
side of the road about a mile north
of New Richmond about 1:30 a.m.
The car went about 55 yards, according to Allegan county deputy
Henry Bouw-man, during which it
hit a cement abutment, knocked
down a telephone pole and rolled
over. Householdergot out of the
car and walked into town where
he was treated for a minor knee

Ha*???!?
COMING DOWN—

Bade

told Council that the group
circulatingpetitionsalso was prepared to seek donation* for park
Dixie of Petoskey, the building was first owned
development;but fek that Counby Graham and Morton steamship lines, who
cil should first give assurance
rebuilt it after it was partially destroyedby
that the property would be used
fire around
(Penno-Sas photo)
for park purposes. He said some
donations already have been received, but no concerted drive
Wyn Vandenberg Wins
would be made until official designation is made.
Legion Club Tourney
The nine-acre plot ic a triangular piece running from 13th St. to
Wyn Vandenbergadded the
the west limits of the ojd cemeAmerican Legion Club championfor
tery. minus a square a(l6th St
ship to his list of season accomplishments with the completion of
The Zeeland Board of Education where the Modem Wood Products
the annual club tournament.Bob approved bids amounting to 5514,- Oo. is located. Last winter, two
Houtman was declared runnerup 251 for a new junior high building ice skating ponds were in use at
in the championshipflight.
and gymnasium addition Wednes- the foot of 14th St. These ponds
were spring fed and proved to be
Fred Sasamoto was first flight day night.
winner and C. Krystinalk was runThe general contractor bid was the most effective rinks to date in
nerup. George Steinlnger took the awarded to Bert Johnson Building the local area. By popular desecond flight championship and Oo. of Grand Rapids for 5372,710. mand of the young fry, these
W. Adamaitis was runnerup.
Theri were a total of 10 bids sub- ponds became wadiiv pools this
as a storage place for special cement by Penn-*

-The 50-year-old warehouse
on Lake Macatawa near the HarrinatonCoal
Dock, long a landmark in Holland Harbor, is
being torn down this week after its owners
decided it was a fire trap. Used in recent years

Council Processes

Routine Matters

1916.

Zeeland Awards
School

Bids

available.
marshal, and Council approved his ful world.
Meanwhile,work at the plant is
recommendationto send letters of
Collins said that “we should put
appreciation to these offices for all our faith in God, and seek co- progressing fairly wdL There was injury.
Several routine matters were
some time lost when floods in the
their aid.
operation and internationalunderAbout four hours later, at 5:45 processed at a regular meeting of
Council approved the appoint- standing to create close relations West stopped shipment of redwood a.m., John Edward Armstrong,
ment of Gordon H. Cunningham of friendship and promote con- last fall. Murphy said the wood is also of New Richmond, slowed City Council Wednesday night.
used as a kind of paddle in the
as deputy city attorney to assist fidence between peoples in such
down when he saw Householder’s Council okayed a request from
settling basins. Only a littlework
City Attorney Townsend in the a troubled world.”
the Hospital Board for the puron the mechanism in the basins is car upside down. As he was trywork of traffic court and other Abdou followed as a guest speaking to see whether anyone was in chase of equipment for the new
unfinished.
duties. In this capacity Cunning er giving a brief history of the
Concrete in the filtration build- the wrecked car, he was hit from
ham will have the same authority Suez Canal which had its roots ing will be all poured within two the rear by another car driven by hospital addition of some 525,000
Dr. John Yff took top honors in mitted for this phase of the work. summer, although muddy banks
with contracts to be placed before
and duties of the city attorney but deep in the dawn of civilization weeks, he said, and the brick- Connie Payne, 38, of Pullman.
the third flight and J. Oberchain Holland Plumbing and Heating have caused some concern for
will be subject to supervision of almost 2000 years B.C. He indicatPayne's wife, Dobie, 34, was Sept. 15.
laying, already about two - thirds
was runnerup.Play was open to Co. was
the bid for mothers in the weekly wash.
Townsend.Cunningham is with the ed that Premier Nasser of Egypt completed, will be finished by the taken to Holland Hospital with
The following hospital contract
American Legion Country Club plumbing,heating and ventilation The area has adequate space for
law firm of Ten Cate and Town- had stated more than once that end of the month.
multiplefacial lacerations and modificationsalso were approved: members.
at a price of 5103.596..There were a ball field,play area and picnicksend.
“there would be no change in the
Good weather will allow work bruises.She was listed in “good" W. H. DeMattia Co., change in
five bids on this phase of the ing facilities, and donations from
refrigerationsystem, increase,
City Auditor John W. Fonger policiesof canal administration." to be finished inside the plant by condition this morning.
the public would supplementfunds
work.
was appointed as Council’s dele- The Suez Canal, according to December, Murphy said.
Her son, C r e s t o n, 16, was 5228; Chrysler and Koppin Co.,
Feyen and Windemullerof already earmarked by City Counchange
in
size
of
walk
in
regate to the annual meeting of the Egyptianauthorities, will continue
Painting crews arrived today to treated for scalp abrasions and
Grand Rapids was awarded the cil for limited developmentof reMunicipal Employes’ Retirement to be administeredin accordance begin painting the huge tank discharged and Armstrong'swife, frigerator,credit, 5480.
bid for electrical work for 537,945. creationalfacilities.The group adCouncil approved
building
System Oct. 18 and City Clerk with the nine-power Constantinople which will store the water, but Mary, 34, was also released after
Six firms bid on this phase of the vocating public support, pointed
Clarence Grevengoed was appoint- Convention of 1888 which pledges the start was postponed by the treatmentfor a possible neck in- permit for Standard Oil Co. to
out that such donations would be
work. , a<* '
ed alternate. Grevengoed also was freedom of navigation of the canal high winds.
jury. Payne suffered possible neck build a new filling station at 3
tangible evidenceof appreciation
West
Ninth
St.,
subject
to
final
authorized to conduct an election In peace and war.
“We’d paint the whole city if injuries, but he, too, was refor work already done, and such
approval
of
the
board
of
appeals
among city employes to select a The Egyptian speaker also em we tried it today,” Murphy said. leased.
effort Is In keeping with the great
municipal employe delegate and phasized that there is no intenThe pipeline at the Lake Michi- Deputies issued Payne a sum- which conditionallyokayed the ap- MILWAUKEE (Special)- Plans
____
_ At
A _ 11 .
Tt
t
American traditionthat when pea*
tion to raise the tolls. “Egypt’s gan end is in the water and only mons for failure to have his car plicationearlier this week, subject •re ne&nng completion for the secalternate.
pie really care enough, they do
to
revision
of
certain
plot
plans.
ond
annual
Global
World
Series,
Council granted permissionto decision to nationalize the canal the plug has to be removed to under control.
something about it themselves.
slated
to
be
played
at
Milwaukea
A
request
for
a
street
light
on
the Christian High School Band was mainly motivatedby the de- start the filtration* process once
The 1950 model Armstrong car
If Council designates the area
West
29th
St
between
Washington
County
Stadium,
Sept.
7
through
Parents to solicitfor tag day
to improve the canal,” Abdou the rest of toe job is finished, and the 1952 model Payne vehicle
* __
___
___ ia ___
n __ a awi __ a
_ ___ .• TT_
for park and recreationalpurPistol
and Van Raalte Ave. was referred 12.
for new uniforms Sept. 26 and 29 said. “The former Companie Un- Murphy said.
were judged total losses.
poses, all gifts collected will be
to the city manager with power to
Eight national champions from
starting at 4 p.m. the first day iverselledu Canal Maritime de
turned over to the Greater Holact.
around
the
world
will
play
for
the
Members
of
the
Holland
police
and ending at 6 p.m. the second Suez followed a policy of pure exA petition requesting-that 28th World Open Championship in the department’s pistol teams returned land Community Foundation unploitation,according to Egyptian
day.
St between Washington and Van double elimination six-day. series. home Wednesday • with nearly til such time as funds are needed
Under unfinished business, no reports,without due regard to the
Raalte Ave. be includedin the The eight teams are: Canada, every prize offered at the first for actual expenditures for work
action was taken on the Board of future welfare of the canal when
1957 paving program was referred Colombia, Hawaii, Holland (Euro- annual West Shore pistol matches and equipment.
it
realized
that
its
franchise,
which
Public Works request on adjustto the city manager for report. pean champon), Japan, Mexico, at Grand Haven.
Bade said there had been some
ments in the positions of meter would expire in 1968, was drawing
In
Permits were approved for Wil- Puerto Rico and the United States,
The team of Sgt. Ralph question whether bailgameswould
readers,clerk stenographerand to a close.”
liam Mokma to move a single stall defending champion.
Woldring, Patrolmen Clarence Van interfere with burials in the cemeBritain cannot understand the
billing machine operator, but John
ALLEGAN (Special)
After GRAND HAVEN) (Special )-Opin- garage from 172 West 24th St. to
The Fort Wayne find) dairy- Langeveldeand Bud Borr won tery nearby, but he. was assured
Beltman, chairman of the special language of power, accordingto
218 East 12th St., and moving a men will represent the United first place and toe team of Lt. by Cemetery Manager Jacob De
committee, said there would be a Abdou, which is always exercised ruling out two possiblities, sher^ ions were filed in Circuit Court
double garage from 611 Washing- Stales. The Dairymen won the Ernest Bear, Sgt. Ike DeKraker Graaf that this is a very old secWednesday
afternoon
in
three
casreport by next meeting. Beltman against small nations.England sat iff’s officers and state police toton Ave. to US-31 outside the city. semi-pro tourney.
and Patrolman Robert Van Vuren tion of toe cemetery which averes
involving
the
Russell
W.
Camdeterminedly
quiet
while
the
Chisaid he had been unable to conday continued their efforts to idenPermits for the Freeman Conages about one internment a sumfield
estate
which
were
consolidatThe Wisconsin commission for took second place.
tact members of the specialBPW nese Communists nationalizedwith- tify a man’s body found in Lake
structionCo. to move a house and
Sgt. Woldring also won a gold mer in two or three years, and
the Global Series, Dick Falk, presout compensation an estimated Michigan off Saugatuck Tuesday ed for trial a year ago. The cases
committee.
were heard before Judge Ray- garage from 671 Michigan Ave. ident, underwrites the Series,pay- watch for the highest score shoot often final committal services are
Council unanimouslyapproveda 56,000,000,000 worth of British as- morning.
mond L.’ Smith without a jury and a house from 699 Michigan ing the entire expenses of all eight ing a 380 out of 400. He also re- held in the cemetery chapel in the
recommendation of City Manager sets in China, and in additionheld
Officers have ruled out possibilAve. to new locations on 29th nations, including air transporta- ceived a gold tie band for having new section.
Sept 12 through 16, 1955.
hundreds
of
British
businessmen
Herb Holt which would establish
ities that the body may be that of
St. near Maple were approved subNykamp said he had visitedthe
The
court
ordered
a
judgement
tion, hotels, meals and other ex- toe top score in rapid fire.
Jacob Zuidema as a consulting for ransom.
Phillip Atwood, 47, wealthy Winject to payment of all previous
Van Langeveldereceived a sim- area on several occasions and exof
56,062.50 with costs to be taxed
penses.
"But
Egypt
has
decided
to
comengineer on a contractural basis.
netka yachtsman who disappearbills involving some 5615.32 for
ilar tie band for high score in
Zuidema retired Aug. 1 after 46 pensate the stockholders by pay- ed a year ago while sailingnear in the case brought by Marie J. moving three other houses in the The Series opens Friday night time fire. Woldring also fired a pressed appreciationfor work
years with the street department, ing them the full value of their Belmont harbor in Chicago, or Milliman of Charlottesvilleagainst city and a deposit sufficiently Sept. 7 with official ceremonies. perfect 100 out of 100 in toe sil already done. “Nine out of every
most of the time as city engineer. shares accordingto the closing John Pluger of Grand Haven who Lawrence V. Meyering of Lamont, large to guarantee payment of ex- The championship game for the houette but the rules allowed him 10 persons who read the petition
agreed that something should be
After considerablediscussion, prices of the Paris Bourse for the was drowned June 27, 1953, along now presidentof the Camfifeld pense in connection with the new Global crown will be played Wed- only two prizes.
Plastic of Zeeland. This was an
done for the children," he said.
nesday
night.
Sept.
12.
This
is
an
date
preceding
that
on
which
the
with
Donald
Pafke
whose
body
Council voted 5 to 4 to purchase
permits.
action in which Mrs. Milliman,
open championship because the As a result Van Langeveldeand “The cooperation has been wona Case Model 310 Utilitytractor law of nationalizationcame into was recoverea later.
Van Vuren, who were tied for sec- derful.”
majority of players have had from
Officers today were working on formerly Mrs. Russell W. Camfor John De Kraker at a cost of force,” Abdou remarked.
ond, fired another round with Van
field,
sought
to
recover
a
55,000
Mayor Robert Visschersaid he
3
to
5
years
experience
in
orThe
contention
that
the
nationalclues connected with finding some
51,767.53, with a plow and cab to
Langeveldewinning.
note
executed
by
Meyering
in
1951
too had watched children play on
ganized professionalbaseball.
ization will result in interference clothes on the beach near Saugabe negotiated at a later date.
Twelve teams from eight de- the FairbanksAve. site and said
together with unpaid interest and
Will
The Netherlands entry is of specCouncil approved an agreement with freedom of navigation is ev- tuck the list week in June. A wopartmentsin Muskegon and Otta
costs.
Council would consider the reidently
intended
for
confusion.
The
ial
interest
to
people
in
Holland,
man had picked up a sailor hat
between the city and Swift and
wa counties competed in the shoot
The court gave a judgment of
Mich.
quest. “Perhaps we will see fit to
Co. allowing the company to ex- company according to its laws is with the name Kruger on it and
sponsored by radio station WGHN.
designate it as a park area,” he
“Honkball” as it is called in
tend a concrete slab over six Egyptian and was incorporated un- some faded initials containing an no cause of action in another case
in which Meyering sought 525,000
said.
the Netherlandsgot a big boost
inches of city - owned property at der Egyptian law. Also there has R. There also was a pair of black
from
Mrs. Milliman for legal servChildren
Stage
Carnival
been
an
international
precedent
upwool
pants,
a
white
T-shirt
and
in
1948
from
America
when
newscompany’s expense to prevent colHolland area residentsare invit- papers, includingThe Holland
ices from 1947 to 1952 involving
holding the right of a nation to brown shoes.
lection of weed and robbish.
services
in
the
sale
of
176,467 ed to enroll in 10 short practical Evening Sentinel, supported a drive To Benefit Polio Fund
Allegan
deputies
also
were
confiscate
property
on
its
own
Holland High Gridders
Also approved was a lease with
shares of Camfieldstock, prepara- courses offered this fall term at to get baseball equipment for the
the Michigan • Wisconsin Pipe territory. This was the decision of checking on dental work, with no
Three
Holland
youngsters turned
Will Drill Under Arci
tion of two wills, income tax re- Grand Rapids by Michigan State Netherlands.
Line Co. providing for storage of the IntemationaJ Court of the results.Officers have determined
over 55.20 to the polio fund Tuesthat
the
decomposed
body
is that turns, sale of real and personal University.
Hague
upholding
Iran’s
right
to
Tons
of
bats,
balls,
gloves,
shoes
pipe on city - owned land Just
Universityofficials point out and suifs were sent to the Nether- day* as the result of a carnival Holland High gridders will try
of a white male, about five feet property, etc.
west of College and north of Sixth nationalizeBritish-owned oil fields
they staged last week.
out what they have learned in
that
these non-creditcourses offer lands with Holland folks being big
10 inches tall. It was wearing In a third case which was an
St. for which the company will pay at Abadan.
Roger Borgman, Paul and Don- these first couple of weeks of pracwhite shorts with blue spots and appeal from Ottawa Probate adults opportunitiesto increase contributiors.These were distribut“We
seek
justice,”
Abdou
said.
525 per month. The lease is tertheir earning power, to prepare ed to start baseball teams and ald Cook, presented the money to tice with a under - toe lights
minable after six months by either “We know that the Americans who a gold crucifix around toe neck. Court in which Meyering sought
Atwood’swife said her husband 510,000 attorney fees from the Rus- for a more responsibleposition, to some of these Dutch all-stars pro- Mrs. Irvin De Weerd, epunty polio scrimmage Friday night at Riverstruggled for their independence
party.
had
had a long scar on the upper sell Camfield estate for assisting improve their technical skills and bably got a start in baseball from chairman.They held the carnival view Park at 7 p.m.
Council okayed a reply for the and suffered much ih this respect
last Monday, Tuesday and WedThis session, held annually to
leg
and
did not own a gold cross, Mrs. Milliman as executrix of to broaden their horizons.
some of the equipment sent.
U. S. Corps of Engineersrelative would understandand appreciate
nesday at the home of Roger's acquaint the team with a pre-seaThere was no evidence of any scar her late husband’s estate, the
Courses will be held Monday
our
present
endeavors
and
stand
This
is
the
first
time
Holland
to section A of proposed harbor
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Harold Borg- son game - like situationand the
on the body.
court also ordered a judgement nights in EffectiveSpeaking and has represented Europe. The Dutch
improvements, pointing out that by our cause.”
lights, will also give the Dutch
The body was discoveredby of no cause of action, with same Time and Motion Study; on Tues- won the right after defeating teams man, 623 Pinecrest Dr.
Holland city has no jurisdiction Zeeland Schools Open
The boys are friends of Delwyn coaching staff a look at toe exFloyd Searer and Donald Ranaber- to be remanded to Probate Court day nights in Applied Creative from Spain, Belgium, Italy and
over the area of the channel and
ger, both of South Bend, who were for further proceedings.
Thinkingand Current Business Germany in an elimination tour- Overbeek,who is a polio patient. pected strength this year.
breakwaters, and that Ottawa With Half-Day Session
boating in Lake Michigan near
The mistakesthat are made in
Wednesday nament played in Rome last July.
Camfield,
who
previously prac- Development;
county and Park township are the
toe Friday scrimmage will be notticed law in Chicago from 1931 to nights in Improved Business LetZEELAND
(Special) - Zeeland Saugatuck Tuesday morning.
Golfers
Plan
Two
top-flight
pitchers,
John
Urproper bodies to contact
ed and will be ironed out next
1942, met sudden death Aug. 8, ter Writing, Investmentsand Se- banus and Jan Smldt, plus a quarschools opened WednesA city manager recommenda- public
week in final practices before the
day
for a half-day session,with a Saugatuck Golf
1947. Meyering had been associat- curities and Personnel Manage- et of good hitters led by first Annual Fall Banquet
tion on change in the pay range
season’sopener, Saturday,Sept
full day of classes set for today,
ed with Camfield Manufacturingment and Human Relations; and baseman Geradin Hoogenbos,andt
for replacement of a health inspecNext Tuesday, Sept. 11, the final 15 against Grand Rapids Creston
Co. since 1942, and became presi- on Thursday nights in Reading shortstopMartin Jole should make
Supt. JJ. F. Schipper said Wed- Plan Varied Tourneys
tor was tabled until the next meetweek of play for the American at Houseman Field.
Skills for Adults, Production Con- a good showing in the tourney.
nesday.
Women of the Saugatuck Gol dent in 1947.
ing. The recommendation would
Legion Country Club women’* golf
The usual bumps and bruises
Schipper said 1,042 students en- club played a flag tournament |t
During the five - dky trial, 55 trol, and Estate Planning.
add additional responsibilitiesto
associationwill feature a best-ball expected in the opening days of
Further
information may be obrolled In the public system, with
exhibit*
were
presented
by
the
their regular weekly meeting
the office in substandard housing.
foursome.
practice were reported Wednwday
registered in Zeeland High Thursday with Kate Delke first; parties, 34 by Meyering and 21 by tained by writing or contacting Reithaven Trustees
A communicationfrom the Re- 355
This will be followed Sept. 18 as the Dutch continued to rough
School.
Melvin
Buschman,
Michigan
State
Mr*.
Milliman.
second, Barbara Klaasen, third
Meet at Dryer
tail Merchants divisionof the Holby the annual fall banquet at which it up.
UniversityContinuing Education
Zeeland Christian schools were Carol Gilcrest Dot Kohl won the
land Chamber of Commerce retime trophies, awards and the new
to open this morning at. 8:45.
Center,
148
Ransom
St., Grand
The Board of Trustees of Rest- officer*will be presented.
low gross. Ruth Murdoch and Dor- Gebben FamSy Has
questing services of the park deStudents registered at the ChrisRapids.
haven Patrons, Inc., met Tuesday In this week’* play, Mrs. Ruth
is Schurman tied for low putts.
partment in an advisor/ capacity
tian schools Wednesday.
evening at the home of Mr. and Bouma won first place and Mr*, Vanden Berg Family
The previous week’s event in- Reunion on Labor
in planning the 1956 downtown
Mrs Peter Dryfr.
cluded a tin whistle tournament The 27th annual reunion of toe
Christmas decorations was referDrew Miles, second. Mrs. James Has Holiday Reunion
The treasurer reported a bal- White won the putts and Mr*.
won by Kate Delke; Joan Bade Gebben family was held on Labor
red to the city attorney with pow- Mrs. Cook Entertains
er to act
was second and Gerry Van Put- Day at Tunnel Park. About 85 at- Ralph Eugene Smith, 22, route 1, ance of 51.333.33in the current Henry Smith had low gross for About 120 members of the
At Birthday Luncheon
ten, third. Low putts were won tended the event which featured Grand Haven, pleaded not guilty fund and 5496.15 in the building the day.
Vanden Berg family attended a
All councilmenwere present at
Mrs. Allyn Cook of 882 West 24th by Doris Schurmann and Isabelle dinner followed by sport* and in Municipal Court Sept 5 to a fund. Since the June meeting, 57,reunion on Labor Day at North
the meeting which adjourned at
games.
Biendon township hall. ’ ,
8:35 p.m. CouncilmanBernice St entertained Saturdayafternoon Ketchum.
charge of malicious destructionof 000 has been paid off on toe Restin honor of her sister, Mrs. Jacob
The business meeting was in property, and furnished 550 bond haven Building debt, leaving only 3 Tourney Shutouts
On Thursday the women golfers
Dinner was served and sports
Bishop gave the invocation.
Wiersema, and her aunt, Miss An- will have a white elephant tour- charge of the vice president,Jei^ for trial to be held at 11 a.m. 52,000 owed the bank.
Three shutouts were recorded in and games were featured.
na Deters, both of whom celd) rat- nament with each woman to bring aid “Mow” Gebben. In electionof Sept 13. Smith was arrested by
Among recent improvement* in Zeeland softball tournament ac- Kenneth Bouwman was elected
Driver Issued Ticket
ed birthdays.
officers, Harvey Gebben was nam- city police Tuesday following an equipment are
new rug and tion Tuesday night. De Nooyer new president during the business
a white elephant
Marilyn LeFebre, 18, of 557 West
Gifts were presented. A decorNext week Sept 13 will be Guest ed president; Roger Barveld, vice incident Monday night in which more chair* for toe front porch Chevrolet of Holland blanked Val- meeting, conducted by Preston
19th St Wednesday received a ated cake centered the luncheon Day with each member to arrange president;Roger Essenberg, treas- the man allegedly tried to pick and awnings on all south windows. ley City of Grand Rapids, 1-0; Petroelje,retiring president.
ticket for failureto have her car table.
a foursome. On Sept. 20 a tin urer, and Mrs. A1 Barveld, secre- a fight with two men. When no
South Grandville ChristianRe- Sports were in charge of Mr.
under control after a collision
........
„Wfc WOi
Present were
Mrs. Ren Koop- whistle tournament will be held. tary.
The home is filled and there is formed Church shut out Holland and Mrs. Gerrit F
fight materialized,Smith was said
River Ave. near 10th St Driver of man, Mrs. John Koopman, Miss The final week of play schedules
Sports for the day were in charge to have gone to the car of one of a waiting list
7-Up, 34) and the Moline Indethe second car was Edwin Fuder, Pat Wien
Miss Sally Cook a fancy dress tournament The of Tom Bosch and Betty De Wys, the men and smashed a wihdow
The board expressedthanks to pendents defeated Johnson Tap- Relatives
20, route L Police estimated dam- the guest* of honor and the hos^ dinner for the trophy
who volunteered to plan sport* a- with his fist The 1956 car belong- all those who have aided in the pets of Muskegon, 3-0. All. of the Flint, Grand
age at 5300,
gain next year.
tions will he held Oct 4.
ed to James R. Struck.
project.
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Emphasis on Entertainment Is

Bareman Takes

Theme

For Allegan Fair’s Run, Sept. 9-16

Two; Fords One
In

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

ALLEGAN

SoftbaD Finale

Bareman Service finished the
season with two wins on the final
night and Fords came through
with one victory,enough to qualify Barbers for the fourth spot in
the City Softball League playoff
starting Tuesday.

(Special)- The 104-

year-old Allegan Fair, offering
"exhibits,education and entertainment-with emphasis on the latter’ opens new Sunday and will
run throughout thr week, according to fair president James Snow.
Improvements,especially in the
441 and agriculturalareas, will be
ready for the expected60,000 to
80,000 visitors’'he will tour 220acre Rivervkw Park.
The new 57,000 4-H-club barn is

?bipiial VIdIba
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Dick Smit, route 2,
Hamilton; Adolph Remmler, route
1, West Olive; Carla Marie Ebel,
route 1, West Olive; Eugene Van
Heukelom, 25 East 12th SL; Isla
Stegink, 235 West 17th St

iilf

» m
m
jj&l-

m iiif.pi

Discharged Friday -were Mrs.
one of the major improvements.
Anna
Bonge, 76H West 18th St;
Built in part by a 51,000 contributipn from 4-H club members, the Mrs. Charles Ranson, Paw Paw,
bam is 30 feet wide and 100 feet Mich., Mrs. Crystal Van Ess, 527
long. It has flourescent lighting, Lafayette, Grand Haven; Mrs.
and fair directors pointed out it Kenneth Sluis, route 1; Mrs. Elrepresents the first time an out- len Nash, 51 West 17th St.; George
Field.
side organization has contributed A. Pelgrim. Jr., 1425 South Shore
The wins give Bareman's, third to constructionof a fair building. Dr.
....... ,
place finishers,a 17-11 record.
s, ;£???
\ v
Work on a lounge beneath the Admitted Saturday were Mrs.
..... ..
Fords now has a 13-15 season and grandstandwas completed last Jeanette Schurman, route 6; Mrs.
Co. D has a 10-17 mak.
Dutch costumes and, left to right, Ruth Hopweek and permantnt pens have John Van Heuvelen, 169% West
FAIR PARTY
Eight klompen dancers from
In hopping all over the Moose been built for swine on a 30 by 17th St.
kins, Janice Ten Have, Delores DeWeerd, Karen
Holland left for Detroit Friday to perform at
in the opener. Bareman’s scored
Discharged Saturday were Isla
100-foot concrete slab.
Koster. Barbara Veurink and Judy Dorn.
the State Fair. The attractive representatives
four runs in the second inning,
The fair will open Sunday, Sept. Stegink, 235 West 17th St; Mrs.
(Sentinel
photo)
are Arlene Blok and Karen Koopman in the
seven in the fourth and one in the 9 with traditionalreligious serv- Ernest Bekken and baby, 168 East
i£*£i
sixth inning.
ices at 3 p.m. with Dr. Maxwell 37th St.; Karen Francis and WilLou Borgman led the 13 - hit Codler, dean of Moody Bible In- liam Francis, Jr., route 1, West
attack with three safeties while stitute as speaker.
Olive; Glenn Schrotenboer,343
Ted Schreur,Bob Borgman, Joe
From there on. every day is a West 34th St.; Eugene Van HeukeBerens and Cork Looman each “Day.” starting Monday with lom, 25 East 12th St.
had two hits and Lou Altena and "thrill day.” At 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
AdmittedSunday was Mrs. HenJun Buursma each had one hit. the Trans - World Daredevils, an ry LaBarge, 544 Ferdinand, ChicaThe losers made five hits off auto troupe, and the “Cytrix" mo- go.
two Bareman pitchers. The three torcyclegroup, made up of British
Discharged Sunday were Berle
runs came on single tallies in the movie stuntmen, will put on a
Van Dyke, 20 Graves PI.; Robert
fifth, sixth and seventh.
double-featureshow.
Godfrey, 941 Butternut Dr.; Mrs.
Mrs. Kenneth Dale Mokma
Les Doornewerd,Don Hulst, Gil
Tuesday is Children’s Day, and William Pattersonand baby, 265
.(Princephoto?
Vanden Berg, Jason De Vries and will be climaxed by the annual Cambridge St; Mrs. William
Bill Zych each got one hit.
Harvest Queen contest at 7:30 p.m. Walczok and baby, 25 West Ninth
Throughout the day. starting at St.; Adolph Rummler, route 1,
Bob Borgman, the man that was 1 p.m.. there will be pony races, West Olive; Mrs. G. Alan Hemat bat when the protest was lodgfoot races, sack .races, wheelbar- wall and baby, 7 West 15th St.;
ed in the Bareman - Fords game,
races, and relay races for Mrs. Jesus Moralez and baby, 175
came through with a single 11 cash prizes in addition to a full West Eighth St.; Mrs. Herbert
days later.
program of vaudeville and circus Wiersma and baby, 107 West 14th
An impressive candlelightcereBut that hit started the ServiceSt.; Mrs. Kenneth Mannes and
acts.
men moving. Ted Schreur, who Wednesday, Farmers’ Day, will baby, 424 West 32nd St.
mony in Western Theological Semwas on third scored and Bil Vryinclude tractor pulling contests in
AdmittedMonday were Lorraine inary Chapel Thursday evening unhcf went to third and scored a
the morning and mule driving Done, 29 West 27th St.; Albert ited in marriage Miss Donna Adelle Increased
moment later on an error.
races between political party lead- Buursma, 474 West 32nd St.
Borr and Kenneth Dale Mokma.
The winners, who had been deers in the afternoon.
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
feated in the first game Aug. 20,
The
Rev. Marvin Vanderwerp pert
A parade of floats will pass Jeanette Schurman, route 6; Mrs.
Studied
6-0, added another run in the fifth
from the center of town to the Charles Lumbert, 115 East 15th formed the double ring rites at
and one in the sixth.
fairgrounds at noon and again at St.; Mrs. Herman Heetderks, 239 8 p.m. before a setting of white
Lou Borgman was safe on a night on Thursday, Mayors’ and
West 25th St.; Robert Busscher, gladioli, ferns and candelabra.
fielder’schoice and scored on a
Village Presidents’ Day.
route 6; Jack Otting, 165 East Pews were decorLtedwith white
long fly. Joe Berens singled in the
Friday's program includes the Fifth St.; Mrs. Keith Dadd and gladioli and bows on green ferns.
sixth and scored on a wild pitch.
There’s more to opening a school
stone-boat, horse pulling contest baby, 201 Howard Ave.; Mrs. Harwith queries covering all subjects.Left to right
INFORMATION PLEASE
Only a part of the
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Bob Borgman had two hits and
for
Allegan
county
teams,
starting
well
C.
Dunning
and
baby,
17%
than
unlocking the doors.
are Clare Broad, park manager, C. H. Vdnde
and Mrs. Matthew Borr, 79 East
ranger crew at Holland State Park can assemble
Berens the other off Bob Ebels
at 9:30 a.m.
East 20th St.; Mrs. James Lem- 15th St., and the groom's parents
Holland
public school adminWater,
Robert
Steiner,
Arie
Decker,
Dave
and
Syl
Disselkoen
made
the
onfor a picture at one time, since their schedule
The fair winds up on Saturday, men and baby, 573 West 21st St.; are Mr. and Mrs. Dean Mokma,
ly hit off Norm Bos.
istrators have been meeting every
Milanowski,Glenn Kraai and Clarence Boeralways finds somebody off work waiting for the
Veterans’ Day, with free admis- Marilyn Barber, 363 West 21st St.; 74 East 18th St.
morning this week at the Thomas
(Sentinel photo)
sma.
next shift. But all of them are constantly faced
sions to men and women in uni- Mrs. Roger Howard, 125% East
Given in marriage by her father,
The Fords put together one run
form. Two performances of the Ninth St.
the bride wore a gown of nylon Jefferson school to discuss longin the third inning and two in the
grandstandreviaw are scheduled
Hospital biths include a daugh- net and tulle over satin. The bodice range ideas of the democratic prosixth while pitcher Howie Bosch
for the evening.
ter, Cathy LaVonne, brn Friday of embroidered tulle over satin cess within the school system and
blanked Co. D, allowing only four
Harness racing on Wednesday, to Mr. and Mrs. James Payne, featured a V neckline and short
hits.
improvement of relationsbetween
Thursday,Friday and Saturday Jr., route 4; a daughter, Janice sleeves.The bouffant skirt of net
The Rev. Jean Vis of Holland
Bosch was safe on an error,
the schools and the community.
will show one of the largest fields Sue, born Friday to Mr. and Mrs.
was guest preacher in the local worked around and then scored on of harness horses ever assembled Roger Maat, 270 Calvin Ave.; a and tulle fell over satin, which Chairman of the group, Vern
formed two deep box pleats at
an infield out. Disselkoen and
church on Sunday, Aug. 26. Miss
at the fair, according to secretary son, Kris Matthew, born Saturday the back, covered with tulle and Schipper, head of adult education,
Wayne Hop singled and Jun Hop
W. L. McGelland. •
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnson, accented on the outside edges with said that main purposes of the
Marlene Hargerinkof Zeeland furfollowed with a fielder’s choice in
meetings are to create better opMajor attractionfor the 160 hors- 385 West 18th St.
lace medallions and extending innished
special
music
at
the
eventhe sixth. Disselkoen scored on a
Just running the Holland State der not to bother the bathers, he
portunitiesfor citizens to take ades
which
already
have
stall reserA
daughter,
Jane
Marie,
born
to a train. Her waist-length veil
ing service.
wild pitch and Jun Hop scamperPark is a full-timejob, but Clare re r lied:
vantage of school facilities,proThe King’s Daughters met Mon- ed home on a fly ball to left field. vations is the more than 518,000 Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Earl of nylon tulle was held by a Juliet
“Well, this is an emergency.You
Broad and his 14 park rangers
in purses which will be distributed Vander Meulen, 48 West 33rd St.; ca> of seed pearls and matching mote collegecourses which will be
day,
Aug.
27,
at
7:30
p.m.
The
see, my wife’s been out there for
The winners, too, only made
availableon an extension basis for
a daughter, Rita Jean, born Satur- embroidered tulle. She carried a
have found out that with the a week, and it’s so crowded I can’t co-hostesseswere Heldred DeWitt four hits off Harv Berens. Jay during the four days of racing.
residentsand discussionon the secday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
and
Guyla
Van
Haitsma.
cascade
arrangements
of
pink
and
amount of information they have get out there to find her. I want
Hop, Wayne Hop, Disselkoen and
Tubergan, 798 136th Ave.; a son, white roses, stephanotisand lemon ondary school study as it affects
The C. E. party for the young Jason Ebels made the Fords hits
to give out, it’s a mammoth under- her to come home to do the washstudents at all grade levels.
Douglas Allen, born Sunday to Mr. leaves centered with a purple lip
ing so I can get a clean shirt!" people was held* on Tuesday.
and Vern Boersen, with two, and
One innovation which has grown
taking.
and
Mrs.
Alvem
Woodwyk,
243
Appointed
to
serve
as
ushers
for
white
orchid.
Short
white
gloves
Sympathetic officers made the
Con Boeve and Jay Berens, with
out of the meetingsis a composEast
11th
St.
From the mail bag, from the announcement.
the month of September are Dick
and pearl earrings completedher ite calendar of all events going on
Mrs. F. E. Van Dussen, daughone each, paced the Guards.
VerHage and Henry Boss. x
A son, Ramon. Jr., born Sunday outfit
telephone and from persons dropters Mary Jane and Suzette, and
Line scores:
at city schools. The calendaris
Sunday, Sept. 2, the Beaverping into the park offices, come
R H Miss Janet Hoyt have returned to Mr. and Mrs. Ramon Rios, 182 When the bride approachedihe kept up to date by Schipper in his
dam Reformed Church invitesthe Bareman ....... . WO 701 x— 12 13 from a four weeks trip to Califor- East 17th St.; a daughter, Christy altar, “The Pledge” was sung by
requests tor everything from the
office and all functions are to be
local church to attend a hymn
Mackinac ferry schedule to what
Moose ...........000 0U 1- 3 5 nia where they visited the 'form- Lynn, born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Rietberg, cousin of the cleared through his office.
sing at 9 p.m. There will be special
kind of fish can be caught in Lake
Batteries: J .Berens,Bos (6) er’s son Dennis, who is in Naval Mrs. Dick Vander Yacht, 299 West bride, who also sang "O Perfect
Schipper said that, as the school
music, and meditation by the Rev.
17th St.; a son, Donald Gene, born Love.” Mr. Rietberg presided at
Macatawa.
and Bekius; Zych and De Vries. training.
is growing, “more people are usAalverts
of
South
Blendon.
Tic
Probably the most consistent
R H Dr. and Mrs. William Thorp and Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard the organ.
in.T its facilitiesand a central
Mrs. Gustave Van Den Berge, place of information is needed to
query on the telephone is “what’s
The Gierry Street Cooperative Rev. Lenters will be the .;ong Fords ........... 0000000-0 1 son, Edward of St. Paul Minn., McMillan, 240 West Ninth St.
as matron of honor, wore a waltz- avoid conflicts.”
the water temperature today?” Nursery School is planning anoth- leader. The offering will go to Chil- Bareman ......... 000 211 x— 4 3 who are visiting her parents, Mr. Ian, 240 West Ninth St.
dren’s Retreat in Cutlerville.
A daughter, Lisa Lyn, born Mon- length dress of a white dacron Superintendent of Schools Walter
Broad figures there must be 150
Batteries:Ebels and Plag- and Mrs. Henry Johnson for two
John Veltema, Mrs. Veltema, and
calls a day for this information. er year of community service for
weeks, spent the weekend at Dex- day to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Per- novelty dotted sheer over aqua W. Scott suggested the possibility
gemars. Bos and Bekius.
"People call us to learn the wa- Holland’s pre-school children.The family of Pella, Iowa, are guest of
R
H ter visiting Mr. and Mrs. Donald ry 470 Howard Ave.; a son, Steph- taffeta featuring a V neckline and of an invitationto the school
en Andre, born Monday to Mr. short sleeves.The dress was ac- board to hold a meeting at a regter temperature before going program, available to all .children Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Heyboer and Fords ............001 002 0- 3 4 Johnson and family.
swimming even on their private ages three to five, will get under- family, and of other relativesand Co. D ............000 000 0-0 4
Miss Lois Roush of Middleville, and Mrs. Gordon Slager, route 1, cented by a matching aqua satin ular meeting of the Parent-Teachfriends in this vicinity.
beaches,"he said.
Batteries: Bosch and Plagge- formerly an elementary teacher West Olive; a daughter, Anita Di- cummerbund with pleated front ers’ Association at any particular
way
Monday,
Sept. 17.
T. DeWitt, Mr. and Mrs. T. DeBut park officials don’t mind givmars; H. Berens and J. Berens. here, has gone to Japan to teach ane, born Monday to Mr. and Mrs. and large bow in back. She wore school.
There are still a few vaciences Witt and family were Saturday
ing the information.With the seathird grade childrenof United Henry Lewis, West Olive; a son, a small aqua satin hat with emAttending the discussions, beson’s attendance now over the one and parents wishing to enroll their evening guests of Mr. and Mrs.
States servicemen. Last year she Earl Neal, Jr., born Monday to broidereddaisies and carried a sides Schipperand Scott, are ‘J.
Final Standings:
million mark, the beach has hard- children should contact Mrs. R. W. Jacob DeWitt and family in honor
L taught at Okinawa. She has been Mr. and Mrs. Earl Foreman, 1622 nosegay of large pink tinted mums J. Riemersma, head of the curricof Mildred WeWitt’s birthday.
aq elementary teacher for 27 "erome St.
on lemon leaves with streamew. ulum study board, Bernice Bishop,
ly been deserted this year.
Everett, 7322.
VFW
.................... . 26 2
Identicalensembleswere worn by Russell Welch, Austin Buchanan,
Vacationersfrom all over the
A meeting will be held Wednes- Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis Hulst .................... . 18 10 years.
the bridesmaids, Mrs. Allan Russ- Harold Streeter, Carroll Noriln,
country check at the park to find day, Sept. 12, at 8 p.m. at Grate and family of Kalamazoo and Mr. Bareman ................ . 17 11
About 125 were present at the
Maynard Manting, 59,
cher of Ann Arbor, Miss Carolyn Esther Kooyers, Hermine Airman,
out what's what at all the state Episcopal Church parish house for and Mrs. Donald Wyngarden of Fords .................... 13 15 Pearl homecoming Sunday for the
Borr, sister of L»c bride, Miss Eugene Scholten,Gifford Marcus,
parks and some of the national parents of children attending the Hudsonville were Sunday guests Mobilgas ................. . 11 16x silver anniversaryof the event. Dies in Grand Haven
of Mr. and Mrs. Martin D. WynJanice Mokma and Miss Ruth Mok- Robert Slocum and Margaret Van
parks as well.
school. Regular school sessions beCo. D ..................... 10 17x Besides those who come every
Vynen.
ma, sisters of the groom.
Broad proudly points out that ginning Sept. 17 will be held at graden and family.
year some were present from awy
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
. 10 18
Moose ...................
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Grinwis of
Linda
Van
Egmond,
niece
of
the
work in the park is done by the the church parish house with Mrs.
for
he
first
time.
Maynard
Manting,
59.
of
508
South
..
6
22
Raphael .................
same number of employes that Mary Heuvelhorst again serving as Muskegon, Mrs. Overbeek of Hol- x— still must play one game.
Seymour Wuis has been quite ill Seventh St., died unexpectedly bride, as flower girl, wore a dress Bridal Shower Given
land,
and
John
Elsma
of
Grand
were there in 1950, even though the teacher.
in his home on East Main St. about 11 p.m. Monday following- a similar to the other attendants and
that year there were only 845,000
but is improving.His son, Fred heart attack at his summer cottage carried a similar nosegay.
Purposesof the school, in addi- Haven were Sunday evening guests
For Charlotte Kleis
Gustave VanDen Berge was best
visitors.In 1955, the total was tion to education and guidance of of Mr. and Mrs. Will Van der Kolk Spring Lake
and family of Grand Rapids were at Smith’s Bayou, West Spring
Miss .Charlotte Kleis, who will
over 1,300,000. Other comparisons young children, are demonstration and Frand van Der Kolk.
among the Sunday visitors.
Lake where he hal been spending man. Seating the guests were Earl
Miss Mary De Witt was guest Succumbs at Age of 68
Borr, brother of the bride, Wayne become the bride of Dale L. Van
reveal 87 trailersites and space of child guidance, experimentation
Guest for a part of each day the holiday weekend.
for 101 tents in 1950. Now there and research and student and par- of honor at two showers, one at
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - from Friday through Sunday of He was born in GraafschapNov. Postma, Julian Bouwer and Rob- Haitsma on Sept. 14, was honored
is room for 200 trailersand 186 ent observation and participation. the home of Mrs. F. DeWitt and Mrs. Ella C. Meyer, 68, Spring Mr and Mrs. James Smeed were 26, 1896, and moved to Grand ert Bosman. The Rev. and Mrs. at a bridal shower last Friday
tents.
A cooperative nursery is unique the other at the home of Mrs. W. Lake, died Sunday afternoon in Mrs. Louis Ros and Miss June Haven from Holland at the age of Howard Van Egmond, brother-in-evening at her home, 90 West 17th
There has been no addition to li that it is not only a child .care Leigh of Jenison.
Municipal Hospital where she had Smeed of Chcago and Mr. and about 12. He was employed at the law and sister of the bride, were St.
Mr. and Mrs. Corey FeAistra of
size of the park tc accommodate program but includes parents as
been a patient for eight days. Mrs. D. H. Hazel of Flint.
Bastian Blessing Co. for about 35 master and mistiess of ceremon- Games were played and duplicate prizes won by Mrs. Marion
the increased number of campers. officers, board, committee mem- Grand Rapids were Saturday cal- She had lived in Spring Lake for
Mr. and Mrs. John Weston re- years and for the past 11 years ies
The added room has been made bers and assistant teachers,all lers at the home of Mr. and Mrs. the last eight years, coming from turned home Wednesday from a owned and operated the Manting A reception for 200 guests was Wiersma and Miss Kay Wiersma.
Jacob De Witt.
possible by redesigning the park, combined in an effort for better
Grand Rapids. Her husband, Wal- week's vacation at a cottage,
Equipment Co. at 8'South Seventh held in the Commons Room. Pour- Lunch was served by the hostess,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Meengs of
keeping the campers at the north understandingof their children
near
Traverse
City.
St.
and several months ago moved ing at the buffet table were Miss Mrs. Isaac Kleis.
ter Meyer, died last year. He
Grand Rapids were Monday guests
Invited were the Mesdames
end and leaving the rest open for and their problems.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Climie went his business to 119 South Fourth CharlotteMulder and Miss Jo Anne
had retired in 195^ after 50 years
parking cars, broad said he had Officers of the group for the of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke. with the Bissell Carpet Sweeper to Grand Rapids Wednesday to St.
Huenink. Miss Barbara Lokenburg, ^Arthur Hoedema, Catherine
Mr. and Mrs. John Gunneman of
no idea how many cars could be year are Mrs. Stuart P a d n o s,
help celebrate the birthday of their
His first wife, the f o r m e t Mrs. Howard Voss and Mrs. Don- Wabeke, Isaac Kouw, Harold
Coopersville,
and Mr. and Mrs. Co.
parked, but figured there must be president;Mrs. Stephen Scott, vice
Surviving ari two listers, Mrs. son Bruce.
Katherine Van Lopik, died in 1942 ald Dokter arrangedthe gifts. As- Oosting, Frank Poppema, C. De
Will Van Der Kolk were Friday
room for at least 400.
The four children of Gaire Lie- and on July 6, 1944 he married sisting about the rooms were Miss- Fouw, PhillipVinkemulder, Jean
president; Mrs. David Gier an d
Manila L. Edgar of Lake Odessa,
Other facilitieshave been im- Njrs. Drew Miles, secretaries,and evening guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mrs Harriett M. Carsten, Battle wehr and the late Mrs. Liewehr, Elizabeth Hock of Grand Haven. es ShirleyZoet, Marge Weller, Ar- Wiersma, Marion Wiersma, James
proved to increase the campers' Mrs. W. A. Forberg, treasurer. VandeVelde of Zeeland.
Geek; four brothers, Dale of De- formerly of Fennville,have return- He was a member of BPOE No. dith Van Doornlk, Sandra Tien, Wiersma, Dale Kruithof,Stanley
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Costing and
and public comfort In 1954 an untroit, Edwin J. of York, Pa., and ed to Chicago after spending most 12, the Eagles Lodge, American Lorraine Snellenbergand Mes- Kleis, Kenneth Kleis and the Misfamily of Muskegon Heights, Mr.
derground wiring system was put
John
R. of Lapsing, also Allen L. of the summer here with friends. Legion and Chamber of Com- dames Richard Weerstra,Robert ses Kay Wiersma and Ellen Wiersand Mrs. Russ Gayton of Muskeh and now all tent and trailer Book Review Given
Roy Schueneman, new band di- merce. He served with the army Timmer and Wayne Nyboer. Back- ma of Holland, Mrs. Garence Van
of Newago.
gon Heights were Sunday guests
sites can be supplied with elec- For Fahocha Class
rector at the school,was given a during World War L
ground organ music was played Haitsma and Carol of Vriesland.
zjf Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke.
tricity. A new rest room was
receptionby members of the band
by Miss Jane De Weerd. A solo Mrs. John De Boer, Wilma and
Besides
the
wife
he
is
survived
The Fahocha Sunday School Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Leslie Parrish
opened recently.
and their parents Tuesday even- by a son Peter of Grand Haven, was sung by Mrs. Allan Russcher Anna Beukema of Holland and
To meet the increased demand class of First Methodist Church S. Broersma and Mrs. K. Jousma Honored at Party
Mrs. Roger Kleis of Grand Rapids
ing at the high school. Gyde Ly- three sisters. Mrs. Mamie De accompanied by Mr. Rietberg.
were Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drooger
for camping space, Ranger Gar- met Monday evening in Byrnes
man is presidentof the Band Boos- Vries, Mrs. Martha De Vries and
For an eastern honeymoon, the were unable to attend.
and
family and Mrs. Paul Streur
ence Boerman has been assigned Parlors. Mrs. William Orr led deMrs. Leslie Parrish of 255 Wash- ters Gub, which sponsored the Mrs. Carl Brandon, all of Holland; bride changed to an aqua sheath
of Holland.
registrationon a full-timebasis. votions.
event.
a brother, Dr. Georg Manting of dress embroidered with shaded Former Weit Olive
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Vanden Berg ington Blvd. wa* guest of honor
Program for the evening, in
He also has two part-time helpers
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Campbell SL Louis, Mo.; one stepsister, black flowers.She had a matching
at
a
supper
party
held
at ‘Sanand family of Kalamazoo were
to do a job that one man used charge of Mrs. Harrison Lee, feacf Hart and their daughter, Mrs. Miss Cornelia Van Anrooy of aqua coat, black patent leather Woman Dies in Chicago
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. ger’s Supper House Tuesday evento be able to do in his spare time. tured a book review by Mrs.
Walter Morley and her daughter Grand Haven and two stepbroth- accessoriesand a white orchid corDick Kroodsma and family. David ing.
Most of the rangers, whose po- Kirby Gooding on the historical
Mrs. Tim A. Robert, 67, former
Joyce of Muskegon were Sunday ers, Henry Van Anrooy of Grand sage.
The
honored
guest
was
presented
Pott of Chicago is a guest at the
sitions are governedby civil serv- novel “Soo Canal.”
The new Mrs. Mokma, a grad- West Olive resident, died Thursday
with a gift by the following guests: dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Haven and Peter of Lincoln, Neb.
Kroodsma home also.
ice, have been working with Broad
Hostess for the evening was Mrs.
uate of Holland High School, at- at her home in Chicago. She had
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma, Mrs. Lorraine Duffy, Mrs. Ger- Carl Walter. Later they all attendfor at least five years. Broad Glen Siver. On her committee were
ed
the
Pearle
homsecoming.
tended Hope College where she was been in ill health for several
trude
Klendenning.
Mrs.
Lillian
Grace, and Richard were Sunday
feels that the experienced help Mrs. Fred Davis, Mrs. Laurence
Mrs. v Jessie Morton of Benton Fire Does Minor Damage
a member of Sigma Sigma soror- months.
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van Loo, Mrs. Anna P. Geerdts
The Roberts family still mainhas enabled the park to expand Schmidt, Mrs. Gordon Comelisscn, Feynen and family of Byron Cen- and Mrs. Betty Mulder.
Harbor came Saturday eveing to
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ity. She is now employed at the
tains a summer home in Wes#
to' care for the larger crowds Mrs. Charles Pardue, Mrs. D.
be
a
guest
of
Mr.
Ernie
Crane
Although
damage
was
neglible,
college.
The
groom,
a
graduate
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Parrish
and
family
ter.
Olive.
without diminishing its services. Gebraad and Mrs. Lee. Mrs. Alvin
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Van Houten, are leaving for Los Angeles, Calif, a few days. She also visited Mrs. the Grand Haven fire department Holland Christian High School and
Of the thousands of information Brandt and Mrs. George Baker Mr. and Mrs. Bob Raisinen and where they plan to reside per- Lionel Becker and Miss Inez Bil- spent an hour and a half at the Davenport Business Institute, Surviving are the husband and
requests the group has received, poured.
Lake Upholstery Co. at 409 Sev- Grand Rapids, is employed as a four, children.
childrenof Grand Rapids, Mr. and manently.Mrs. Parrish has been lings.
they're still scratching their heads
The evening ended with group Mrs. John Jousma, Phyllis, and active in community affairs aqd
Supt. Wayne Woodby announces enth St. Wednesday night The fire salesman for Michigan Farmer Inabout a call they received last singing led by Mrs. Russell Patty, and Mr. and Mrs. Bert was the chairman of the Catholic a change has been mdeln the open- started in a furnace upstairs in surance Co.
year.
^
The groom's parents entertained
Drooger and Timmy, Mr. and Mrs. Women's Gub of St Francis de ing date of the school here. Origi- whih some trash had been burnA man called and asked that an
nally scheduled to open Sept. 4, it ed several hours before. Prt of a at the Eten House following reFloyd Jousma of Holland were Sun- Sales Church in 1954.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
announcement be made over the The original fund for the No- day guests of Mr. and Mrs. S.
will be a week later, September day bed on the floor caught fire, hearsal Wednesday evening.
public address system for his wife bel prizes was for nine million Broersma and Mrs. K. Jousma.
New Zealand is approximately10. This change is made so high scorching the woodwork. Damage
HOLUND. MICHIGAN
to come to the telephone.Told that dollars, with the prize money to
Mr. and Mrs. John Oosterhaven 1,000 miles long and is divided school students can assist In the to the building was estimatedat ‘Among the Todas of India, a 27 last
Phona 3693
the public address was to be used come from the interest on the prin- of Grand Rapids were Monday into North island, South island and harvest of peaches. This date will $25 and at about the same amount woman must greet a man by touchGflbait Vaada Water, Mgr.
in case of emergency only, in or- cipal.
ing his feet with her forehead.
be in effect for ttvo years.
to the contents.
guests of Mrs. J. Gt J. Van Zoeren. Stewart Island.
Bareman’s started the night off
with a 12-3 win over the Moose
and then in a protest game scored
a 4-0 victory over Fords. But
Fords came back in the third
game and blanked Co. D, 3-0 in
games played at Van Tongeren
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Trinity

Come

Both Teams

6,1956

Church Scene

1

of

Wedding

mm*

Van Oss-De Went Vows Spoken

'

Through

to

Take

2nd Straight Wins
It will be the

VFW

Brothers in the City

and Hulst

Softball

league showdown again this year.

Both teams came through with
wins Wednesday night to qualify
for the best three-out-of-five series

and the playoff championshipslated to start Friday night at Van
Tongeren Field at 7:30 p.m.
Plans call for the playoff to be
held Friday, Saturday and Monday
and then Tuesday and Thursday,
If needed.
These two teams have battled
each other in the finals the last
two years.

QUITE

A

East

CONTRAST — In contrast to
boulevards and busy shops. Note the auto agency
Berlin, busy Kurfurstendanun Strasse in the ' on the corner and the private cars and many
Western section of the city has tree lined bicycles.
I

In Wednesday night’s action, two
runs in the bottom of the sixth
inning were the big ones for Hulst
in the 6-4 decisionover Bareman’s
Service while Jay Hoffman’shome
run with a man on in the fifth
Inning gave the VFW its 5-4 win

over the Fords.
Hulst jumped to a three-run lead
in the bottom of the first inning
as A1 Bosch came through with
a home run with two men on.
Leroy Brower, who started on
the mound for the winners, raced
around the bases for an inside-thepark homer in the second inning
to give Hulst Brothers a 4-0 lead.
Bareman’s,blanked for the fy-st
four innings, put together two doubles, one by Jun Buursma and the
other by Lou Altena to score two
runs in the fifth. Buursma came
home on Aliena's hit and Altena
scored on an error.
Bareman’g drew within one run
of the winners with another tally
in the sixth. Bill Vryhof singled,
went to third on an error and
scored on a wild pitch.
Hulst Brothers put together four
hits in the bottom of the sixth to
push across two more runs and
ic* the playoffberth.
Lee Gebben singled and advanced to second on Gord Grevengoed’s single. Gebben was out on
A1 Vekftuis' -fielder'schoice. An
DRAB SECTION — Here’s a view of the Bran- Berlin in 70 meters.” The view is from the British error by third baseman Vryhof
put Grevengoedon third and Velddenburger Gate with the Red flag on top in
sector. The Reichstag is just over to the right of
huis on second and both came
Berlin.The sign says "you are leaving
the gate but not on the picture.
home on Brpwer's second hit, a
single to center field. Jud Gebben
killed.(Skeletons are still being followed with another single but
found in the ruins as the clearing
both runners were left stranded
up continues.!
when Les Nyenhuis popped out to
It s
to
Tbe Allied zone doesn't show the first baseman.
Bareman’s picked up its fourth
much evidence of destruction any
more. It is a busy metropolis. run in the top of the seventh. Ted
in
Parks and trees are abundant in Schreur singled,moved to second
By Karel • Mar4 Kleinhektel and all. (Perhaps my imagination this section of the city, and Kur- when Ron Bekius was hit by a
furstendamm Strasse a great pitched ball, advanced to third on
I have been lost in the Russian was working overtime!)
shopping center, is the heart of Bob Bergman's single and home on
We
found
him
on
the
steps
leadzone of Berlin at 1:30 a.m.
a fielder’s choice by Buursma.
ing to the street. How can you ex- the area.
It's not a funny experience, esThe streets arc much more alive Bosch, who began pitching in the
plain a situation like ours with
pecially when your passport is in
gestures? It must have been an in West Berlin, where there are fifth, struck out the side in the
your tether's breast pocket — and
old story, for he just rolled his many private cars. Those cars Baremsm seventh.
he is sleeping peacefully over in eyes skyward and proceeded to in East Zone are either military
The winners made 10 hits with
West Berlin.
lead us back through the tunnels or official vehicles,with a sprink- Iji Vern Zoerhof, Grevengoed and
It all came about when we deBrower each getting two. Jud
of the S-Bahn and then out into the ling of taxi cabc. and buses.
cided to fly into Berlin. The trip
Many of the historicalbuildings Gebben, Nyenhuis, Bosch and Lee
open again to a taxi stand.
was not on our itinerary, but It took a sizable bribe (all the were destroyed in Berlin and of Gebben each got one hit.
\ when we
discovered we could money we had with us) but the course can never be replaced, but
Bareman’s hit safely nine times
make the trip easily from Han- taxi driver finally said yes, he the modern buildings that are go- with Lou Altena and Schreur each
nover, we took advantage of the
ing up are makin. the city once having two hits. Lou Borgman,
would take us across.
opportunity.
That ride through the moonlit more beautiful.It's a slow pro- Bekius, Bob Borgman, Vryhof and
We arrived in the morning and ruins of East Berlin might have cess, but the restoration and re- Buursma each had one hit.
that evening went out for dinner
been romantic,but all we could building is going on, returning
with a newly - found friend of
With Fords leading 4-3 in the
think of was the border guards. Berlin once mere to its place as
ours, a young Canadian law stuThey appeared out of the one of the great cities of the world. bottom of the fifth inning Jay
dent.
Hoffman, a veteran of many softWe had be»n warned always to shadows waving red flashlights.
ball playoffs,teed off on a Bob
carry pur passport* in Berlin,and We must have looked scared, beEbels pitch and sent it over the
cause
one
of
them
laughed
when
not to venture into the East zone
center field fence to put the Vets
The Mother’s Club will have its in the finals for another year.
after midnight The best place to he accepted our American cigaretts
park a passport is in a father's and waved the taxi on.
first fall meeting next Monday
Hoffman scored behind Lee
No relief yet. There is a "no
pocket, and that's where I stowed
evening, Sept. 10 at 7:45. All the Veldman. who hdd doubled.
man's land,” and then the West
mine.
The Vets, like Hulst Brothers,
The four of us wanted to try German guard, who warned the mothers in the district are invited started fast with three runs in the
to
become
members,
especially
every mode of transportation in taxi driver quite sternly not to
bottom of the first to wipe out the
those who still have children in
the city, and so we arrived at the stay too long!
1-0 lead establishedby Fords in the
school.
Lights, and people, and cars
restaurant via U- Bahn. or undertop of the frame.
Mrs. Jim Vander Kooi and chilground railway When it was time again! It had taken a good two
Hoffman singled,Lum Veldman
dren
from
Ottawa
visited
her
hours,
but
we
were
out.
to return to the hotel, my parents
and Vern Vande Water each walkdaughter,
Mrs.
Harris
Driesenga
Frightening? All I know Is that
took a taxi and Bryan and I deed and each came home on a
cided to try the U-Bahn again. when I finally got to bed. my all day Tuesday.
booming triple to right field by
The
Home
Economics
club
memBut the U-Bahn was closed for the dreams marched by in the direcBill Franks.
tion of Siberia,to the tune of the bers and their families enjoyed
night.
Wayne Hop, Ford third baseman,
an outing at Ottawa Beach ThursThe next best thing seemed to "Volga Boatman!”
was safe on an error in the top
All of our time in Berlin was not day, featuring a hamburg fry and
be the trolley. Getting our map,
of the first inning and scored on
we found bn open hot dog stand spent in playing ‘"escape” from wiener roast. Mrs. Lester Veld- Jun Hop's triple. Hie side was put
heer was in charge of arrangeand collected a group of helpful the Russian zone” however.
out before the latter Hop could
Arriving at busy Tempelhof Air- ments.
Berlinitesto show us just which
\

* *

*

East

West

+

an Eerie Experience

Stranded at 1:30 a.m.

Be

East Berlin

Olive Center

ccr to catch. One man, who said
he had once been a Red prisoner
for 11 months, spoke a little English. He finallyfound us a trolley and waved us off. The only
trouble was, It was the wrong trolley.

With

many

gestures,the conductor shoved us off at the fifth stop,
an S-Bahn or overhead railway
station.

"Mehring platz? Nein!” That
train was off for thj night. Fredrich Platz by S-Bahn, and then
transfer to trolley again for Meh-

ring

Platz1.

That was the

ticket

port is exciting. At least 30 flights
a day come in from Hannover to
Berlin, and cities such as Hamburg and Frankfurt- on - Main
have similar schedules.
At the airport there is an imposing monument, erected by the
people of West Berlin to those
who participatedin the airliftduring the Russian "freeze.”
One of the first things we did
was to take a nice, safe bus tour
of Eastern Berlin. What a contrast between the two parts of the
city. The East zone has had minor
repair work done, as far as we
cou'.I determine.

agent's plan for us. And what a
situationit led us into.
The only new structures seem
Our first hint was an HO ad- to be the Russian headquarters

vertisement in the S-Bahn car. and one or two KO stores.
HO's are state owned stores in One of the most amazing things
the East zone.
we were shown was the park comThe final indication was when memorating the Red soldierskillwe looked at the map and found ed in "saving the German people
that our last stop had been just from being crushed by the boot of
past Unter Den Linden Straase. Nazism." The beautifulmemorial
Unter Den Linden, one of Berlin’s building and the statues were
most famous streets, now runs made by Germans, under the "diwell inside the Russian zone.
rection” of the Rusians, and from
Right then I wished I could wake material "borrowed from other
up and find that the whole busi- buildingsin Berlin. Our West Berness was a nightmare.
lin guide emphasized this point.
We jumped out of the train at
Brandenburger Tor separates
IVedrich Platz. When could we get the two zones, and atop the fama train back again? The female ous old BrandenburgGate flies the
conductorjust laughed. "In four red flag of Russia, while Russian
hours!”

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vander
Zwaag and sons drove to Lansing
Thursday where they visitedMr.
and Mrs. Foster Van Vliet. They
also attended the State 4-H
AchievementDay in Lansing.
Bobby, young son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis underwent
an appendectomy in Holland hospital last Saturday. He is getting
along well and has returned home.

Mr. and Mrs. John Veneberg
spent last Thursday in Muskegon.
Mr. Steve Zimonich of Grand
Haven visitedMr. and Mrs. Jack
Nieboer Sunday afternoon.

Marriage Licenses

move from

third.

Fords tied the score in the second inning on a home run over
the center field fe n c e by Jas
Ebels. He scored behind Glen
Ebels, who had walked.
Fords fourth run which put them
into the lead was scored in the
fourth. Warren Plaggemars doubled, was sacrificed to third and
scored on Howie Bosch's single.
The winners made six hits off
Bosch and Ebels with Lee Veldman and Hoffman, each getting
two. Franks and Rog Beckman
made the other hits.

Jun Hop, Plaggemars,

Glen

Ebels. Jas Ebels and How Bosch
each had one hit for Fords.
Line scores:

Ottawa County
H
Russell G. Rescorla. 25, Grand
Bareman
................
000 021 1 — 4 9
Haven, and Marlene J. LeJeune,
23, Holland; Gerald Lee Van Hek- Hulst .........310 002 x - 6 10
Batteries: Bos and Bekius;
ken, 19, and Marcia Jean Vande
Water, 22; William Jay Lokker, Brower, Bosch (5) and Vork.
R H
19, and Rosanne Steggerda, 18, all
Fords .......... 120 100 0- 4 5
of Holland.

VFW

.........300 020
Batteries: Bosch, B.

Chix Plan Scrimmage
ZEELAND (Special)- The

x~ 5

6

Ebels (5)

and Plaggemars; Veldman and

Zee- Beckman, Veldman (7).
land High football team will scrimmage against Kelloggs ville Friday
Sixth Cirarch-Gra-Bell
night in an under - the - lights
situation at Zeeland AthleticField. Meets Berean in Finals
This drill will give Coach Jarold
Groters his first look at his team
Sixth Church • Gra - Bell avengunder game - like conditions.
ed two earlierone - run setbacks
and stopped De Nooyer ChevroThere will be no school session let, 3-2 in the B Recreation softMonday afternoon,Sept. 10, at ball tournamentWednesday night
Olive Center School, because of at the 22nd 3t. and Pine Ave. diateachers conferences. A new time mond.
schedule is being followed at the
The winners now will meet Berschool throughout this year. All ean Church Monday at 6 p.m. at
classes begin each day at 9 a.m. Van Tongeren Field for the ReBeginners are excused at 11:30 a. creation tournament champion
m., first, second and third grades ship.
at 2:15 p.m. and fourth through
In the Wednesday game, Chuck
eighth grades, at '3:45 p.m.
Isaacson was the winning pitch-

soldiers patrol just on the other
discovered side of the archways.
that all of -the S-3ahn trains reHie Reichstay is in ruins, as
turn to the East zone at dosing are all the buildings where Goertime. They were put under Rus- ing^Goeblesand the others of Hitsian control In 1945 when Berlin ler's staff were headquartered.
was split up, and the agreement And they are being left in ruins.
has never been changed.)
It was here where Hitler’s and
Ibis was just too much!
^ya Braun's skeletons were supWe raced through the complete- posedly found.
ly empty station. It was like beAnd West Berlin is amazing.A
ing In a great dark cave, and I’m tour of the West zone showed us
sure our heartbeats echoed just just how much can be accomplishas loudly as our footsteps.
ed by a determinedpeople in 10
er and Date Hulst the loser. De
Strangelyenough, our rescuer years. We were told that 65 -per
Rotary Club members will stage Nooyer had won the regular seaturned out to be a man who look- cent of the city was bombed put their annual picnic at 6 tonight at
son game 2-1 and the championed remarkablylike St^in, uniform during the war and 200,000 people
ship tilt, 1-4).

(Tbe next day we

Mrs. Curt Richard Schneider
(Bulfordphoto)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Von Oss
Miss Mary Elin Pas, daughter of over greep taffeta. All carried co
Miss Verna De Went and Robert Van Oss and Mrs. Calvin Diemer,
Mr., and Mrs. Henry Pas of Chi- lonial bouquets of yellow chrysanVan Oss were united In marriage bridesmaids, wore identical ensemcago Dr., and Dr. Curt Richard themums and ivy..
Thursday evening, Aug. 30, in bles In pink, and carried cascade
Schneiderwere married Aug. 25
Steve Schneider attended his HudsonvilleFirst ChristianRe- bouquets of white gladioli with
at 3 p.m. in Trinity Reformed brother as best man and ushers formed Church. The bride is the pink centers.
Church. Dr. Schneider is the son wre Herbert Barton of Palatine, daughter of Mr. and Mrf. Henry
Sally Crater and Lohryn Gates,
of Dr. and Mrs. Curt Schneider of Ind., brother - in - law of the De Went of Hudsonville and the
niece and nephew of the groom,
Birmingham.
groom, and William Reed Mc- groom’s parents are Mr. and Mrs. were miniature bride and groom.
The Rev. William Carlough, Intyre of Ann Arbor.
John Van Oss of Forest Grove,
Elaine Crater, also niece of the
brother - in - law of the bride,
For her daughter’s wedding Mrs
An arrangementof palms, large groom, was flower girl.
performed the double ring cere- Pas wore a dress of navy silh bouquets of gladioliand chrysan- Richard Van Oss, twin brother
mony, assistedby the Rev. John shantung and a velvet hat tc themums and double candelabra of the groom, was best man. AnHains, pastor of Trinity Church. match. The groom’s mother wore provided the setting for the double other brother, Howard Van Oss,
Arrangements of white gladioli a slate blue silk dress and fea ring ceremony performed by the and Don De Went, brother of the
and seven branch candelabra high- thered hat of the same color.
Rev. Henry Bajema.
bride, seated the guests.
lighted a background of ferns at
A reception was held in the
At the reception,Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bernard Kunnen, cousin of
the altar. White satin bows and church parish house immediatelj the bride, was organist.John Van- Henry Koster presided as master
greens marked the pews. Mrs. following the ceremony. Miss Ret der Wal was soloist.
and mistress of ceremonies. MauWilliam Zonnebelt presided at the ta Pas. aunt of the bride, anc
Escorted by her father, the bride rice Koets was toastmaster. Mr.
organ. The prelude consisted of Miss Ruth Livingston of Ann Ar wore a floor - length gown of Chan- and Mrs. Clarence Ter A vest and
selectionsfrom Bach and Mozart, bor poured. Serving at the puncf tilly lace over satin. The gown was Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Van Bronkthe processionalwas Handels’ bowl were Mr. and Mrs. W. R fashioned with a fitted basque bo- horst arranged the gifts and Miss
"Largo,"and the recessionalPur- Raman of Ann Arbor.
dice. A sheer yoke outlinedwith a Ruth Hopp and Darle Newhouse
cell’s "Trumpet Voluntary.” Mrs.
Mrs. Schneider studied at West scroll of sequins and seed pearls served punch.
James Anderson of Kalamazoo em Michigan College and Univer was set off by a mandarin colFor her daughter's wedding,
sang "The Lord’s Prayer."
sity of Michigan, receiving a mas lar. Long sleeves tapered to points Mrs. De Went chose a dress of
The bride wore a floor - length ter’s degree. She has been teach- over the wrists, and the skirt, fash- basque bfcie lace over taffeta with
gown of tulle and chantUlylace ing at University High School dur ioned with tiers of ruffles, swept navy accessories. She wore a
over satin. The bodice, with tap- ing the past year. Dr. Schneidei into a chapel train. A double scal- white gladioli corsage with red
ered long sleeves, was fashioned received his Ph. D. in epidemloto loped tiara of- iridescent sequins roses. The groom's mother selectof lace appliqued to a tulle yoke gic Science from the Universitj outlined with seed pearls secur- ed a two • piece gray dress with
with a court collar. Her mantil- of Michigan in June, 1956. Aftei ed her fingertipveil of imported pink accessories.She wore a white
la-type veil was secured to a seal- Sept.' 10, Dr. and Mrs. Schneidei English illusion.She carried a gladiolicorsage with pink roses.
toped lace crown embroidered will make their home In Gardei white Bible with a white camellia For a northernwedding trip,
the new Mrs. Van Oss changed to
with pearls. She carried a colonial City, N. Y., where Dr. Schneide: and red roses.
Miss Ruth La Huis, maid of hon- a beige suit with brown accesbouquet of tiny white pompons and will be an Instructor in biolog;
or, wore a turquoise gown of net sories. Her wedding corsage comivy.
at Adelphi College.
Bridal attendants were her two
Pre-nuptialshowers for th. over taffeta with a matching lace pleted the outfit
The newlyweds will be In their
sisters, Dr. Patricia Pas Car- bride were given by Mrs. Frei jacket and picture hat. She carlough and Miss Sammie Jane Pas Brieve and Mrs. Henry Visser ried a cascade bouquet of white new home on 12th Ave. in Jenison
who wore identicalgowns of iri- Mrs. J. J. Brower, the teacher gladioli and red roses. Miss Karen after Nov. 1.
descent taffeta in two shades of of University High School, Mrs. J
green and bonnets to match, en- Kipp and Mrs. Jim Davis. Tb
broidered with seed pearls; and bridal party and immediate fam
Miss Marthe Schneider, sister of Hies were enertained at a rehear
the groom, who was junior brides- sal dinner at the Chalot by thi
maid. She wore white organdy groom’s parents.

40 Holland Horizon Girls

Will Attend Conference

De Nooyer Wins
No-Hit, No-Run Game
De Nooyer Chevrolet defeated
Fris 2-1 in RecreationB. softball HighlightsTournament

Forty Holland teenage

girls will

leave Friday for Albion to attend

a Horizon Club Conference Sept.
action Thursdaynight. A1 Piersma,
Onie Van Eerden pitched the 7, 8 and 9. They wiU meet with
who won the regular season’s
playoff with a home run, repeated first no - hit, no - run game in more than 250 girls from Michithe feat Thursday. The Sixth the Zeeland Softball tournament gan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and
Church - Gra-Bell - Bethel Church Wednesday night as the Flying West Virginia. Theme of the threegame was rained out and will be
Jewelers of Grand Rapids blanked day conference is "Horizon Holiplayed Tuesday, Sept. 4.
the Hudsonville Merchants, 1-0 at day Haven” and the Holland deleLegion Field in Clacc B compe- gation wiU play a prominent part.
Berean Enters Finals
Serving on a workshop program
tition.
Berean Church defeated Holland
Van Eerden faced 22 men, with Saturday morning wiU be Pat
Furnace,4-2 Tuesday night in the only one man getting on base be- Hower, Linda Smith, Mary Ann
B RecreationsoftballtoOrnament cause of an error. Rog Schut, the Seif and Mary Ann Kuipers. They
play and will meet the winner of losing pitcher, allowed three hits. will discuss "Good Times Indoors”
tonight'sgame between De NooyAlso in Class B Holland Moose and "Good Times Outdoors.”
?" Chevrolet and Sixth Church for was dumped from the meet after
Conference events will include
the tournamenttitle. Sixth Church losing 4-0 to the National Metals discussion of future careers for
entered the finals by defeating of Grand Rapids. Russ Rykse gave thj young women and there will
Bethel Church. Tuesday night, 9-2. the Moose just one hit and losing be direct advice from experts in
hurler Matt Numikoski allowed many fields who will confer indiThe Waverly Activity Club will five safeties.
vidually with the girls. Mrs. Hazel
hold its first meeting following the
Harlem stopped Grand Rapids McCully of New York City will
summer vacation at the school Container Corp., 9-1 in the Class speak on "Choosinga Career.”
Friday at 8 p.m. Officers will be C game. The winners made mine
Other workshop events will deal
elected. *
with personality,community serhits and the losers three.
vice and conduct of Horizon
Clubs. There also will be parties,
fashion shows, a tour of Albion
to
College and time for sports and
shopping.
Climaxing the fun will be a
talent night Saturday evening and

Luncheon Opens

Fall

Meetings of Society
The

"

fall session of the Mission-

Women’s Guild
Reformed Church was

ary Group of the

of

Third

1

Boy Smuts

Get Out the Vote

Holland girls will enter their
Dutch Dance team. Taking part
will be Ruth Smith, Mary Ellen
Steketee, Shirley Dykstra, Sally
Houtman, Linda Bouwman, Linda

Raven, Charlotte Butler, Mary
Kuiper, Sarah Vander Poel, Roxanne Rudolph, Mary Bosch and
Sally Tellman.

Other Holland girls attending
be Barbara Walvoord, Joanne
Brown, Emilie Sincock, Delores
Vande Water, Sharon Smeenge,
Janice Harthome, Edwine Rackes,
Nita Wiersma, Jane Penna, Betty
Leeuwen, Phyllis Estam, Judy
Visscher, Sylvia Wildschutt, Judy
Wilber, Maxine Riksen, Jackie
Cook, Doreene Waterway, Betty
Alderink, Janice Veen, Marilyn
Klomparens and Janet Tague.
Accompanying the girls will be
Mrs. R. L. Smith, Mrs. Lester
Douma, Mrs. Anthony Bouwman,
Mrs. Paul Jones and Miss Sunny
ftouwman.
The group will travel in a charwill

opened Wednesday with a luncheon served in the Fellowship Hall

by the social committee. Mrs. M.
Van Dyke was chairman.
Lunchon was served at tables
arranged and decorated by Mrs.
R. Tanis and Mrs. A. E. Van
Lente. Mrs. Jacob Brower offered
prayer.

Followingthe luncheon a trio,
Mrs. H. Voogd, Mrs. A. Vollink,
and Mrs. Jack Ix»enhouts,accompanied hy Miss Mildred Schuppert,
sang "Teach Me O Lord” by Hamblen.

After adjournmentto the church
the presidentMrs. J. Van
Zomeren, presided at a regular

parlors,

meeting. Mrs. L. Kievet had
charge of devotions, basing her
theme, "Fishers of Men” on thff
narrative of the miraculous draft
of fishes as found in Luke 5.
Miss Esther De Weerd, missionary on furlough from Vellore,
India, a city of 200,000 population,
showed slides and scenes of Vellore and the surrounding country.
She gave a clear picture of the
country and its people by her wellchosen camera scenes and vivid
word pictures of Christianand
native shrines and temples, market
places, rural and urban scenes and
the people frequenting them.
She showed views of Ashram,
the school and mission center
where she is located, and slides of
its activities which reach out into
the whole city and is united into
the church of South India with all
but one of the other Protestant
Missions of South India.
Mrs. E. Koeppe presented projects which the mission boards of
the church are suggesting for the
society.

City Hall Repairs
Repairs and improvementsin the
municipal court offices and other
places in the Qty Hall are untered bus, leaving the Camp Fire derway today.
office at 2:45 Friday afternoon.
They will return Sunday afternoon.

Marriage Licenses
Ottawa County
21, route 1,
Grand Haven, and Joyce Peterson. 19, Muskegon; Arthur M.
Peck, 79. Cincinnati, Ohio, and
Alice O’Baiwon. 77, Buffalo, N.
Y.; Myrle Phillips.18, and Patricia HU1, 18, both of HoUand;
Patrick Kane, 26, Muskegon
Heights, and MarjorieBqhm, 20,
route 1, Grand Haven.

Wayne Wymore,
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HOLD FAST THE PLEDGE

At the very moment when
rhyme is being more or leu

James 3:4-5; James 4:1-12
By C~P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the Division of Chris-

The idea never occurred to the
ancients that rhyme was an essenabandoned by the poets, business tial characteristicof poetry. Even
is taking it over. Commercial so late as early English poetry,
rhymes, to the accompaniment of rhyme was still absent All sorts
music, are almost becoming a of artificial devices were used by
monopoly of the radio and televi- the primitive Anglo-Saxon poets,
sion
/
but when a rhyme was used It was
No matter what it is, no matter mostly accidental.
how incongruous jthe application By the time Chaucer appeared
of rhyme to business may be, the on the scene in the 14th century,
commercialsare sprouting hourly -tyme had become wedded to
with vowel pairings that are not poetry. Chaucer’s ability in the
infrequently grotesque. A cigaret use of rhyme was quite as great
ad may sound like a Shakespear- as that of the greatest poets of
ean sonnet; a gasoline company today.
may use words and phrases that
But throughout English literaeven a Wordsworth would have ture rhyme continued to be regardconsidered too fancy in describing ed as merely a help in some

Deuteronomy 29:1-9
I Thessalonians 5:21
by Darrell Franken
The C.E. Peldge : "Trustingin

the Lord Jesus Christ for strength,
I promise him that I will strive
the Churches of Christ in the
to do whatever He would have me
U.S.A. and used by permission.) do. I will make It the rule of my
The early'ChristianChurch also life to pray and read the Bible,
had bickerings and quarrels. to support the work and worship
tian Education, National Council of

The

Hom

ef the

—

advertisers.

of my church, and to take my
Thun- Sometimes we seem to think that part in the meetings and other
every one was angelic in the early activities of this Society.
'prluUnff Co. Office 64-S6
church but a reading of this les- I will seek to bring others to
West Eighth Street, Hoi*
son text banishes that idea. If all Christ, to give as I can for the
land. Mich.
Entered as aecond class matter at Christian people would use their
the post office at Holland Mich., tongues rightly many conflictsin Spread of the Kingdom, to advance my country’s welfare, and
under the Act of Congress,March 3,
the church would never happen.
promote the Christian brotherhood
1878.
Grassmere Lake sunset; a poetry,not as essential. No greater
I. The tongue is indeed a power. of man. These things I will do
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher
toothpaste manufacturermay in- poetry has yet appeared In EngJames tells us that the tongue is unless hindered by conscientious
Telephone — Newe Items 3193
dulge In a lyricism that would lish than Shakespeare’s yet nearly
like a bit in the mouth of the reasons ; and in them all I will
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191
horse, it is like the helm of a ship, seek the Savior’s guidance.”
make a Browning or a Tennyson-all of it is without rhyme. Shakehesitate to apply it to the theme speare teed rhyme for the most
The publishershall not be liable and like a spark. The bit, the helm, (Pledge No. 3)
for any error or errors In printing and the spark are all small but
of death and immortality.
Suggestions to Leader
part only at the end of a scene.
any advertisingunless a proof of they achieve great results. The
Quite certainlythe rhyming and The Elizabethan stage had no
Many youth do not know about
such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned tongue is small but it does fcreat the pledge. Others know the pledge
singing commercialgets results in complicated lighting facilities,no
bv him in time for corrections with things.Jesus warned His disciples but do not like it. They do not
sales - at least until the public gets curtains,almost no stage propersuch errors or corrections noted
sick to the stomach from an over- ties. Instead of lowering the curplainly thereon; and In such case If that they would have to give an wish to bind themselves to it for
any error so noted Is not corrected account for every idle word spok- they feel it is a law or code. The
dose of it. For the time being the tain at the end of a scene, as is
publishers liabilityshall not exceed en. There are conflicts in all
pledge is no law or code. It is
"hucksters” have robbed poetry of done today, the writer ended a
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the spheres of life— in family life, in an ideal. It is a set of principles
its rhymes, and as a result it is scene with two lines that rhymed.
whole space occupiedby such adver- the church, in industry and labor,
to look to for guidance.
becoming almost a disgrace for a
During the next generation John
tisement
and between nations. These conA. Begin by reading the pledge
poet to be found using rhyme in Milton went so far as to argue
flicts all have one source— the sin- as it is written above.
TERMS OP SCBBCBimON
his verse.
that rhyme was more a harm than
One year. 13.00; six months, 12.00; ful human heart.
B. Use a blackboardto write
For many centuriesthe public of a help to poetry. In an introducthree months, IL00; single copy. 10c.
II. Conflicts start because people down some of the principlesfound
Subscriptions payableIn advance and
the western world has almost un- tory not to “Paradise Lost.” that
will be promptly discontinuedIf not want things which belong to oth- in the pledge. (By writing these
conscioasly identifiedpoetry wi*h tory note to "Paradise Lost.” that
THANKS MORIE !— Maurice Collins (left) of
Morie is especiallybusy on the Fourth of July
renewed.
ers. There is a song entitled. "I on a blackboard you will help your
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
rhyme. To that public since about tions of the epic, he asserts that
577 MichiganAve., probably puts in more hours
and
Labor
Day
when
three
races
are
scheduled
reportingpromptly any Irregularity Want What I Want When I Want group remember them.)
the days of Chaucer literature that while rhyme may be all right for
at Macatawa Bay Yacht Club during the summer
for each class of boats. This season the young
In ellvery.Write or Phone 319L
It”. These words tell why little
1. TRUST is the first principle
rhymed was poetry, all alther lit- ordinary poetry, it is not suited to
season than any other single meniber. Morie, as
sailors each chipped in to buy him a pair of binchildren quarrel, why unions and in the C.E. Pledge. (Read the first
erature was prose. Perhaps the the higher flights of poetical
he
is
known
to
the
kids
and
grownups,
charts
oculars
as
their
token
of
thanks
for
his
"guiding
corporations have conflicts, why Kne of the pledge again.) At this
MEMORIZING ‘THE
purloining of rhyme by business genius.
courses, starts and determines the winners and
hand."
Commodore
Bon
O.
Aspy
(right),
of
nations
go
to
war.
James
asks
the
STAR-SPANGLED BANNER” ...
point you could be prepared to
will cause a readjustment on the
places lor all the small boat races throughout the
But both the great and the nearIndianapolis,
made
the
presentation
Monday
question.
"From
whence
come
How many Americans could retell the group about the “dictionpart of the general public in its great continued to use rhyme in
summer. He’s been doing the job at MBYC ever
afternoon at closing ceremonies at the yacht
wars
and
fightings among you?” ary" and the "Biblical" meaning
peat the "Star-spangled Banner"
definitionof “poetry.”
since 1946 when he returned from service. In that
poetry, others just as great disclub. Young and old alike in the crowded club
He also gives the answer in the
word for word if suddenly called words,* "come they not hence, even of the word TRUST. You could
The act is often forgotten that, pensed with it. In America, in the
long span of years, he's missed just three times.
added a standing ovation. (Sentinelphoto)
also speak about the difficulties
rhyme was not originally associat- middle of the nineteenth century
upon to recite it? The answer to of your lusts that war in your and the joys of trusting in the
ed with poetry. All you need to do Walt Whitman barred rhyme from
that question would probably be members?”
Lord Jesus Christ.
Ls go to the Bdok of Job or the his poetry, and later the “free
Mrs. Zimmerman, 78,
The word "last” is a strong 2. PRAYER is the second article
surprising.
Book of Psalms or several other verse” writers did the same thing.
word
and
it
means
"unrestrained
When a singer with a national
of the Pledge. It is the avenue
Dies in Grand Haven
books of the Old Testament. Those
Mrs. Agnes spent the Labor Day
And now that businesshas taken
reputation,who had been invited cravings.” People often want what by which we go to God. and by
does
not
belong
to
them.
The
books are supremelygreat poetry, rhyme to its heart, it 'may be exweekend
with
her
children,
Mr.
which
he
comes
to
us.
How
much
by one of the nationalconventions
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) source of human conflictsis the time do you spend in prayer? Is and Mrs. John Scholten and Nanbut there never is a rhyme in pected that the poets wil increasto* sing the famous anthem, got
Mrs. Augusta Zimmerman, 78, of them, either in the originalcy on Eight Mile Road. Grand In
ingly ignore it. Certain it is that it
some of the words twisted, he sinful human heart The people that enough?
who fight want the satisfaction of
905 Madison St., died unexpectedly Hebrew or in translation.
is not essentialto poetry.
probably threw light not only on
3. READING THE BIBLE is the Rapids. Mrs. Minnie Huyser stayGRAND HAVEN (Special) - at the Hillcrest Convalescent Home
his own verbal unfamiliaritywith their own desires and these are third thing which the pledge asks ed with Mrs. C. Vereeke in her abFive persons appeared in Grand in Grand Haven at 1:15 p.m. Tuesthe song but with that of millions not pleasing to the Lord. The right us to do. You might ask your sence.
Mrs. Coba Groenwoud of Zee- Haven Municipal Court Tuesday.
of others. He had had time to thing to do is to pray about things group how many of them read
day. She was bom Augusta Fiscommit the words to memory; we desire.But many do not pray their Bibles every day. Do they land spent a few days with Mr. Some offenders were sentenced, cher in Germany May 1. 1878, but
Locals to
one was bound over to Circuit had lived in this vicinitymost of
most of the rest of us would be aright, asking for things which do read their Bibles at the table or and Mrs. I. Jelsma last week.
not
please
the
Lord.
Because
pleasAdmitted
to
Holland
Hospital
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Laurence
KlokCourt
and
one
case
will
come
up
in a less favored position if suddo they read them by themselves
her life. She had been in ill health
We d n e s d a
were E dwin
denly called upon to repeat the ure-seeking comes first in far too at bedtime? Point out that per- kert spent a few days of last week for trial.
for about a month. Her first husmany lives therefore true spiritu- sonal devotions are important for at Bass Lake.
Frank Garbrecht,17, route 1. band, Henry Saul, died in 1923. Wennersten. route 4; Albert Lucas,
anthem.
ality is absent. Disloyalty to God
It might be a good game to test
a Christianand that practice Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bos and West Olive, pleaded guilty to a Her second husband, Herman Zim- 321 West 28th St.; Henry B. Van
is the result of wanting things
children of Grand Rapids were reckless driving charge and was
familiarity with the words of "The
should be kept up.
The 58th annual MichiganMunmerman, died in 1941.
Oss. 554 East End Ave.; Grover
Star - Spangled Banner."Try it which are worldly. The best thing 4. ATTENDANCE is the fourth supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. sentenced to pay $75 fine, $5.10
She is survived by one son. Aricipal League Conventionwill be
to do is to pray to God about our
De
Vries
on
Sunday.
They
also
Berkel,
94
West
12th
St.;
Mrs.
costs, surrenderedhis operator’s
out on yourself,without previous
thing to write on that blackboard.
nold Saul, of Grand Haven town- Gerrit Jalving, route 4; Brent held for three days beginning
memory exercises. For most of us desires and lay the whole matter Point out that with all the money, attended the evening worship serv- licensefor 30 days and was placed
ship and a stepson. Edward Saul, Bouwman. 198 East Fifth St.
before
him.
ice.
on
probation
six
months.
Gar—that is, if we are honest about
today at the Pantland Hotel,
cars, and other activitiesit is
of Grand Haven; also eight grandHI.
God
deserves
our
wholeAnthony
Vande
Guchte
was
takDischarged Wednesaay were Grand Rapids.
brecht was arrested by city poit — the result would be surprisgetting easier and easier to forchildren.
hearted service. God gives grace
Mrs. Roosevelt Howard. 1746 West
ing.
get God. But the Pledge reminds en to St. Mary's Hospital. Grand lice Sept. 1 following a spectacuNineteen Michiganmunicipalities
Funeral services will be held at 32nd St.; Mrs. Marie Slayer, 451a
This would not be a good time to all who show that they are his us of the loyalty a true Christian Rapids on Monday. On Wednesday lar series of traffic offenses.
he underwentsurgery.
to play the game, because all of friends. James mentions the proud has for the church.
Garbrecht was first spotted by Van Zantwick Funeral Chapel Fri- East Seventh St.; Mrs. Robert Van joined the league during the past
Mrs. Leslie Bekins spent Thurs- police on WashingtonSt. where he day at 2 p.m. with the Rev. Ed- Dyke. 260 East 14th St.; Mrs. 12 months to put total league memus have just listened to the an- and the humble— God "resisteth
5. PARTICIPATION : (Write this
the
proud”
but
He
"giveth
grace
day
with her sister. Mrs. Hubert ran a red light and then failed ward B. Hilst of St. Johns Luth- Morrette Rider and baby, 654 Col- bership at an all-timerecord high.
them over and over again at the
on the blackboard) It seems that
two conventions.If would be sur- to the humble.” Pride often leads everyonehates to say what is on Heyboer in Vriesland.
to stop for a stop sign on the eran Church officiating. Burial tyill lege Ave.; Mrs. James Payne, Jr., As of July 1. it stands close to the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Victory of new highway. When police pulled be in Lake Forest Cemetery.
prisingif that had not done some- people to take a critical attitude his mind in the C.E. meeting. He
and baby, route 4; Mrs. Roger 400 mark. The league now retowards others.Pride comes from
thing to us.
Maat and baby, 270 Calvin Ave.; presents 4.442.398 of the State's
can speak freely in a conversation Grandville were supper guests of alongside him on the new highBut try it next year this time, the devil. We should submit our- with friends on the ball field, or Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman Sun- way, Garbrecht. turned out his
Mrs, Earl Vander Meulen and urban population.
when you have not actually heard selves to God and resist the devil in his home, but is a mental blank day.
lights and flashed his spotlightinThe league's current memberbaby. 48 West 33rd St.; Mrs.
The ChristianEndeavor m e t to the eyes of the officer, tempor- Peter
"The Star-Spangled Banner” sung —then we take the right kind of at a C.E . meeting. Does that
Bernard McMillan and baby. 240 ship accordinglyreflectsthe ina stand. When a person surrenders
for a long time. If you are letter
West Ninth St.; Phyllis A. Welch. terests of 98.338 per cent of the
"mental blank" mean what it in- Sunday afternoon with the pastor arily blinding him. Later Garand word perfect, you are probab- himself wholly to the Lord he will dicates ..... that the members bringing the message on "The brecht’s car went into a ditch on
262 West 10th St.; Gertrude De total Michigan urban population.
have regard for his fellow Chris- don't have many thoughts or Meaning of Missions."
ly one in a thousand.
Robbins Rd. but he pulled out beTen of the new members have
Kleine, route 3. Zeeland.
at His
tians and not speak evil of them.
The two new teachers in the fore officers came and ran a stop
There would be no point in viewquestions or concerns about reHospital births include a daugh- populations ranging between 100
To surrender wholly to the Lord
Christian school are Miss Shirley sign at a railroad crossing and at
ing that situationwith alarm, as
ligion?
GRAND HAVEN (Special) ter, Debra Tonni, born Tuesday to and 1.000. Five new members have
is sometimes done. "The Star- means to banish evil from life for
6. EVANGELISM: Read again Bylsma for grades 3 and 4 and Sheldon Rd. before being appre- Peter Smith. 60, was found dead Mr. and Mrs. Ted Brink, 737 Plas- populationsbetween 1,000 and 5,000
Spangled Banner” is a beautiful the Lord is holy and He demands the last paragraphof the Pledge, Mrs. D. Wuist for grades 1 and 2. hended.
in bed at home, 217 Columbus St, man Ave.; a daughter, Becky Other municipalitiessuch as Troy,
holiness in His people. Sin always
The Lord's supper will lx? obsong, but there is nothing sacroWilliam Lewis Cox, 28. route 1, at 5:15 p.m. Wednesday by h i s Lynn, born Wednesday to Mr. and a newly incorporated municipality,
and comment on the duties listed
creeps into our lives; sorrow for
served in the Christian Reformed Spring Lake, arrested by state posanct about it. Many citizens may
there.
housekeeper. His daughter had Mrs. Allen Veldhuis. 720 Wisteria has a total population of 13,673.
sin is wholesome. A Christian
Church next Sunday.
have the song in their hearts withLeaders Action Outline
lice Sept. 1 in Crockery township talked with him at noon when he Rd.; a son, Richard Edward HI,
The annual address will be deshould be joyous but there are
Mrs. Rena Van I/x) recently on three counts, also appeared said he was preparing to lie dowTi bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. livered by the League president,
out being able to repeat the words
These are the things which the
times
when
weeping
is much in
without a flaw. And having the
Pledge suggests. Now what are spent the afternoon with Mrs. John Tuesday. He paid $25 fine and and that is the last contact he had Richard Kearns, Jr., 35 East 15th Claude Ver Duin, mayor of Grand
song in one’s heart is far more place— when sin has been commitn we going to do about it? If you Bohl.
$-1.30 costs on a charge of having
Haven.
with anyone. He died of a heart St.
importantthan knowing all the ted sorrow is timely. In our day really want to be a better Christ- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Huizenga possession of another person's attack and apparentlyhad been
Holland wi# be represented by
there
is
but
little sorrow for sin.
spent Sunday with Mrs. Jennie operator's license,and paid $50
words.
ian I suggest two things:
some councilman, city officers and
dead about three hours when the Education Picnic
One
of the most common sins
Emmelander
in
Hudsonville.
Learning the words of the anfine, $4.90 costs plus serving two
1. I suggest that you subscribe
others at the convention.
body was found.
them is desirable; making it an and it is least thought of is speak- to a daily devotionalguide. There Mr. and Mrs. John Posma. Mr. days on a charge of driving with
The annual picnic for school
He was born Dec. 21. 1895 in
ing evil against one another as
and
Mrs.
Joe
Huizenga
and
Mr.
exercise in the schools is to be
personnel will be held Friday by
is Prayer Time (Box 7. Grand
a revoked license.On a reckless
recommended. But making mere believers.The person who speaks Rapids, Michigan) Upper Room and Mrs. Jake Hop enjoyed a pot- driving charge, he pleaded not Grand Haven where he had lived the Holland Board of Education. Office in Singapore
evil of his brother speaks evil of
all
his
life.
Since
19.36
he
had
verbal familiaritywith the words
(Medical Art Bldg, Nashville 3. luck dinner at the home of Mr. guilty and posted $100 bond for
All employes of the school system
DETROIT-Parke, Davis k Co.,
a kind of object of worship is the law. No one but God has the Tenn); Power-DailyDevotions for and Mrs Dick vander Moien at trial, date for which has not been worked at the Challenge Stamp- and their husbands and wives has announced the opening of a
right to judge, the person who
ing and Porcelain Co in the mainless than intelligent.That kind of
Young People. (810 Broadway, Chippewa Point near Ottawa beach set.
have been invited to a barbeque sales promotion office In Singapore
tenance department and retired
on Labor Day.
thing is like mere worship of the judges his brother takes the au- Nashville 2, Tenn) and others.
at
the American Legion Country under the d 1 r e c t i o n of Dr. H.
Barth
Middleton.
22,
Cedar
two years ago because of ill health.
flag. Loving one's flag for the thority that belongs t> God in His
2. I suggest that you send for
Club at 6 p.m.
Breiticreuz.
Springs, demanded examination on
own
hands
and
this Ls wrong.
He previously was employed by
spirit of America of which it is
a copy of the Pledge to hang on Milk Drinkers Given
a charge of non - support of his
1.
The
cause
of
conflict
between
Eagle Ottawa lycatherCo. He was
the symbol is desirable and imthe wall of your C.E. meeting
wife and two children, and fura veteran of World War I. serving
portant; the formal worship that churches and members or families room. They are 28" x 40" and Break at County Fair
nished
$250
bond
for
appearance
with the AEF, company D. 38th
is sometimes given to it often is the same as the cause which cost $2.25 (Pledge form No 3) OrIt
!
ALLEGAN (Special)
Plans at a hearing, date for which has
brings nations into conflict.
tends to become a mere fetish.
der from InternationalSociety of for selling milk at the Allegan not been set. The alleged offense Infantry. He was a charter mem2. The tongue is a great gift but
One of the last remaining reChristian Endeavor,1221 East County Fair — all you can drink dates back to June 8 in Chester ber of the VFW of which he was a
gions where giant gorillas survive it can be used for great evil.
past commander twice, a charter
Broad St., Columbus 16. Ohio.
3. Many people talk too much
for 10 cents — were completed township.
in the wild is the high bamboo
member of Dad's Post, a member
George
Whipple.
19,
route
2,
at a meeting of the Allegan Counforest on the slopes of Belgian and think too little.
Grand
Haven,
was
assessed
$50 of the FOE. His first wife, the
4.
Evil
desires
cause
evil
actions.
ty Council Tuesday evening The
Holland State Park
Congo volcanoes,says the Nationfine and $5.10 costs on a charge former Ada Salic, to whom he was
5. The happiest people are those
fair -/ill he held Sept. 9 - 15. Miss
al GeographicSociety
of possession of beer in a motor married in 1920 died in 1955. His
who have dedicated themselves Crowded on Labor Day
Virginia Kelly, Allegan County's
second wife, Abbie Carlson Smith,
wholly to Jesus Christ.
I Sunny skies, warm water and Dairy Princess will assist in sen5 vehicle, second offense. He also died June 16. 1951.
was
given
six
months
probation
6. The Christian should guard 80 - degree plus temperatures sent ing. She has been actice in 4-H
He is survived by hvo children.
and surrendered his operator's lihis speech.
13,117 people to Holland State Park club work and will have several
Mrs.
Joseph (Norma) Me Alevy
cense
for
30
days.
Whipple
was
Mr. and Mrs. J. Blauwkamp anMonday for a final good taste of dairy- animals at the fair.
and Louis, both of Grand Haven;
arrested by city police Sept. 1.
nounce the birth of a daughter on
summer weather.
This method of milk promotion
Richard Roe, 23. route 2. two brothers, A rend of Monterey,
Aug. 29. Mr. and Mrs. James Sail Mrs. Grace Little Dies
The Labor Day crowd brought is not new. It was used at the Spring Lake, was assessed $25 Calif., and Jack of Spring Lake:
also announce the birth of a daughthe
season’s
attendance
at
Ottawa
Michigan
State
Fair
last
year
and
At Holland Hospital
fine and $4.30 costs on a charge one sister, Mrs. A. H. Ringelberg
ter on Aug. 30.
Beach to 1.148,558.
several county fairs this year. of permittinganother person to of Grand Haven; also five grandMrs. Paul De Wys was seriousMrs. Grace W. Little, 92. of 567
Through Sunday night a total Milk will be served in pint bottles
ly burned Wednesday morning in Lawndale Ct., died Saturday of 53,485 entered the park last and patrons of the booth can re- use his operator'slicense.He was children.
arrested by state police Sept. 1
A memorial service will be held
an accident at her home. She is at Holland Hospital after an ex- week with Sunday’s crowd of 11,- turn for refills.
in Crockery township.
at the Van Zantwick Funeral
resting more comfortably now tended illness She came to Hol- 013 being the biggest single day.
Jack Dendel is chaim.an of the
Chapel by the Eagles Lodge at 8
than at first, but she will he con- land from_ Kenilworth. 111., last Rain Saturday morning cut the Dairy Council. A. K. Brown is ass' 'i
p.m. Friday. Funeral services will
fined to the Zeeland hospital for Dec. 9, 1955. She was a member
crowd to 6,933 and Friday’s at- sistant Allegan county agricultur- Calvary Missionary
be held at the funeral home Satsome time. Joe De Roo is con- of the Kenilworth Union Church. tendance totaled7,274.
al agent.
Society Has Meeting
urday at 2 p.m. with the Rev.
valescing at his home. He remains
Surviving are two daughters,
A total 285 camping permits
under constant medical care. with whom she lived - Mrs. Helen were issued during the week
Frederic Dolfin of Second ReThe Ladies Missionary Society formed Church officiating. Burial
Mrs. Idema suffered a slight L. Brackin and Miss Virginia L. through Sunday night bringing the Holland Jaycees Host
of Calvary Reformed Church held
stroke Saturday morning. Bonnie
will be in Lake Forest Cemetery.
White. Private funeral services total for the season to 3,943.
its first meeting of the fall season
Western
Michigan
Meet
Kuyers is recovering from her ill- were held in Evanston. HI., WedThe VFW will have charge of miliAlthough the state park remains
PHOTOS TAKE# 0Y BXfcWBfcSS
ness but must have considerable nesday morning. The body was
Holland Junior Chamber of Wednesday evening.
tary rites at the grave.
open for camping and other beach
Mrs. Lambert EX ter, missionary
rest for some time.
Commerce
played
host
Wednesui'M* eeaxsmGE
soots oftaken to Nibbelink - Notier Fun- activities fo%some time after the
to Africa, told of work in the SuMrs. J. A. Bosch celebrated her eral Chapel.
Labor Day season’s end, the staff day to Jaycees from Western dan in Africa and special music Hope Missionary Group
Ufr«TWU4<r
STfcvfclMG
SAfAE
PLACE
AG
MANY
Nursery attendents for next
Michigan at a district meeting at
is considerably reduced.
included ttoo solos. "All the Way”
Sunday morning are Mrs. Pluger
*6
-fl&Oj'rWESV
Legion Memorial Park.
and "A Stranger of Galilee” sung Hears Rev. Schatmaat
81st birthday anniversary Aug. 20. Licenses Restored
Representativesfrom Grand
by Mrs. George Ter Haftr. Mrs.
and Mrs. R. Essenburg.
John B. Riemersma,54,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Rapids, Grand Haven, Grandville,
About 30 women attended the
Hollis Nienhuis conducted devoThe Rev. and Mrs. G. Van Gron- Followinghearing on a petition,
Balding. Greenville and the host tions.
opening luncheon meeting of the
Dies
After
Short
Illness
Igen and family returned home Judge Raymond L. Smith Thursclub attended.
In charge of the program and Hope Church Women’s Missionary
on last Wednesday after spending day granted restorationof driver’s John B. Riemersma, 54, route
Leadershiptraining forums, an refreshments were the Mesdames Society Wednesday afternoon. The
a vacation with relatives and and chauffeur’slicenses to Thomas 4, died Thursday afternoon at his afternoon of golf, and dinner are’
James Slager, chairman; E. Van luncheon was in charge of Mrs.
friends in California.
E. Osborne, 38, of Fennville.The home following a short illness.
on the agenda.
dor Bie, J. Kuipers, S. De Neff, Theodore Carter.
There was a hymn sing at the licenses are to be limited, usable
He was born in Port Sheldon Art Schwartz is general chair- H. Bowman, H. Broek, A. Brum- The speaker was the Rev. Alvin
Zeeland Bowl at 9 p.m. on Sun- only for going to and from work in 1902 and he lived in this area
man for the meeting.
mel, L. Steggerda, H. Nienhuis, Schutmaat who spoke of the adday evening for the young people. and for driving while on the job. all his life. He was employed as
G. Van Doornik and H. Hamburg. vance of Protestantmissionary
The dedicationof the new Allen- Osborne, a truck driver, was con- a plant guard at Parke, Davis
if*ren&Hee*6Hr!
effort at Bogota. Colombia,South
dale Junior Christian High Build- victed of drunken driving in Hol- Co.
Seek Identity of Body
wm out? An
America, where he has been a
ing will be held Friday at 8 p.m.
Graveside
Rites
r&guorioMtotttouHS
Autoftrceeau
land, July 28, and surrendered the
Surviving are the wife, Darlene;
missionary
for
several
years.
The
vB/t
tort
Found in Lake Michigan
Open bouse will be held after the licensesat that time.
one daughter, Nella Jean; two
Graveside services were held at Schutmaats are with the Presbyvewsfmews n&rtmyt. ^>eeAPi»4BHSP*P€g tooms ,
program
sons, Lloyd John and Jerald AlWednesday in Pilgrim Home terian Church.
Mich.
/KANM 10
*
Dedicationof the n?w Unity
* •UXfttt*
bert, all of Holland; three grand- Allegan County authorities Tues- Cemetery for the infant son of Mr.
Mrs, Milton L. Hinga presided
Christian High School Auditorium Two Cars Damaged
one sister,Mrs. Case day were seeking the identityof and Mrs. James E. Kellum of and urged all women to attend the
— Gymnasium is set for tonight Two cars were damaged Friday Lschildren;
reals of Holland; seven broth- a body found floating in Lake 257tt East Ninth St. The baby fall missionaryconference Oct. 17
at 8 p.m. The Rev. John Visser nght when they collided on M-21
ers, Dick, Albertus, Harvey, Les- Michigannear here.
was dead at birth Tuesday after- in Central Park Reformed Church.
will give the address and there at 120th Ave. Involved were vehitad
ter, Leroy, Edward, all of HolThe
sheriff's office said the body .noon in Holland Hospital.The Rev.
will be musical numbers by the cles driven by Shirl Webbert. 21,
land, and Henry of Grand Hav- was badly decomposedand evi- Paul Rowgo officiated.ArrangeMost
synthetic
fabres
ravel
Melody four.
of 181% Paw Paw Dr. and Mrs. en.
Holland Evanlng Santlnal
dently had been in the water ments were by Dykstra Funeral easily, so seams should be bound
Lmma Richards, 38, Grand RapHome.
Surviving besides the par or otherwise finished.
several
months.
Five United States Presidents ids. Ottawa County deputies issuand
Although the state of Georgia The body was that of a white ente are the grandparents,Mr.
' twice - Tyler, Fillmore. ed Miss Webbert a ticket for failThe
honey
bee
is
classified
as
a
twentieth in size in the United male clad only in undershorts and and Mrs. S. L Tucker of OklaHarrison, Theodore ure to yield the right of way. is
Holland City
States,it is the largest state east with a cross on a chain about the homa and Mr. and Mrs. James domestic insect, and is the only
_____ and Wilson.
Damage was set at $250.
of the Mississippiriver.
one
kjown.
Kellum
of
Arkansas..
neck, the sheriff's office said.
Holland
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Miss Joan Kilian

Honored

Farm News

Stopped 2nd rime

Holland’s Legion 9-to-12-year-old
All Stars received their second
straight defeat from the Fremont
All-Stars,fW Monday morning at
RiverviewPark.
A couple of weeks ago the Fremont nine stopped the locals 10-7.1
Punwse of the games was to
raise’ funds for field expareion in

Holland. And the second game,
like the first contest, drew bout
$200.

After a scorelessfirst Inning,the
visitors jumped or starter Roland
Overway for four runs on two hits.
Three walks and ar error aided in
pushing the runs across.
Carl Lesinski came on for Holland in the third after Overway
had given up two hits. Lesinski
retired the side
Al Morrison, Fremont pitcher,
lofted the game’s only homer, a
high fly over tbe left field fence
in the fourth inning scoring behind
Tiibergan, who hac walked.
The final two Fremont runs
came across in the top of the seventh inning.
Holland dented the run column
for the first time ir the fourth inning. Dave Williams singled, was
moved to second on an error and
scored on Duane Overbee k's

Chamber of
sure that
not be approvedif

am

Miss

Kay Larsen Bride

“Weed Control in Field

We have had many
this past

land.

questions
sub-soiling

We

feel such p r a c t i e s
should be encouraged especiallyin
fields with heavy soil, those that

Of Arden R. Bancroft
Miss Kay Larsen became the
bride of Arden Risch Bancroft at
2:30 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 1, in a
double ring ceremony performed
by Dr. S. Franklin Logsdon in the
Logsdon home. The rites were performed before a setting of white
gladioli and palms, in the presence
of the immediate families.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.

summer about

family of Indianapolis.Ind., spent
several days the past week at the
home of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Cotts on East Main St.

have a hard plow sole and on
areas that ar e poorly drained.
With all the soil packing as a result of running over these fields
with farm equipment it seems as
though the roots have a hard
time getting into these soils and
also much of the water runs off
the fields instead of soaking in.
We would recommendthat if subsoiling is done, it should be done
this fall. It will be more effective
now than in the spring. Subsoiling

Another big group of trap shoot-

Gord Plaggemars,10; Jack Van

Crops" F-222. TIP' folder deals primarily with weed control in corn,
wheat, oats, alfalfa, clover, potatoes and pasture. Send for your
copy immediately.

Mrs. Arden Risch Boncroft

single.

Trap Shooters

Walter Victor, Jr„ 13; A. PetroelJe, 12; Dale De Kraker, 11; Vern
Johnson,11; Vcrn Buursma, 10;

their work will
they are not qualified.
We have a new folder that should
be of interest to all farmers entitled

15-Year-OldPaces

‘

Guests were the Mesdames J. 's turned out at the Tulip City
KUian, P. DeKok, C. Lohman, T. Rod and Gun Dub grounds Saturday. Finals will bis held' SatMalewitz, C. Smith, P. Sluis, R.
urday, Oct 13.
Ackerberg, M. Ackerberg, H.
Fifteen - year • old Jim Van
Wendt, L Overway, A. Overway, Den Brink turned in the high score
O. Van Dyke, R. Richman, E. for the day with a 24. AU those
Frundt, P. Kromann, A. Van hitting over 20 or more birds qualiPemls, W. Vander Lugt, A. Olde- fied for Dass A.
bekking. D. Bos. W. Stolp, W.
Other Dass A qualifierswere:
Boeve. L. Riemersma, K. Conklin,
C. Harrington,23; Jim Sewers, 23;
R. Kuiken, K. Haas, C. Smeenge,
M. Huyser, K. Digges and the Roy Strengholt,23; John Diepenhorst, 22; Ed Landwehr, 21; LarMisses Ruth Wendt, Patti Overway, Donna Hoogerhyde, Myra ry Kolb, 20, Arnie De Feyter, Sr.,
Frundt, Jean Kromann, Jo Rud- 20 and Gary Diepenhorst, 20.
Class B qualifiers hit from 15 to
dick, Marlon Kammeraad and the
19 birds and included Hank Bal,
guest of honor.
Miss Kilian will be married to 19; Sam Althuis,19; Chuck DieWilliam Heybom Sept. 8 at Zion penhorst, 19; Don Scbaafsma, 18;
Lutheran Church. They will live Stan Subject Sr., 17; Bernle WaIn New Haven. Conn., where Mr. terway, 17; Earl Woldring, 18; H.
Heyborn is attending Yale Medi Waterway, 16; Paul Van Loo, 15
and Jim Landwehr, 15.
cal School.
Oass C qualifiershitting from
If' to 14 birds were: Don Harrington, 14; Stan Subject, Jr„ 14;
Arnie De Feyter, Jr., 14; Gordon
Droober,13; C. Klungle, Sr„ 13;

dentials, call the local

and I

Shower

Steininger.

out of this part of the county immediately after the jobs are done.
In one case, a farmer was told
it would cost $4.50 to paint the
side of the building and after it
was started they Informedit was
$4.50 a gallon. They used a tremendous amount of paint and time
will tell but past experience shows
that the painting job was poorly
done.
If any men come to offer their
services, have them present cre-

Commerce

at

Miss Joan Kilian was honored
at a bridal shower given last
Thursday evening by Mrs. John

Richard Machiele,
County AgiicolturalAgent
Every year Itinerant painters
come into the county and some
farmer gets stuck with a poor job
of painting and f tremendous
painting bill. We have heard recently thesf folks were again active in Ottawa County and a few
folks iiave been caught. We would
like to warn all farmers in the
bounty to stay away from that
type of paint job. The quality 0f
paint is poor and any guarantee
they can get could never be in
force because the painters pull

By Fremont Nine

The losers scored one more run
in the sixth frame as Don Kronemeyer, who was safe on an error,
came home on Williams' double.
Tom Essenbur" led off the Holland seventh with a pound to center that was dropped. He came
home on Ron Rhoda's long single.
Rhoda scored the final Holland
run on an infield out.
Holland made six hits with
Williams getting two and Rhoda,
Steve Bouman, Kronemeyer# and
Overbeek each getting one hit. The
Dutch made five errors.
Fremont had seven hits and committed two errors

6,

Ottawa County

Legion All-Stars

600 fans and an estimated

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

The Macatawa Bay Yacht Club
racing season came to a close
Monday with trophies awarded to

Bragt, 9; Sid Johnson, 9; Glenn
Bonnette, 7; Jack Siedelman,7;

hia conduct during the past season

et the

Russ, Hornbaker6; Roger Van Der
a number of winners.
Meulen, 5.
Kenny Hamm received the much
The next trap shoot will be
coveted sportsmanshiptrophy for held Saturday, Sept. 8 at 1 p.m.

Mrs. Charles E. Wylie

Miss

Ann Geerlings Wed

Lt

,

The post office department also

UO's — Peter Sears, John Beeis the nation'slargest real estate
man, Jim Boyd.
operator and tenant It -leases 22,Lightnings — Paul Harms, Eric

Charles E. Wylie

Miss Ann Hoffman Geerlings,
daughter of State Senator and Mrs.
Clyde H. Geerlings, 69 East 26th
St., and Lt. Charles E. Wylie of
Bloomington.Ind.. were married
at 4 p.m. Saturday in Hope Reformed Church. The groom is the

grounds.

the world’s largestsavings banks.

Good.

To

dub

Winners of the August series
were:
The postal savings system, with
Nippers — Jim Spencer. Betsy depositsof $2,341,000,000, is one of
Barkwell, Leslie Verdier, Joey

800 buildings.

Collins.

Zeeland Defeats

Labor Day series:
Nippers — Jim Spencer, Torn!
Baker, Mary Wood, Betsy Bark-

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Waldyke and
well.
family are enjoyingan eastern
110’s — Peter Sears, Jim Boyd,
trip to Niagara Falls and other
John Beeman.
Sullivan
son
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
R
points of interest.
Line score:
Lightnings — Paul Harms, Eric
Wylie of Bloomington.
R H and Mrs. Glendon C. Larsen of The Zeeland Christian Schools
Collins.
Guests
at
the
small
wedding,
ZEELAND (Special) Zee- Trophies were also handed out to
Fremont ..... (HO 200 2
8 7 Holland and the groom is the son will open this week with a staff of
performed in the chancel of the land’s Chix pushed across a run the winner* of the July and Fourth
20 teachers, it was announced by
Holland ....... 000 101 2
4 6 of
Roland W. Bancroftof Alma
Principal J. E. Mulder. The fol- should be deep enough to penetrate church, were relatives of the in the ninth inning,after breaking of July series.
Batteries: Morrison and Tuberand Mrs. Charles A. Spade of
lowing teachers have been secur- the layers which range all the way bride and groom. Dr. Marion de loose for three in the eighth, to
gan; Overway, Lesireki (3) and Grosse Pointe Woods.
ed: Miss Dora Kraai will return from 15 to 20 inches down. Sub- Velder performed the double ring defeat Grand Rapids Sulivan’s
Williams.
The bride wore a white waltzPlantinga Reunion Is
rites. White gladioli and candel- here Monday morning, 5-4.
as kindergarten teacher; Miss soilers are available either on
length gown featuring a chantilly
Tom Bos doubled to score Tony Held at Dumont Lake
Joan Kragt and Mrs. Henrietta custom basis or can be rented with abra decoratedthe church. Tralace bodice with a sabrina neckCrash In jures Child
ditional wedding marches were Wentzel, who had singled with the
Kuiper, grade I; Miss Grace De
Lauma Balks. 4. of 257 East line. The empire skirt was of yam Roo and Miss Lois Dykstra who the tractor power supplied by the played by Mrs. W. Cuftis Snow, winning run. Ron Klamt’s sacriThe annual Plantinga family refarmer. We would be glad to pass
Ninth St., received head lacera- dyed taffeta with a bustle bow taught in the Hull, Iowa, Christian
on any information as to where organist, and "Through the fice had moved Wentzel to second union was held Labor Day aftertions Sunday when a car in which with streamers. Her shoulder- School last year, grade 2 ; Miss
Years.” Y o u m a n , and “The base.
noon and evening at Dumont Lake.
she was a passenger driven by length veil fell from a half hat Fannie Brinkman and Miss Joyce these machines are available.
lord's Prayer," Malotte, were
Howie De Jonge, who had a per- Games and swimming were enFLIXIBII RUSTIC RIM
)of
net
trimmed
with
pearls.
She
Ernest Balks. 57, same address,
sung by Mrs. Marion de Velder. fect four - for - four, homered in joyed and potluck supper was
Grasman. grade 3; Miss Donna
Some of our hatcherymen will
CUTS COSTS 25%
and a car driven by David Crich- earned an ami bouquet of white Vander Kooi of Zeeland and Miss
Members of the wedding party the eighth with one man on for served.
be interestedin ‘hr Michigan State
ton. 25. Irvington, N.J., collided carnations.
Iniloll your own lorm-wid* wotOf
Betty Langelandof Lament, grade Poultry Improvement Hatchery were Mrs. Robert L. Bergstromof two runs. Winning pitcher Jim
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Kuiken, who attendlyitom — with ooiy-tohondlo
at 26th St. and Central Ave. Dam4; Miss Jessie Bruinooge and Miss Conventionto be held at Kellogg Wauconda, 111., sister of the bride, Kaat was safe on an error in the Mrs. Andrew Plantinga of Holland,
ed
the
bride,
wore
a
waltz-length
Ootlino FltiibloFtoittePipol Othors
age to the two cars wa* estimated
Martha Bruinooge. grade 5; Miss Center, MSU, on Sept. 26 and 27. as matron of honor, and Robert eighth. He came across with the Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius A. Plantdress of ice pink point de sprit
hoy* cut coiti 25% — you eon tovo
by city police at $375.
R.
Wylie
of
Bloomington.
Ind.,
third
run
of
the
inning
on
Ken
Anne Koeman and Mrs. Florence A program of disease information,
inga and children and Mrs. and
oi much or MOREI Pipo is tough,
nylon. White Alencon lace outlined
Blauwkamp; grade 6; Junior High advertising and feeding has been brother of the groom, as best man. Wiersma’s double.
Mrs. Cornelius O. Plantinga and
long-toiling. Con’t rust, rot or corthe square neckline and accented
Ushers
were
Dr. A. M. Van ArenThree
singles
in the sixth inning
—Eugene
Dornbush.
social
studies.
arranged. Many noted speakers
children of Grand Rapids, and Mr.
Driver Issued Ticket
rode. Weighs only 1/10 os much os
the full skirt of dotted nylon. She
donk
of
Indianapolis,
uncle
of
the
brought home Klamt with the first and Mrs. Nick Dykema and chilmelol pipe. Poys for itselfin lobor
Donald Ebels, route 2, Saturday wore a hat of pink tulle with a Lawrence Weber, history and will be on the program.
bride, and Charles Gaston of Zeeland tally.
tavingi done.
dren and Mrs. A. Jacobs and chib
afternoon received a ticket for nose veil and carried a cascade Latin; Henry Teune. social studies;
Holland’s Boh Van Dyke, play- dren of Holland.
Do you know how much milk Bloomington.Ind.
failure to keep an assured clear bouquet of corona colored glam- John Dornbos, mathematics;Mrs.
The bride'sgown was fashioned ing third base from Grand Rapids,
Alberta Mulder. English and litera- each cow in your dairy herd prodistance ahead after his car col- ellias.
of white nylon tulle over white tripled in the second inning and
ture; Marvin Poppoma - science. duces?
mature goose can furnish
lided with one owned by Marie De
Attending the groom was Ronald
MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
satin accented with narrow bands scored the first Sullivan run. He
about a pound of feathers in a
If you don’t, a simple and lowGraaf. 57, of 562 HillcrestDr. on Dean of Battle Creek, a fraternity Henry Hoekema, instrumental and
of chantillylace. The snug bodice scored on Arthur's single, who in
vocal music.
R.O. BOX 212
cost way to find out will soon be
year if plucked every six weeks
37th St. near Cleveland Ave. brother.
was
styled with scoop neck and turn came home on a long fly af- during the spring, summer and
A
potluck
supper
was
held
at
the
RImm
6-6536, on M-21.
available
to
Crttaw
county
dairyDamage to the two vehicles was The mother of the bride chose
short sleeves. She wore matching ter being worked around to third. early fall.
home of Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven, by men.
es»ica&>*d at $200, police said.
a turquoise faille sheath dress
lace - edged mitts and a fingerA walk, passed ball and an erthe auxiliaryof Gilbert D. Karsten
Milk production figures for each
with black accessoriesand corPost 33, American Legion, Aug. cow in the herd will be provided tip veil, secured by a lace ap- ror brought in the other two Sulsage of pink cymbidium orchids.
27. Mrs. Edwin Schuitemareported by a new record-keeping system pliqued satin Juliet cap. She car- livan runs in the seventh inning.
The groom’s mother wore a sheath
on the Department convention that will get underway Oct. 1. ried a white Bible with a white Van Dyke led the Grand Rapids
Scrappy soys:
dress of light blue satin with
which was held in Lansing recent- Dairymen can ise these figures to orchid. Her only jewelry was a nine with two hits in three trips
matching hat, black accessories
and was the key man in three
ly. At the next meeting Sept. 10 cull out the low producingcows single strand of pearls.
The door of your automobile may be
and a corsage of creme cymbidMrs. Bergstrom wore a pale double plays that cut down Zeethe Fifth Districtpresident, Mrs. in the herd to boost profits and
a reincarnationfrom Casey Jones*
ium
orchids.
at home and
yellow rice silk waltz - length land baserunners in the first four
A. Muth, will be present to install efficiency.
locor. ,tive cab.
Music for the rites was provided
Innings. Grand Rapids had a total
the unit officers.
Extension dairymen at Michigan dress with cowl neckline.She carby Mrs. Henry Engelsman as orThe Auxiliaryof GilbertD. Kars- State University use cow produc- ried a colonial bouquet of bronze of seven hits.
gainst and Garland Cofield, who
Zeeland pounded 14 hits off losten Post 33. American Legion, tion figures from an actual Mich- mums accented with yellow lace
sang "Wedding Song" by Loveless
honored Mrs. Nell Van Bree, a igan herd to show what culling and white and yellow streamers. er Jack Virkstis. Behind De Jonge
always buying
materials
and "Wedding Prayer" by Dunlap.
charter member at a birthday poor producers can do. This 15Mrs. Geerlings chose for her were Klamt, Kaat, Wiersma and
Immediatelyafter the ceremony,
party, in Grand Rapids to cele- cow herd under dairy herd im- daughter's wedding b r o wn Wentzel, with two each and Bos
dinner was served at American
brate her 85th birthday. Mrs. Van provement associationtesting had faille sheath dress with beige ac- and Junior De Jonge with one hit
Legion Country Club for 20 guests.
Bree was presented gifts, and a a yearly production of 9,400 pounds cessories.She had a brown baby each.
For a northern wedding trip, the
120 River Ave.
Hello i»d, Mich.
Line score:
birthday cake and coffee were en- of milk per cow. But two cows orchid corsage. Mrs. Wylie wore
new Mrs. Bancroft wore a turjoyed. Those present from the local in the herd produced less than a navy blue imported sheer wool
ft II
YOUR HOSTS;
quoise sheath dress with black
crepe sheath dress with matching Grand Rapids’,.020 000 200 -4 7
Auxiliary were Mesdames Della
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE and white accessories and pink Plewes, Katherine Buter, Louise 5,000 pounds, which is below the jacket, harmonizing accessories Zeeland ........ 000 001 031-5 14
average
for
the
entire
«tate.
orchid corsage.
Faber, Edna Schuitema. Lena By culling out these two low- and a pink baby orchid corsage Batteries:Virkstis and CumACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
SPECIALIZE IN
The bride is a June graduate of
Clark, Lena Janssen. Katherine producers. this dairyman could
The newlyweds left Saturday mings; Kaat and Wiersma.
Western
Michigan
College
where
ZEELAND
Janssen and Florence Ten Have.
have raised his herd average 730 evening on a wedding trip to Wisshe was affiliated with Sigma
The hallowingofficers were elect- pounds per cow to a total of 10,- consin. For traveling, the bride Wed in Spring Lake
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Kappa sorority. The groom will ed at a potluck supper party held
130 pounds. The MSU extension wore a red wool sheath dress with
GRAND HAVEN (Special) return this fall to Western Michby the Women’s all-churchchorus: dairymen also point out that cows black accessories.They will he at
Marjorie E. .Smith, Spring Lake,
igan College where he is affiliated
President.Mrs. Clarence Hoffman; producingless than 6,000 pounds home after Sept. 12 at 420 South
and John O. Hamm, Grand
with Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.
vice president Mrs. Clarence of milk per year barely pay their Fess Ave., Bloomington.
Haven, were married at the home
They will make their home at
Schaap; secretary-treasurer.Mrs. feed costs, let alone make a profit.
A reception for the bride and of Mts. Eva Workman, Justice of
626 Forest St. in Kalamaioo.
Herman Hulst. Gifts were present- If you're out to kill rats and groom will be held Friday, Sept. the Peace, in Spring Lake at 7:30
ed to the director, Mrs. John mice on the farm you’ll have the 7, from 7 to 9 p.m. at Durfee Hall p.m. Friday. The bride was given
Boeve, and the accompanist, Mrs. bfest luck if you mix your own Lounge for 200 guests. Several in marriage by her father. The
John De Weerd.
post - nuptialevents also are plan- bride is the daughter of Mr. and
bait.
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE 5-6660
That is because baits have to be ned for the couple upon their re- Mrs. Frank Smith. Spring Lake,
turn
to
Bloomington.
James Boonstra is spending a 30fresh and attractive to keep the
and the groom is the son of Mr.
The bride was feted at a lun- and Mrs. Charles E. Hamm of
day furlough at the home of his Swimmer Seriously Hurt
pests nibbling.
*
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin When Hit by Motor Boat
The newest, most effectivebaits cheon and shower given for 40 Grand Haven.
Boonstraon Central Ave. He has
are made from the anti-coagulant guests Aug. 20 at American LeMilk It
been stationedin Alaska and after
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
poisons,he points out. And the ro- gion Country Club by Mrs. James
Chicago
Woman
Injured
his furlough will be stationed at Patricia Metzler, 14 - year - old dents have to eat this bait every K. Ward. Mrs. Andrew Sail. Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Klien, 23, Chicago,
FRESH.
Fort Lewis, Wash., until he is daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max day for several days to be killed. Lucien Raven, Mrs. J. Donald
Sunday
night received undetermindischargedin February.
G. Metzler of Grand Haven, was
The most commonly available Jencks, Mrs. Lawrence Wade and
ed neck injuries when a ear in J We ere proud ef the feet that wo
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Luurtsema seriouslyinjured when she was hit anti-coagulantsare warfarin, pival Mrs. Robert Parkes. Miss Jane
t
which she was riding driven by
Boyd
and
Miss
Julie
Smith
also
and daughter have returned to by a motor boat while swimming and fumarin — sold under many
2 keep eur milk Temperoturo— ConFrederick Klien, 42, Chicago, was
their home on Pine St., after a at 5:30 p.m. Saturday in Pigeon different brand names. You can entertained at a shower for the
involved in a collision with a car j helled from the cow to you, end that
six weeks trip to Phoenix.Ariz., Lake at Port Sheldon.
buy them as ready-mixedbait or bride on Aug. 28 at the Boyd
operated by Wayne Glass 19. route
Yellowstone Park, and other points
The victim received a severe in the concentrate form which al- home.
• helps explain our exceptionally lew
of interest.
The new Mrs. Wylie is a 1954 1, at Eighth St. and River Ave.
scalp laceration, fractured ribs lows you to mix your own.
! bacteriacount.
graduate
of
Holland
High
School
Mrs. Nellie De Jonge and daugh- and a punctured lung and was
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife
ter Mabel, attended the wedding of taken to MunicipalHospiUl.
Service suggests either of these and attended Hope College and IIMrs. De Jonge’s grandson,Dr.
The boat was operated,by Clin- two recipes for effective rodent diana University. Lt. Wylie, now
Bud De Jonge and Miss Meredith ton Storm of Grand Rapids, a Port poisoning: L Corn meal, 65 per- with the U. S. Army, is a graduEly, daughter of Mrs. Roscoe Ely Sheldon summer resident, who cent; rolled or ground oats, 20; ate of Indiana University.
(and Soda Bar/
of Ludington. They also spent a was pulling hb 10-year-olddaugh- powdered sugar, 5; vegetable or
171 MCHIGJUI AVE.
raOHZ 3817
•few . days recently with her son
ter on water skis. Storm told sher- mineral oil, 5; and a 5 percent
Scooter, Truck Collide
and family, |prof. and Mrs. Marvin iff’s officers there were no other concentrate anti-coagulantpoison.
eeoeOMUMeOOOQMeMf
Elwood Knoll. 25, of 1158% South
De Jonge in Lafayette, Ind.
boats in the area and he did not 2. Com meal 45 percent; rolled or
Ily company aims to insure
Shore
Dr..
Friday
was
treated
for
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Borr and see the swimmer. His daughter ground oats, 45; vegetable or min•nly carefuldriven. Ai a redaughter have returned home after jumped into the wuter to help the eral oil, 5; and a 5 percent con- left arm and back lacerationsand
sult, dainu cotu are lower
bruises after a motor scooter he
taking a trip to Canada, New York victim ashore.
centrate anti-coagulantpoison.
and the laving* are passed
was riding and a truck driven by
City,
Washington,
D.C.,
and
other
Both the Metzlei and the Storm
along to policyholden in tha
Earle Vander Kolk, 37, of 310 West
points of interest.
families have cottages at Port
form of lower cost insurance.
ConvocationPlanned
11th St., collided at 14th St and
The Bier Holder offer* many
Mr. and Mrs. John Cotts and Sheldon.
Find out today if you can
ALBION
(Special) - Albion Central Ave.
aervloee for your pleasure.
qualify for State Farm Insure
College will open its 1956 fall semThe boot In draught ond
ance as a careful driver. Just
ester Sunday afternoon, Sept. 16,
phone me.
bottledbeer* and wlnea and
OUR VARIETY OF TASTY
at 4 p.m. with a convocation in
ehampagnea.
Also, tendft poyt to bow your
Kresge gymnasium for approxi-

—
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PIPE WATER
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-
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A

TWO PLACES TO

ENJOY GOOD FOOD
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flaalisLL

SCRAP

'

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
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ALL NUKES

Automatic Transmission
Service

and Repair
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•

Zeeland
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-

ENJOY

ALWAYS

Fresh Milk

MAPLE GROVE DAIRY

FOR RECKLESS
DRIVING?

’

BAKERY

'

Rubber Stamps

STATE

FARM A|Mt

mately 450 incoming freshmen and
transfer students together with
their parents.
complimentary
picnic supper will follow in Baldwin Hall. Freshman registration
is scheduled Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept 18 and 19. Upperclass
registrationwill follow Thursday
and Friday, Sept 20 and 21.
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•
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Miss Voetberg, Stuart Westing

—

LIKE FATHER LIKE SON
More years ago
than either cares to remember, Arthur Tuls
(left) and Clarence Pott, both teachersand
basketball coaches at Holland Christian High
School, started school togetherand then 12
years later graduated together. Today, they
along with many other proud parents, will be

Wed

sending their children to school for the first
time. In this photo, both fathers are undoubtedly expressing the wish to their sons, Arthur
Jr. (left) and David Clare (right),that some
year they may mix a little basketball with their
studies. Both youngsters will be attending South
Side Christian

School.

(Sentinel photo)

Library

Community Ambassador Describes

Looking Glass

Camping Trip With Nine Frenchmen

-

•

#^'-1

Mr. and Mrs. Stuort Westing
(Bulfordphoto)

Mrs. Almon Ter Haar, as maPine Creek Christian Reformed
ed to be in progress. From noon
by Larry Siedentop
There's quite a variety of new
Church was the scene of a double tron of honor, wore a pink crystalIt is most difficult for me to until 2 p.m. our more vigorous acbooks in the public library and so
ring wedding ceremotiy Friday, ette floor-lengthgown with matchwe thought we'd whet your appe- commence a recount of the pre- tivity ceased (along with that of
Aug. 24, when Miss Karen ing picture hat and carried a pink
tite with glimpses of a few of ceding two weeks. But writing re- the rest of France) and gave way
Voetberg became the bride of cascade bouquet of carnations.
to
the
French
art
of
searching
for
these . . . Among the happier
Stuart Westing. Parents of the Mrs. Fred Voetberg, bridesmaid,
mains essential,and as I see it, and preparing food for lunch. This
books to read will be Cary’s “A
couple are Mr. and Mrs. Theo wore a similar yellow ensemble
of the Commun- is the biggest meal of the day in
House of Children,'' a novel which the responsibility
Voetbergof route 4, Holland, and and the flower girl, S o n j a
France,
and,
to
insure
that
our
is partly autobiographical.Deal- ity Ambassador.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Westing, route Voftberg,wore a light blue cryopinion
of
French
cuisine
be
not
ing mostly with children, it is
These rather hesitant sentences
stalette outfit and carried a basket
5, HoUand.
affected,
our
French
companions
highly imaginativeand reminds are the introductionto the campBouquets of white gladioliand of roses.
delighted
in
working
miracles
by
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Smith of 82 East
the grownup of the importanceof
RELUCTANTLY BUT DETERMINEDLY, Cheryl
Attending the groom were Henry
a background of palms, ferns and
ing trip taken by a group of nine the side of the road or in the
finding and realizing the Joy of
22nd St., began her school career today at
Smith,
who's
"almost
fire," waves good-by to
candelabraprovided a setting for Voetberg as best man and Fred »]
park
of some town— this with only
French
and
11
American
young
things simple. Whether a sail on
Longfellow School. Little brother Scott, three
her mother and little brother as she's off on
the rites, performed by the Rev. Voetberg as groomsman. Gerben
a water warmer!
the ocean, a play in the making, people into the legendary,salty
years old, has only one question about the.whole
Gerald Vanden Berg. Music was and Wayne Voetberg were ushers.
After
a
period
of
repose
or,
her
own
to
enter
that
great
world
of
new,
a hunt with the men, a visit with province of Brittany. We had all
A reception for 100 guests was
provided by Mrs. John De Weerd,
more often, songs, the group was
deal — why can't he go along? (Sentinelphoto)
exciting experiences
kindergarten. Cheryl,
father, or the composing of a po- been in France for over a month
organist,and Don Lucas who sang held in the church basement. Mr.
em, enchantment and surprise when the camping began, we had on the road again, looking eagerly
"0 Perfect Love," "Anywhere and Mrs. Bern De Vries assisted
for the next attractionof the Bretoid to be boon companions of a all spoken French continouslydurin Grand Rapids in the home of
ton
countryside.
Brittany
is
myWith
Jesus” and "Saviour, Like as master and mistress of cereing this period, we had all inboy. Very enjoyable reading!
Mrs. William De Voe, sister of
monies. Punth was served by
sterious and lonely. In the north,
Shepherd Lead Us.
tegrated
ourselves
into
French
Mrs. Sisson. They also attended a
For a switch from looking at the
Miss
Kathy Brink and Pete Van
it
is
dark,
rocky,
and
stormy
The
bride
wore
a
floor
length
The
civic
bowl
at
Zeeland
City
society in one form or another,
A few friends and neighbors rodeo at Sparta in the afternoon.
better things in life to plumbing
gown of nylon tulle and chantilly Drunen. Others assistingwere
but, the fact remains, we had all (which meant automatically that
Park
was
the
scene
of
an
interestmet at the home of Mrs. Zelda
Mrs. Eugene Moses of Grand
the depths of pessimism, one
lace over taffeta, with sweep Misses Shirley Diepenhorst,Ruth
been considerably protected,spoil- our possessions were soaked with
Rapids spent last weekend in the ing program on Monday evening train. The slender bodice was de- Handlogten,Jeanne Holwerda,
might in a negative sort of way
each
rain),
and
the
topography
is Trowbridge Wednesday afternoon
ed. Now we were to be off on
home of her sister Mrs. Ed John- when the World Home Bible signed with a sheer yoke set off Helen Meurer, Sandra Hofmeyer,
enjoy Eugene O’Neill's "Long
our own with a group of French more than reflected in the in- to honor the 85th birthdayanniDay’s Journey Into Night.’’With
son.
habitants. Like the Welsh and
League sponsored a sacred pro- by a mandarin collar. Long sleeves Marlene Folkert and Leslie Bosch.
young people of our own age.
versary of Hamilton Johnson. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark of Alits vivid character portrayal and
Scots,
descendants
of
the
Celts,
The newlyweds are now at home
tapered to points at the wrists and
The trip began at one of the
Johnson is in fairly good^ health legan were Friday dinner guests gram. Dr. and Mrs. John Piet,
lively movement, this play undouble bands of chantillylace en- at route 5, Holland, after a honeymost imposingremains of medie- the Britons have had their partiin the home of the latter’s sister, who ’are missionaries of the Redoubtedly testifies to the artistry
circled the full skirt. A pill box moon trip to Washington,D. C.
val civilizationand one of the cularism reinforced by the char- and spends his summers here in
formed Church and have spent a of chantillylace, touched with iri- For going away, the bride wore
of a skillfulwriter.For the readMrs.
Roy Nye and family.
the
Trowbridge
home
and
the
winacter
of
their
country,
the
dannational prides of France, the
furlough in this country and plan
er who feels happier at blaming
diescent sequins and edged with a a light blue suit with red accesMont Saint Michel. Situated be- gers of their occupation, and the ters in Oregon in the home of his
his failures to his environment,
to return to their field of work in
daughter.
A
birthday
cake
baked
menace
of
the
sea.
This
curious
diamond motif of seed pearls, ?e- sories and a red rose corsage.
tween Normandy and Brittany and
O’Neill supplies a ready answer.
India the middle of this month cured her fingertipveil of English
The new Mrs. Westing, who
claimed by both, the Mont, when compound of race and environ- by Mrs. Charles Green and ice
Anthology of Christian devo- approached on foot, presentsan ment has resulted in a people cream were served.
were honored with a farewell mes- illusion. She carried a cascade ar- came here six years ago from the
tional literature, "The Fellowship
sage by William Acherman. Pic- rangementof white carnations and Netherlands, is a nurse at Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Hiatt of
irresistableattraction.It has a who are proud, somber, and, to
of The Giants.” compiled by fairy-like charm on a natural some extent, passionately devoted Silver Beach entertainedat a famtures of India were shown by Dr. red roses with rosebud streamers. Hospital.Mr. Westing, a graduate ‘j
Thomas S. Kepler is a magnifi- mound which is completely cut off to certain causes or ideas. The ily birthday dinner in honor of the
Piet and both Dr. and Mrs. Piet
OVERISEL (Special) The
The bride was given in marriage of Holland Christian High School,
cent book because of the magnifi- from the mainland at high tide. Bretons hold to their Roman Cath- birthday of Mrs. George Weed.
appeared in Indian costume.
is employed at Chris-Craft Corp.
Rev. Clarence Greving preached The League has underwritten by her father.
cence of its subject. Voices echo- The streets of the medieval town olicism with a fervor unknown Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
ing from the first to the twentieth are a virtual carnival of tourist elsewherein France, and politic- George Weed and son Jimmie, his inaugural sermons Sunday at the placing of 10,000 to 25,000 SpaBacks: Paul Hornung, Notre
century sing a song of reflections, attractions,amusements,toys, ally the Breton peasant or sailor Mr. and Mrs. Milton Weed, Mil- Overisel Reformed Church. Rev. nish Testaments and also 100,000
Dame;
Jim Swink, Texas ChrisGreving,
who
was
installed
as
pascopies of "God Speaks” in the
prayers, insights,and philosphic etc. Memories of Mont St. Michel, is situated at the far right, hav- ton Weed, Jr. and his friend Miss
Scribe
tian; Tommy McDonald, Oklahoilluminations in the language as a monument in stone, are some- ing been the most ardent support- Winifred Marley of Holland and tor of the church last week Wed- Spanish language in Mexico and
ma, and Clarence Peaks, Michinesday, preached on "God's Fel- Cuba.
common to the spirit. Kepler be- what mixed then, but, as a phase ers of royalism for centuries.
MLss Marie Stehle.
gan State.
As the area of Brest, the great
At the morning worship service
lieves that "on the saints must in our very human adventure, I
A family birthday gathering was low Workmen” in the morning
It is Powers' opinion that at
and
"The
Minister
and
His
Charport,
is
reached,
the
countryside
in Second Reformed Church the
the spiritual leadership of civili- shall never forget it. Renting a
held Sunday evening, Aug. 26, at
least seven of these 11 men will
Rev. Harold N. Englund preachzation rest.” A most inspiringand tent on a camping terrainnear the changes somewhat. The people are the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alva ter” in the evening.
make All-American.
The Rev. N. Van Heukelom of ed the sermon "The Christian at
uplifting book and certainly Mont for the night, our group a- still very much Bretons and still Hoover. The occasion honored the
SAN FRANCISCO (UP) - The
While Ron Kramer of Michigan
very
proud
of
it,
but
now,
instead
Hamilton
presided
at
the
Aug.
29
worthy of everyone's time. You woke in the morning to discover
Work.”
families August birthdays. TwenMiss Mary Ann Veldhuis was best football players in America, gets all the publicitythat goes to
will be a better person for having an ancient Britishautomobile with of expressing these feelingsin the ty - four were present from Zee- Installationservices. Mrs. Leon
the ends in the Big Ten, Powers
five young male Cockney occu- struggle with the sea and in re- land, Holland, Fennville, Ganges Lynema played the organ prelude the soloistand sang, "Wonderful for the 1956 intercollegiate season,
made its acquaintance.
Jesus” - and "How Great Thou at least, are concentrated in the claims that the professionaltalent
"The Gospels” translated into pants parked alongside,As we fix- ligious fanaticism, they prefer the and Angola, Ind. Mr. and Mrs. and postlude.
hunters claim that Maentz is a
Taking part in the service were Art."
modern English by J. B. Phillips, ed our breakfast,we were treated local festival and the animated folk James Edwards of Angola were
Midwest and the Southwest.
better all-aroundend; and that the
the Rev. James N. Van Roekel
author of "Letters to Young to an improvised concert of Amer- dance. The landscape is, similarly, hosts for the occasion.
In the evening Rev. Englund's
That's the opinion of Francis best all-around performer in the
less somber, less stark, with acof
Erie,
111., who read scripture; sermon topic was, "A Time of
Churches” will give you a fresh ican jazz by those five.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dopheide
view as to meaning; its phrase- It is, then, this sort of incident cents of light heightening the at- and baby daughterhave been vi- the Rev. Kenneth Van Wyk of Al- BeginningAgain" and Miss Veld- Powers, chief scout and publicity Big Ten is Brad Bomba of Intractiveness
of
the
fishing
villages
directorfor the annual Shrine diana.
ology will refresh rather than lull. that has made the trip meaningsiting a few days in the home of legan who offered prayer, the huis sang, "Nearer, Still Nearer.
On next Sunday morning Sun- East-Westgame in San Francisco
Very good companion reading to ful for both French and Amer- and creating a haven for numerous the latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. the Rev. Harold Englund of ZeeMrs. Peter N. Prins and Miss
the other well - known versions icans. We have been cycling, European vacationers. Nor has Lewis Symons. Mr. and Mrs. Do- land who preached the sermon; day school sessions will again reon New Year's Day.
equipped with French bikes, saddle history failed to come to the aid pheide have recently moved from the Rev. Edward Tanis of Zeeland sume, after the summer vacation,
Nella Meyer returned home Tuesof The Gospels.
Powers keeps a complete record day after spending the summer in
Taken from the celebrated mag- bags and sleeping bags. With fre- of this region for it is endowed North Collins N. Y., to Kalamazoo, and the Rev. Clarence Denekas of at Second Reformed Church.
The K. Y. B. Auxiliary of Sec- of the activities of all the top Europe. Their three-monthtour
azine series,the book "A Guide quent stops due to breakdowns of with sculpturedcalvaires which where Mr. Dopheide has accept- Bentheim, who gave the charge
to the Religionsof America” will the human mechanism (occasion- witness to the uaique Breton Re- ed a position in the Speech De- to the pastor and congregation,and ond Reformed Church will hold a players in the country,relying included a month in Scandinavia,
naissance and Comae which was
enlighten one in the following ally) or that of the French bicycle
partment of Western Michigan the Rev. Clarence F. Greving, who potluck luncheon at 1 p.m. Friday, mostly on personal contacts with including a visit to Hammerfest,
center of worship for prehistoric
gave th? benediction. Music was Sept. 7, at the Bloemendaal cotfaiths: Baptist, Christian Scientist, (most often),our group nevertheCollege of Education.
coaches— but traveling thousands northernmosttown in Europe, 2^
Celtic man and, as a result, has
tage on I^ake Michigan.
Congregationalist, Disciple of less managed to cover from 40 to
William
Shannon,
professor
at provided by the church choir.
weeks in Germany, a brief visit
of miles himself each year.
fields of stone megoliths.
65
kilometers
a
day-no
little
feat
On Friday evening, the congre- Next Sunday the sacrament of
Ch r i st, Episcopalian, Lutheran,
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.,
in Vienna, 15 days in Spain and
His
All-America
for
1956,
barring
After seeing some part of this
Jew, Jehovah's Witness, Metho- in view of the winding,rugged
has been spending a few weeks gation welcomed the new pastor Baptism will be observed in Sec- Injuries, will run like this:
a visit to Paris . where they board
province and meeting some numterrain
of
northern
Brittany.
Freand his family at a reception in ond Reformed Church.
dist, "Mormon.” Quaker. Presbyat his farm home here.
ed a plane for home. Both Mrs.
Ends:
Tom
Maentz,
Michigan,
ber
of
its
strange,
inviting
people,
quent stops were also the rule for
The ladies of the Women's Mis- and Joe Walton, Pitt.
terian, Protestant,Roman CathoMiss
Doris
Wightman,
spent
last the church. Welcome messages
Prins and Miss Meyer are Hope
nearby points of interest or some our group would halt its cyclical
lic, Seventh - day Adventist. Uniweek at Owendale, Mich, in the were given by John Voorhorst, sionary Society of Second Reform- Tackles:Earl Leggett,Louisi- College faculty members.
colorful local festival that happen- progressfor the day at about 6
Harvey Kollen, Mrs. Maurice ed Church are entertainingall the ana State and Mike Sandusky,
tarian,Agnostic, Scientist, Non p.m. In the evening, group funds home of her sister, Mrs. Milton
Nienhuis, Earl Kleinheksel,Henry shut - ins of the church and any
Churchgoer. It will also give you a
Strand.
Thus
week
she
will
begin
A 200-pound hog contains about
Maryland.
generally allowed for a restaurHoffman and Virginia Top, repre- other ladies wishing to fellowship Guards: Jim Parker, Ohio State, 21 pounds of shoulder meat.
pictureof many other vital statis- fessionalPublic Relations and Poher
year's
work
as
teacher
in
the
ant meal, but sleeping accomosenting various church organiza- with this group, on Thursday aftics on the religiousfront today. itical Power” by Stanley Kelley,
The first nationalsoldier's home
and Jim Nisby, College of Pacific.
dations would consist only in a home making department of the
tions. The junior girls choir sing. ternoon, Sept. 6, at 2:30 at the
Two small books may be of help Jr., serves as an impartial guide nearby barn lent by a good-natured Cedar Springs High School.
Center: Jerry Tubbs, Oklahoma. was built in Dayton, O., in 1866.
to some one: "440 More Snappy to understanding strategy in poMrs. Carlton Andersonentertain- A letter from the church’s "adop- home of the Englunds. Miss Dorfarmer or a field where only the
Sermon Starters,” whose title is a litics.
ed
a few of her former pupils of ted” church in Canada was read. othy Bee, of lyjndon,England who
heavens could approve or disapbit misleading, (This book conthe
Reid School at her home Satur- Refreshmentswere served during is visiting at the Englunds,will
Four small books sound helpful prove. (We did not measure distains mostly basic sermon out- to certain people: "How to Be a approval by the amount of rain, day afternoon and evenihg. Among the social hour.
speak.
Rev. Greving. native of Prairie The Ladies’ Aid will open its
lines) and "How to Plan Informal Board or Committee Member” which was considerable!)For both those attending were Sharon JenWorship” by W. Wygal — includ- (Sorenson), “How to Work With Americans and French, the night, nings, Judy Caperton, Phyllis View, Kans., is a graduate of Fall program with a Birthday
ing illustrative worship services. Your Board and Committees” with its shadows, its nostalgia,its Barber, David Babbitt and Katie Central College, Pella, Iowa, in Potluck Luncheon in Fellowship
•
1947 and Western Theological Sem- Hall on Thursday,Sept. 13 at 1:15
With public relationsoccupying (Blumenthal', "How to Help Peo- song, brought the most delicious Rumsey.
the important position it does to- ple” (Wittenberg), and "How to moments of all.
A family gathering was held inary in 1950. He served in the p.m. All women of the Church
day perhaps we should all learn Develop Better Leaders” (Know- —Larry Siedentop,Holland’s 1956 Sunday, Aug 26, at the home of Air Force four years. Mrs. Grav- are invited. Coffee and desserts
to wear the velvet gloves. "Pro les).
Mr. and Mrs. Alec Boyle. The oc- ing is the former Gladys Van Wyk will be furnished by the Aid. There
Community Ambassador.
casion was in honor of Mrs. Boy- of Hull, Iowa, also a graduateof will be a nursery, with Mrs. A.
le’s brother, James Merhle, who Central College. They have three Engelsman in charge. Mrs. Edis home on leave from the Navy. children, Emalee, 7, Warren, 4 ward De Pree will lead the devotions.
He will leave soon for the west and Mark, 2.
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Observe 55th Anniversary

coast to join his ship.

Mrs. Ruth Burgh and daughter

Mary Jean of Ann Arbor spent
the weekend here in the home of
the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Nye. Mrs. Charles Flora
of Kalamazoo, another daughter,
spent Friday here with her parents.

Mrs. Charles Green, grandAnn Compton and
Mrs. Arnold Green attended the

daughter, Ruth

annual reunion of the Monterey
Center School Sunday, Aug. 26. At
Mont Lake. Mrs. Charles
Green is a former pupil of the

Du

school. #

THE WINNERS!— Trophies for the season-long
small sailboatraces were presented at closing
ceremonies at Macatawa Bay Yacht Club Monday afternoon.Among the winners are, first row,
left to right: Leslie Verdier, Joey Good, Jim

---

Tommy Baker, Marcia Culloden and
Vandenberg. Standing,leffto right:

,

-

—

r

Cathy Good, Sally Field, Betsy Barkwell, John
Beeman, Jack Eaton, Craig Collins, Paul Harms,
Pete Sears, Bruce Van Leuwen, Pat and Mary
Wood. Seated left to right: Jim Boyd, Ken
Hamm, Jim Field, John Gronberg and Jane
Boyd,

„

tSentinel photo).

.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Parker and
baby daughter returned to their
home in Battle Creek Monday.
Mn. Parker and baby spent two
weeks here in the home <Jt her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Jennings, while Mr. Parker was in
Alpena training with the Michigan Air National Guards.
Recent Sunday supper guests in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Starring were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stehle and two sons and Mr.
and Mrs. Miles Rehkoft of Glemw.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Sisson and
daughters Linda and Mrs. Leon
Leslie and two sons spent Sunday

Mr. ond Mrs. Peter L Post
Mr^ and Mrs. Peter L. Post of Craft Corp. until a year ago, when
150 Central Ave., Zeeland, are ob- he retired.
The couple have eight children,
observedtheir 55th wedding anniMerton Post of Fair Oaks, Calif.,
versary Tuseday. They were mar- Ryven Post of Berkley, Mich.,
Arthur 8. Johnson
ried Sept 4, 1901, in Grand Rapids. John Post of Cincinnati, Ohio,
Miss Kathryn A. Smith
\ graduate of Northern Illinois Kathryn A. Smith, a native of Mrs. Post is the former Hattie George Post of Burnlps, Mrs.
State Teachers’ College,Arthur S. Caro, Mich., is teaching the first Ezinga, daughter of the late Mr. Marvin (Flora) Geerlings of HolJohnson joins the faculty of Hol- grade at Longfellow School this aid Mrs. Ryven Ezinga of GramJ land, Mrs. Andrew (Etta) Lokers
land High School this fall as a year. She attended high school in Rapids. Mr. Post is the son of the of Zeeland, Roy Post of Zeeland
teacher in biology. He taught In Caro and graduatedfrom Hunting- late Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Post and Harold Post of Holland. There
Malta, HI., last year, U married ton .College, Huntington,Ind. in of Zeeland.
are 17 grandchildrenand seven
and has two
Mr. Post was employed at Chris- great grandchildren.
Jun& 1956.
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Ottawa Beach Provides

Ottawa County

Schools Continue

Haven

Real Estate
Staggered Lunch

Transfers
Holland’s crowded high school,

Ymker to John A. Ymker now in its second year of- staggerLot 5 Peasley’s Sub. Village of ed lunch hours, has announcedthat
room will be made available for
Hudsonville.
Harry Walcott & wf. to Orie the many students who will bring
Martin

(or Young and Old
These scenes of a youngster
romping on the shores of take
Michigan were repeadedmany
times during the Labor Day
weekend.
Valerie Northuis,year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Northuis,Ottawa
Beach, Is seen playing In the
water at Holland State Park.

their lunches to school with them
Dekker Sc wf. Pt. Lot 25 Walcott's
It’s obvious that she thoroughthis year.
Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
ly enjoys splashingIn the
Lunch hours at Holland High
Harold H. Vander Kodde & wf. run from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., waves and plasteringher hair
w&H
to Richard A. Parramore & wf. with half the student body eating with sand.
The picture at the far right
Lot 1 De Vries Plat, Twp. George- during the first hour and the reshows a little girl rather Indigmainder
during
the
second.
town.
Miss Bernice Bishop, principal nant at being forced to leave
Russell P. Vickers & wf. et al
her playground of sand and
Mil
to Arthur Wilson & wf. Pt. Gov't. of the E. E. Fell junior high school,
sea. Oh my! The end of a persaid
that
a
room
on
the
first
floor
Lot 4 Sec. 11-8-16 Twp. Spring
fect day!
will be open during the- noon hour
Lake.
Orrie Vander Meiden & wf. to for students who wish to study.
Norman R. De Witt & wf. Lat 21 The cafeteria in junior high will
HillcrestSub. City of G r a-n d al$o be open for students to buy
their lunches, or for students who
Haven.
by Peter Boggs
John Herbert Parrish & wf. to bring their own. The gymnasium
Marinus Brandt & wf. Pt. SE^4 will be used for recreationalacti- Don’t Leave Your Dog Behind
Another holiday approachesthat
12-6-14Twp. Blendon.
vities during inclement weather
John Herbert Parrish & wf. to and all during the winter, she said. will bring sadness to many dogs.
WIN B RECREATION CHAMPIONSHIP—MemQueen and Dave Diepenhorst Second row:
m •§t
Charles A. Parm & wf. Pt. SE^i
bers of the New De Nooyer Chevrolet softball
Senior High principal Austin Labor Day marks the beginning of
Robert De Nooyer, sponsor, Jake Vlsser, Dale
12-6-14Twp. Blendon.
team posed with the trophy following a 1-0 win
Buchanan said the auditorumwill a period of grave distress for many
Cole, Laverne (Pete) Welling, Don Jansen and
John Leeuw & wf. to Albert be open for lunches and studying, of our canine friends.
over Sixth Church Gra-Bell Tuesday night for the
Fred Padgett. Merle Human and Gordon
Kraai & wf. Ntt SEtt SE>A SWtt but urged students who go home On or after this w-eek-endholiday
Recreation B League regular season's championBarendse were missing when the picture was
begins the exodus of many famil12-5-15 Twp. HoUand.
for lunch not to return until time
ship. Pictured here are first row, left to right:
taken. League directorNorm Japlnga presented
r
ies from their summer homes in
Edward Cooper & wf. to Andrew for classes.
the championshiptrophy.
Al
Piersma,,* Mel Padding, Manager Herm
the country to their winter habiF. Cooper & wf. NE^i NWK 16The library and gymnasium will
Medema, Dale Hulst, Ernie De Jonge, John Mac
(Penna-SasPhoto)
tations.At the beginning of the
8-15 Twp. Crockery.
also be opened to lunching and
summer
a
family
council
decided
Clayton Zaagman & wf. to Louis studying students, but all other
Kramer & wf. Lot 24 West High- rooms in both schools will remain that it would be grand to get a dog
for the children.Now another famlands No. 2 Twp. Spring Lake.
closed, as classes are to be held
to
ily council discovers that there
Harry J. Berens & wf. to Ber- straight through the day.
The Ladies Missionaryand Aid
1%-^
will
be
no
room
back
in
the
city
nard Capel & wf. Lot 18 Sylvan
for
the
dog.
Society
met in the church baseAcres, Twp. Holland.
Some may ask a neighbor, groHarry J. Berens & wf. to Melvin
ment
last
Thursday. The vice-pres- Fines Violators
for
cery boy, or the milkman if he
Sharda & wf. Lot 19 Sylvan Acres
ident Mrs. Jack Nieboer presided.
would like the animal, but more
Twp. Holland.
Mrs. John McPherrin Moritz
Ottawa County will furnish 25 Mrs. Davis Bosch led devotions. ZEELAND ^Special)—Two peroften
the dog is turned loose to
William E. Ebel & wf. to Ernest
Admitted to Holland Hospital
(Laskey photo)
shift
for
himself.
As
the
family
men
for the September draft, one Miss Norma Lee Bauman, accom- sons were fined for disobeying
Kalmbaugh & wf. Pt. Sft SWK Thursday were Marilyn Barber,
Now on a Bermuda honeymoon Rapids was best man. Seating the
NEVi 4-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon. 363 West 21st St.; Mrs. James locks the door of the summer cot- of the largest calls in several panied by Glenn Bouman, present- signs at Holland State Park and
are Mr. and Mrs. John McPherrin guests were James Thurman of
Harriett N. Baker to James H. Schurman, 108 East 39th St.; Mrs. tage for the last time and climbs
months. Twelve of the inductees ed two vocal selections. A picture 11 others for trafficviolationsin
Moritz who were married Friday, Kalamazoo, Joseph McEvoy, Jr.,
Van Zylen et al Pt. Lot 1 Sum- Roger Howard, 125Vi East Ninth into their car for the journey to are from Holland and seven are
"Rim of the Wheel’’ was sh^wn. JusticeHilmer C. Dickman’s court
Aug. 24, in Park Congregational of Dearborn, Eugene Sneider of merland Park & Lots 3-8 & out- St.; James L. Van Oosterhout, 290 the city, the dog, with tail wagfrom Zeeland.
Church, Grand Rapids, by Dr. Carl Holland, Robert C. Goodspeed, Wilging,
follows
them
to
the
machine,
At the business session it was de- last week.
lots A. B. C. SummerlandPark West 20th St.; Mrs. Marie Slayer,
The group will report Sept. 12 cided the women will serve the Those appearing were:
E. Martenson.
liam Ten Broek and Hugh W. Twp. Spring Lake.
thinking they are going for a ride,
45 Vi East Seventh St.
at 1:15 p.m. to the Armory in lunch to the fall Classlswhich will
Mrs. Moritz is the former Selma Deane of Grand Rapids.
Tony S. Butterfield, 25, Jackson,
Vem Hammond & wf. to Helen Discharged from Holland Hosp- and that perhaps he will be invit- Grand Haven.
illegal swimming, 313.30 and LanMrs. Newhouse chose a Dior blue
Jane Newhouse, daughterof Mr.
ed
as
he
has
so
many
times
bemeet
Sept.
11.
Refreshments
were
M. Mead Pt. NE frR4 23-8-16 Twp. ital Thursday were John Johnson,
Holland drafteesinclude Ken- served by Mrs. Floyd Kraai and ny S. Kowalski, 17, Grand Rapids,
and Mrs. Hubert H. Newhouse of lace and taffeta dress featuringan Spring Lake.
route 4; Mrs. Frank Welch, Mac- fore. The car draws away, the
neth Gebben, Delwyn L. Westen- Mrs. Henry Koop.
Holland. The groom is the son of Empire waistline and bouffant
enteringarea posted against same,
dog’s
tail
slowly
stops
wagging
Janet Korteringet al to John atawa Park; Bernard Zwiers, route
Mr. and Mrs. George Moritz of skirt with lace inserts.Her cor- H. Busscher & wf. Lot 2 Harring- 4; Mrs. John Krohemeyer, 157 and he returns to the door of the broek, Dale J. Cnossen, John F.
Mr. antj Mrs. Harry Paalman of 310.30.
Gordon DeWaard, 40, 144% Nortl#
Grand Rapids.
sage was of pale pink roses. Mrs.
house to await his master's return. Heyboer, Norman D. Scheerhorn, Grand Rapids were guests Sunday
ton’s Second Add. to Macatawa West 17th St.; Nelson Lee Bakker,
Roger D. Vanden Meulen. Lyle K. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chris Elm St., Zeeland, speeding, 39.30;
He
waits
patiently.
They
never
The bride wore a gown of white Moritz wore a sheath dress of pale Park Grove, Twp. Park.
route 1, West Olive: Mrs. Berend
Vander Haar, Donald A. Baker, Sas.
Harry Hoffman,43, Grand Rapids,
taffeta styled with an Empire blue mousseline de soie and lace
Helena W. Nuland to Cornelius Klompmaker and baby, 39 East stayed away this long before. He
waistline,with an off-the-shoulderwith blue accessories and a cor- Ruster & wf. S4 Stt NE!4 29-8-14 17th St.; Jack Nienhuis, route 2; becomes hunry and thirsty, but Max E. Elenbaas, Ronald D. OuMr. and Mrs. Ernest Nash left carelessdriving,522.30;and operter, Gordon G. Plaggemars and last week for a 10-day vacation ating a motor vehicle after apneckline edged with DeMedici lace sage of white delphinium and ivy. Twp.
Harold A. Pitcher, route 1; James still he stays close by, his ears
plication for license had been descroll. Deep unpressedbox pleats
A reception was held at Kent Cornelius Ruster & wf. to Mar- L. Van Oosterhout, 290 West 20th pricking up hopefully every time Paul D. Van Dyke.
trip to the Upper Peninsula.
a car approaches. Finally the Those leaving from Zeeland are Mrs. Catherine Van Eyck Is nied, $74.90and two days in jail;
accented the bouffant skirt which Country Club following the cere- vin H. Beld & wf. Nft NE14 29- St.
Sylvan R. Dirselkoen.LaVerne spending a few weeks with her Garence Kamphuis, 24, route 2, ended in a chapel-lengthtrain. Her mony. Masters and mistresses of 8-14 Twp. Polkton.
Hospital births include a daugh- pangs of hunger drive him to seek
Holland, speeding, 59.30.
fingertip veil of French illusion was ceremonieswere Mr. and Mrs.
daughter in
*
Execs. Est. Arthur A. Andrews, ter, Cathy Lynn, bom Thursday to food. He wanders from house to and Warren D. Vanden Bosch.
Four men, Richard K. Bo.sscher,
held in place by heirloom Brussels Donald Porter, Mr. and Mrs. Law- Dec. to E. A. Howard & wf. Lot Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beyer, 10 West house upsetting garbage pails in
The Rev. C. J. Meyer from Donald John Boerman, 24, 116
lace forming a cap. She carried rence Dooge, of Grand Rapids and 22 Pleasant Acres, Twp. Wright. 35th St. ; a daughter, Kathleen his quest for somethingto eat, al- Arthur J. Dekker, Richard L. Ver Altamont,N.Y., conducted both East Central Ave., Zeeland, speeda bouuet of Amazon lillies, stepha- Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jones of HolCharles Lautenbach& wf. to Marie, bom Thursday to Mr. and ways returning to the only place Hage and Dale K. De Cator, are services here last Sunday. The ing 59.30; WilhelminaDen Besten,
notis and fern.
land. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Good- Webster Van Der Meulen & wf. Mrs. Harwell Dunning, 17 Vi West he knows as home. Here he is of- from Hudsonville.
specialmusic for the morning ser- 42, Hamilton, speeding, 316.30;
ten found by someone connected
Don E. Bolthouse of Spring take vice was two solos by Gordon Dave Coleman, 19, Flint, speeding,
Mrs. Eugene Sneider of Holland speed of Grand Rapids were hosts Pt. SEtt NEK 28-7-13 Twp. Tall- 20th St.
was matron of honor and Miss at a wedding brunch in Kent Coun- madge.
A daughter,Rhonda Christine, with a humane society,but more and David J. Peterson of Lsmont Berkompas of Holland, and in the 310.30; Harry Helder, 50, Grand
Joan Ridley was maid of honor. try Club preceding the wedding.
James H. Van Zylen et al to bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Mor- frequently the realizationthat his will also be inducted.
evening Ron Kapenga, Jay Wltte- Rapids, speeding, $24.30; Harvey
former owners will not return enBridesmaids were Miss Nancy
Assisting at the reception were Thomas A. Damm & wf. Pt. Lots rette Rider, 654 College Ave.;
veen and Margie Witteveengave J. Maatman, 49, Grand Rapids,
Swanson of Allegan, Miss Lee Ann Mrs. Edward E. Rood, Mrs. H. 5, 6, 7, 8 Summerland Park, Twp. son, Kim Allen, bom today to ters his saddened mind, and he Warne M. Smith, 12,
stop light, $6.30; Richard Hall, 25,
instrumental music.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mannes, 424 reluctantlyleaves*to wander in
Nelson, Miss Jean Scott and Miss Parker Terryberry, Mrs. Robert V. Spring Lake.
Vacation Bible School was start- Grand Rapids, speeding,$13.30;
search of them.
Martha Ruth Johnson, all of Grand Harrison, Mrs. Mae Costing, Miss
Arthur Strazanac & wf. to Ches- West 32nd St.
Found Dead at Home
ed Monday. John De Vries of the Howard Engel, 32, Grand Rapids,
The above is not fiction.I am
Hospital
births
at
Zeeland
HospRapids.
Vera Forslund and Mrs. Audley ter Stolarz Lot 7 Blk. 5 Borck's
Hl-way
Bi-way Youth Associated speeding, $9.30; Jerald Jay DeWarne M. Smith, 12, died at his is conducting the lessons.
Plat No. 1 Twp. Grand Haven.
ital last week include a son, Brian sorry to say it will be enacted in
Attendantswore similar white Hewitt.
Vries, 17, Hudsonville, speeding,
real
life
many
times
during
the home, 737 Pine Ave., Thursday
Leva Ray & wf. to Clayton L. Jay, bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs
ballerina-leflgth taffeta gowns acThe new Mrs. Moritz selected a
Next
Sunday
Donald
Teuslnk
of $24.30.
next month. Humane agencies will evening. He came to Holland with
cented with large taffeta bows at yellow linen sheath dress with Veach & wf. Lot 1 Blk. 5 Borck’s Harvey Geerlings, route 3, Holthe Seminary will conduct both
land; a son, Bruce Alan, born bear me out when I say that Sep- his family from Zanesville,Ohio, services here.
the back. They had headbands of jacket and brown velvet accessor- Plat No. 1 Twp. Grand Haven.
Zeeland Youth Drives
John Vogelzang & wf. to Jennie Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Nel- tember is the month when they are in 1954. He had finishedthe sixth
ivy and carried bouquets of glam- ies for the trip to Bermuda. After
the busiest in picking up stray and grade at Jefferson School and atellias.
Sept. 9 the couple will be at home Duming Pt. Lots 4, 5 Blk. 7 son Burmania, 1927 Perry St., By[Car on Sidewalk, Lawn
tended First Methodist Church and Bound to Circuit Court
Howard’s Add. Twp. Holland.
ron Center; a daughter,Sandra abandoned pets.
Lawrence E. Dooge, Jr., of Grand at 415 South Fifth, Ann Arbor.
It is hard to understand how was a member of the Boy Scout
Faye, bom Wednesday to Mr. and
I ZEELAND (Special)—A Zeeland
On Larceny Charge
person can be so cruel as to troop there.
Mrs. Howard Gruppen, route 1,
[youth who threatened to make a
Slippery Roads Cause
abandon a trusting dog or cat with
Medical examiner Warren WestHolland Furnace Dropped Winning Membership Team
Zeeland; a daughter, Mary Ellen,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) - shamblesof the city with his autorate ruled death resulted from
bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. so little feeling.
2 Collisions Thursday
Wayne Eckert, 19, of Muskegon mobile was fined * total of $184.90
If you who are reading this own self-inflictedgunshot wounds.
From Zeeland Tournament Honored by C of C Group
Donald Jay Vander Ploeg, route 1,
a dog which you can no longer He is survivedby his parents, Heights, charged with grand lar- land sentencedto 10 days in jail
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Zeeland.
ceny, was bound over to Circuit when he appeared before Justice
Holland Furnace was eliminated
keep, won't you contact the nearWinning team in the Chamber State police today reportedtwo
A son, Randall Gene, born Thurs- est office of the Society for the Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Smith, and Court following preliminary ex- Egbert J. Boes Wednesday afterfrom the Zeeland softball tourna- of Commerce membership drive accidents resulting from slippery day to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
one brother.Robert Glen at home;
aminationin Grand Haven Muni- Inoon.
ment Thursday night by the Fal- was honored at a luncheon at The pavemen^ during the heavy rain Schipper, route 5, Holland; a son, Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. his grandmothers, Mrs. Agnes cipal court Friday.
Gifford Kraai of 283 Peck St.
They
will call for your dog and Smith, Brownsville,Ohio, and Mrs.
mouth Merchants,16-5 in a game Castile Friday.
lliursday evening. Two tickets for David Lee, bom Thursday to Mr.
Eckert furnished 5500 bond for [drove his car down the sidewalk
try to find a new and good home Emma Overman, Gratiot, Ohio;
riddled with misplays.
excessive speed under the con- and Mrs. Junior Gerrits, route 5,
his appearance on Sept. 14 at 9 of one of Zeeland’s main streets
for it Do this, at least, for your
D. C. Hanson, captain of the ditions were issued.
The Falmouth team is the farHolland; a son, Greg, bom Sat- dog or cat. Forgive me for the and his great-grandmother, Mrs. a.m. He alledgedly took an 18% fbr almost a block Monday night.
thest entry of any team in the team and his committee R. W.
At the intersection of West urday to Mr. and Mrs. Edward space I have devoted to this sub- Jennie Irwin. Gratiot.
foot speed boat from Charles Paas Then he went speeding out to the
meet this year. They must travel Snyder, J. R. Collins, A. J. Cook, Spring Lake Rd., and US-31 in Smit, route 2, West Olive; a son, ject, but if I save only one dog
of Spring Lake after obtaining the roller skating rink where he spun
130 miles to Zeeland.
J. Van Tatenhove, Jr., B. P. Spring Lake township, a car driv- bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. from this sad fate, I shall feel Boy Bumps Head
keys from an employe of Paas’ his car around twice, police said.
Allen Riemersma, hurling for
en by Christian J. Steinbachof Curtis Van Koevering, route 2, By- justified.
During the spree, he destroyed
ZEELAND < (Special)
Nine- service station.
Donnelly, J. H. Van Dyke, Ernest
the Zeeland Merchants,shut out
14 North Seventh St., Grand Hav- ron Center.
year-old
John
Kraak
suffered
a
Paas, main witness at the hear- part of the lawn at the home of
the Burton Heights Christian Re- Post, Robert De Nooyer, Robert en, collided with one driven by
bump on his head when he ran his ing, testified that all dealings he Adrian Komejan on East Central
Mosquitoes Prefer Your Dog
formed church, 1-0 on a five-hitter Slocum, Laveme Rudolph, Clar- Patridal Inman, route 1, Rossbury.
Any
mosquitoes
around
your
bicycle into the side of
car had had with the defendantper- and Sanford St.
while his mates only got two hits. ence Klaasen were guests of the
Steinbach, going north on US-31, Sheriff EntertainsLaw
home these nights? If so, your Thursday evening. He is the son taining to the possible sale of the Driving on the sidewalk cost
said he approached the intersec- EnforcementOfficers
Jamestown blanked T a s t e e Chamber.
dog is having more trouble with of Mr. and Mrs. Jason Kraak of boat in question went under the Kraai $104.30 or 45 days in jail,
Top man in the entire drive is tion and saw the Inman car, but
Freeze of Fremont, 3-0 in the other
these insects than you are. Exten- North Centennial St., Zeeland. John name of Jay Kielholz.Kielholz is and the reckless driving over the
game. Don Nyenhub was the win- John Emmick, who also was pres- thought it was going straight GRAND HAVEN (Special)
sive tests have proved that if given was showing another boy how to reported to be Eckert’s father-in- lawn resulted in a $79.90 fine and
ning pitcher, allowing four hits ent to receive his award.
through. He slammed on his About 126 law enforcement officers a choice, these Insects prefer bit- ride a bicycle and performed a law. Paas testified that he did not thi jail sentence.
George Heeringa, presidentof brakes, but skidded into the car. of the county, including state and ing a dog rather than a human. “U” turn on Centennial St He ran know the defendantby the name
while Jamestown made nine safethe C of C with Neil Steketee, He was summoned.
•
city police and deputies, were en- During these summer nights, if into the side of a car driven by of Wayne Eckert until his arrest.
6-Month Plates on Sale
All of the contests were Class chairman of the membership comA few minutes later, about 6:30 tertained by Sheriff Gerald R. your dog is near you and there are Robert Bosma, 18, of 235 Michigan
Six-month license plates went on
mittee, made the presentations. p.m. a car driven by Elizabeth Vanderbeek at the home of Charles mosquitoes about, the chances are Ave., Zeeland. Damage . to the
C games.
sale Saturday, Sept 1 at 8 a.m.,
Beckering,route 2, Spring Lake, K. Bugielski Thursday evening.
he is drawing many of these an- bicycle and the car was negligible Found Guilty, Pays Fine
Holland License Bureau manager
went out of control on a curve
They had a barbeque dinner, noying insects away from you.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
and Bosma was not ticketed.
Fishook Lodges in Cheek and struck a car driven by WilTwo Vehicles Damaged
Jack Taylor, 17, Ferrysburg, was Frank Cherven announced today.
played horseshoes and practiced
Two vehicles were damaged GRAND HAVEN (Special)
found guilty by a jury in Muni- The plates will be good until
liam H. Rawlings,of Grand Rap- target shooting.One of the guests,
Driver Issued Ticket
Thursday when they collided on Jerry Gasaway, 14, of Muskegon ids. She received the ticket.
Adrian Komejans, from Zeeland, Fire Alarm Box Cards
cipal Court Thursday afternoon of March 1, 1957 at which time all
136th Ave. one mile south of New Heights, was treated in Hackley
Cards indicatingnew numbers of
Fred Kelley, 16, of Grand reckless driving and paid a $75 vehiclesmust display new plates.
took the guests for a ride on his
Holland St. Involved was a dump Hospitalfor the removal of a
fire alarm boxes throughout the Rapids, Friday night was issued a fine and costs. The alleged offense, The six-month plates will be half
40-foot crui$er.
truck driven by Robert Hoffman, fishhook Friday evening. The boy Answer Fire Alarm
Thu. was the second annual af- city and also noting location of ticket for failure to yield the right according to city police,occurred of the regular full-yearprice, and
/ 22, route 2. and a car operated was fishingwith seven friends in Holland firemen were called to fair of this type.
each box, are available free of of way after his car and one driv- June 18 in the city. Taylor pleaded apply only to motorists who now
by Jacob Disselkoen, 61, of 247 Mona Lake when a backlash 398 Lincoln Ave,, Friday afternoon
charge at either engine house. en by KatherineKolb, 18, route not guilty to the charge and the have half-yearplates, or who have
North Colonial Ave., Zeeland. Ot- caught him in the cheek. The boys when a plastic dish in the oven Australia leads the world in wool Fire Chief Andrew Klqmparens 4, collided at Howard Ave. and jury composed of Martha Byrne, none. The License Bureau is open
tawa County deputies said damage flagged down a state police patrol caught fire and filled the kitchen productfbn. The - annual clip from urges residents to pick one up and Pine Crest Dr. Ottawa! County Peter De Boe, Richard Prins, John daily from 8 ajn. to 5 p.m.' exto each vehicle was estimated at car, which took him to the hospi- with smoke. Minor damage r«s lilt- the country's 131,000,000 sheep insert it in the telephone book. It deputies estimated,damage to the Voshel, Paul Babcock and WiUlam cept Wednesdaysand Saturdays
5500.
>
tal.
4
two vehicles at 51,500.
ben it doses at noon.
fits nicely.
Van Schelven found him guiltjf.
sells for about $900,000,000.
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Myles E. Rank
Holland High School’snew trade
and industry counsellor,Myles E.
Runk, will confer with prospective
cooperative trainingstudents to
place them in training situations
in industry. He will then do followup studies on their progress. Runk
is a graduate of Grand Haven High
School and Western MichiganCollege. He received his master’s

degree from the Universityof
Michigan. He held a similar position at Tecumseh High School last

Mm. Gloria Boa
William E. Bonham
Ernest R. Wenzel
Miss Lillian Meppellnk
Out L. Mover
Now teaching ‘English and William E. Bonham, who teaches Gloria Hungerink Bos, a 1952
Carl L. Selover, a graduate LillianMeppelink, a graduate of
Hope College, is teaching Holland High School and Hope history in the E. E. Fell Junior ninth grade business training in graduate of Holland High School,
College, is teaching fifth grade at
is teaching the seventh grade at
geography and English to seventh Longfellow School. Miss Meppelink High School Ernest .R. Wenzel is the E. E. Fell Junior High School
the Thomas Jefferson School this
graders in the Thomas Jefferson formerly taught the fifth and a native of Saginaw and graduat- this fall, is a 1956 graduate of fall. She receivedher bachelor’s
School this fall. Selover received sixth grades at Longfellow during ed from Moorhead (Minn.) State
degree from Western Michigan
Illinois State Normal University.
his master’s degree from Western the 1950-51 school year. For the Teachers’ College. Last year he
College last June.
Michigan College and taught in past years she taught second was a history and driver’s educa- He went to high school In Canton,
Whitehall last year. He is married grade at Ferry School in Grand
In Argentina, a cowboy is known
tion instructor in Detroit Lakes, G., and spent two years in milito the former Prudence Haskin of Minn. Mr. and Mrs. Wenzel have
as a gaucho.
tary
servicp.
He
is
married.
Haven.
three children.
HoUand. _
1

VFW,

year.

Humane

Hulst

--

Michigan Teacher

Win

Feels
Society

1st

Playoff

Receives Gifts

Games

Award

Going back

who
Jenison Couple Injured
n Truck, Car

Both Teams Score

Accident

Joan Van Wingeren,a 1952 gradu- taught school in Fairborn,Ohio,
ate of Holland High School and a for the last two years A graduate
1956 graduate of Hope College. of Michigan* State University and
While in high school, Miss Van Sebewaing'HighSchool, Mrs. ConWingeren received the Henry
Geerlingscitizenship award and don is teaching English and social
won the Veterans of Foreign Wars’ studies in the E. E. Fell Junior
High School this fall.
auxiliary contest.

Year’

Offers a Challenge

to school is

a

“frightening and challenging” experience for the

From2Sources

of the

Mrs. Georgia Condon
Miss Joan Van Wlngeren
While her husband was in the
Teaching the second grade at
Washington School this year is Air Force, Mrs. Georgia Condon

HoUand teacher
named Michi-

last week was

gan's Rural Teacher of the Year
by Prairie Farmer-WLS of Chica-

34 Persons Plead
Guilty in

Holland

go.

The recently organized Ottawa
Mrs. Eileen Boss, winner of the
Victories in
A Jenison couple was injured at
County Humane Society has reaward,
went back to the North
7 <45 a.m. Tuesday \tfien their car
ceived two boosts the last few
Holland
school 'Tuesday and said
and an empty milk truck collided
days in preparation for the comthat "it’s a big thing to live up to,
on Port Sheldon Rd. at 14th Ave. City Softball
ing season which will see consibut I’ve done no more than any
Ted Chambers, 29, received mulderable activityin promotinghuThe VFW and Hulst Brothers, good teacher would do. ReaUy, it’s
tiple cuts and bruises. His wife,
one and two finishersin the Holmane treatmentfor pets in this
Janice, 23, received lacreationsto
land Gty Softball league, took first
area.
the face, both arms and body. The
One boost came in the form of two were taken to St Mary's Hos- playoff games by identical 2-1
scores Tuesday night at Van Tona fairly modest contributionof $4 pital in Grand Rapids.
geren Field ia the best two-out-of30 from a group of children on
Ottawa County deputies said the
Elmdale Ct. who staged a pet driver of the truck, Harold Mee- three series to pick the teams to
show last Friday afternoon for wenberg, 26, Grand Rapids, was play next week in the best threecats and turtles.
not injured when the truck roll- out-of-five playoff.
The Vets, although outhit 4-3
Doug Boven, who served as show ed over after the impact.
managed
to squeeze by the Fords,
chairman and judge, appearedat
Deputies said the Chambers '53
the Holland Furnace Co. Office at model car was a total loss while fourth place finishers,and Hulst
10
Tuesday accompaniedby damage to the '51 model truck was Brothers edged Bareman’s Service,
third place team in the regular
his committeeto present the mon- estimated in excess of $500.

2-1

Meet

am

Municipal Court
Traffic violationsreached a pro-

portionalhigh point last week.
Thirty four persons pleaded guilty
in Municipal Court to various viola-

tions. Twenty eight

were

fined,

Miss NeMe looker
Nelvie Jonker is In charge of
school, and a fine was suspended.
vocal music in the early elemen* Jennie Dyke, 232 West 22nd St.,
tary grades this fall. She graduatpaid a fine of $25 for failing to ed from high school in Orange
yieli right of way to a blind man City, Iowa in 1944 and worked as
and for leaving the scene of an a secretary before entering Hope
College in 1952. Miss Jonker reaccident.
ceived her bachelor’s degree this
Rex Webbert,248 West 15th St.,
past June.
and Jack L. Bronson, 36% North
Jefferson St., paid fines of $20 each
four warned, one sent to traffic

Ronald Vander Schaaf
Conrad T. Eokstrom
Conrad Eckstrom will teach Ronald Vander Schaaf, a new
physical education to seventh teacher at Lincoln School this
graders in Holland public schools
this fall. He is a graduate of Red
Wing, Minn., high school and received both his B.S and M.A. degrees from the State University of
Iowa. He has been teaching physical education and mathematicsin
Allerton,la., for the past two
years. He is married and has two

M

year, is a June graduate of Hope
College and taught in
rural
school in Iowa for four and a half
years before entering the service.
He is a graduate of Lansing Sexton High School.

a

season.
In the opener Tuesday, the VFW
for speeding. A sentence to serve
Indian Will
children.
spotted Fords one run for five
treasurer, respectively, of the
10 days in jail was suspended on
innings before coming through with
county humane society. Doug was
Appear
at
Clabhoase
condition that they would submit
what proved to be the two winaccompaniedby his brother,Richtheir operator'slicenseto the court
ning
tallies
in
the
sixth
frame.
Thomas (Sonny) Gaus, Mohawk
In
ard, and by David and Drindee
for 30
«
Jay Hop, Fords’ shortstop, led
Gier. Mrs. Gier assistedas judge.
Others paying fines and costs Indian from Oklahoma Gty, Okla.,
Admitted to Holland Hospital
off with a double to right field
will make two appearancesat the
The group told the humane sowere:
Mrs. Eileen Boss
Tuesday \yere Royal Prince, 48 GRAND HAVEN (Special) -A
in the bottom of. the first inning
ciety officersadmission was five
Carol Hansen, 165 Douglas Ave., Youth for Christ Gubhouse this
the
community
that deserves the
West 19th St.; Dale Slotman, Zeeland man apparentlyblacked
The
finishing
touches—
shoulders,
off
Vets’
pitcher
Rog
Schut.
An
cents per person, and the greatest
speeding, $10; William Matthew weekend.
award.”
share of receipts came from the crossroads and widening— are all error by the second baseman Jim
Hays, 3014 Wood Ave., speeding, He will speak at the Men’s route 3, Allegan;Harry Hooker, out while driving Tuesday afterMrs. Boss, the principal of the 18; Jim Tyndall, North Carolina, BreakfastSaturday at 6:30 a.m.
sale of heavily salted popcorn that remains to be done on M-21 Slagh put Hop on third and he
74 East Eighth St.; Edward Bred- noon, causing a headon collision
three - room school,lives in North
which in turn encouraged the spec- east of Holland as workmen pour- came home on a single to left
crossing double yellow line, $15; All men are invited. No reser- eweg, 148 Central Ave.; Harold between two cars on M-50 a half
HoUand with her husband,WiUis, Doris Margareta Vogtmann, Gii- vations are needed.
ed the final strip of pavement by Jun Hop.
tators to buy lemonade.
Whipple, Saugatuck; Mrs. John mile east of the Yellow Jacket.
Ottawa County 4 - H Club agent. cago, speeding, $7; Leonarda S.
Bob
Ebels,
Fords
starter,
didn’t
Wednesday
afternoon.
Gaus, his wife, who is a regis- Kronemeyer, 157 West 17th St.; Four persons were hospitalized
The second boost, a more subShe
teaches
the
sixth,
seventh
New pavement now runs to with- allow a hit in the first three innstantial one, comes from the WauMoralez, route 4, speeding,$8; tered nurse, and their 10-month- Mrs. Edward Davis, Lakeview
and eighth grades, and seemed Donald Russell Gibbie, 239 Park old son will all appear in Indian Trailer Park; Mrs. Roosevelt How- and both cars were demolished.
kazoo Horse Show which was stag in 100 feet east o< the Black River ings. Jay Hoffman touched him
James Roon, 57, of route 1, Zeeed Aug. 25 at the Northshore bridge and crews today began for a single to third base in the proudest of the congratulatory St, speeding, $10; Albert Vander costume at the 7:30 p.m. Youth ard, 1746 West 32nd St.
land,
was driving his 1955 model
speeches deUvered to her by her
grounds, sponsoredby the Wau- widening the portion of the old fourth but was left stranded.
Kamp, 22 East Ninth St, speed- for Christ service Saturday.The Discharged Tuesday were John car when it went over the center
27 students on opening day.
Again
in
the
fifth
Ebels
retired
highway
two
feet
on
either
side,
kazoo Hunt and Saddle Gub. Net
ing, $10; George Dale Dykstra, father will be in full regalia of a Voss, ,36 West 17th St.; Mrs. James line and struck a car driven by
The award will be symbolized 355 West 19th St., execessive Mohawk chief.
the side but then came the sixth.
Schurman, 108 East 39th St.; Mrs. Robert B. Yarrington, 21, of Grand
receipts and contributions
amount- Supt Cal Harris said.
One of the major projectsstill to Rog Schut led off with a single by a plaque which she will re- noise,, $10.
The family represents the Amer- Edwin A. Gibbs, 109 Walnut; Rapids.
ed to $653.01.
Meanwhile,construction is pro- be completed is the junction at to first base. Jim Slagh was safe ceive at a future date. On Oct.
Art Banks, Jr.. 321 West 14th St., ican Indian Crusade which has Mrs. Jennie Bos, 334 Central Ave.;
Yarrington tried to get his 1948
12, she leaves for Chicago for an
gressing on the new county ani- 112th SL and the building up of on an error by third baseman Sylspeeding, $15; Buford Quillian, 344 missionaries among the three mil- Mrs. Jennie Faber, 20 West 21st car off onto the shoulder, but it
van
Disselkoen
and
made
it
all expense - paid weekend with
crossroads
all
the
way
down
the
St.; Mrs. Richard J. Johnson and was struck at the edge of the
mal shelterwhich is being erectDouglas St, speeding, $12; Bernard lion Indians in North America.
the way around the b€(ses,scor- Teachers of the Year from other Ten Harmsel, 330 West Main St.,
At the evening meeting, the fam- baby, 385 West 18th St.; Mrs. pavement. The front wheel of
ed on new US-31 approximately line.
Traffic will continue to be de- ing behind Schut. Disselkoen’s midwestem states.
nine miles north of Holland not
speeding, $12; Robert Louis Healy, ily will present musical numbers Orley Van Dyke and baby, 15 Roon’s car was four feet over the
Starting her ninth year at North
far from Pigeon Creek. All frame- toured onto the new highway for throw to get Schut at second was
15886 Indian St, Detroit,speeding, including Indian songs, and will West 31st St.; Mrs. Leon Beyer center line at the point of impact.
work is up and brick laying has about a mile east of the M-21 and wild and rolled all the way to the HoUand, Mrs. Boss is being assist- $12; Leroy Dekker, 4009 136th Ave., show colored slides of their work. and baby, 10 West 35th St.; Mrs. Produce and eggs which Roon
US-31 intersection. The whole divi- outfield fence. Vern Vande Water’s ed for the semester by Kareen speeding,$15; Katheleen Kelley The public is invited.
Evelyn Slager and baby, route 6; was carrying with him were
begun.
ded highway should be opened to single was the other Vet hit in the Rathburn, a sophomore student Walker, route 4, speeding, $5; KenTonight at 7:30 the Gaus family Marebeth Lou Schut, 17 West 14th strewn over the pavement.
Plans also are being made
teacher from Mrs. Boss’ alma neth Duane Fought, 654 Gordon St., is appearing at Ventura Baptist St.
inning.
launch a membershipcampaign through traffic around Nov.
Roon was taken to Zeeland HosLum Veldman pitched the bottom mater, Western Michigan College. speeding, $12; Gyde McNeely, Church.
Births at the Zeeland hospital pital with a broken left arm, lacerthroughout the county under the according to schedules set up
of the seventh and Bob Ebels
last week included a daughter, ations of the arm and knee and '
286% West 14th St, speeding, $10.
direction of the membership com- the crews.
made a single advancing Jason
Mary Beth, to Mr. and Mrs. Hor- chest injuries. Yarrington was takLeslie H. Weller, 669 Gordon St.,
mittee headed by Mrs. Harold G.
Youth Pleads Not Guilty
Jimmy Boes Honored
Ebels, who was safe on an error
ace Dozeman, route 3, Holland; en to St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand
speeding, $10; John Kleinheksel,
De Vries. Adults will pay $1
City Employes Given
to third, but he was left there To 2 Charges After Crash 83 East 38th St., speeding,$13; At Birthday Party
a daughter, Kathy Jean, to Mr. Rapids with cuts and body bruisand children 50 cents. In connecwhen Hop fanned.
and Mrs. James Sail, route 2, Zee- es.
Gary Windemuller, route 4, speedtion with the latter, an education Raise in Grand Haven
Glen Ebels made the other Arlyn J. Cook, 18, of route 3, ing, $10; Rose Mary Staat, route A birthday party Saturday morn- land; twins, Keith Lynn and Kar- Two passengers in Yarrington’s
program is being planned through
GRAND HAVEN (Special )-City Fords hit, a single in the fourth Adams St., Zeeland, posted $300 3, speeding, $15; Pilly J. Glover, ing honored Jimmy Boes on his en Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Allan car, Jackie McCormick, 17, and
the schoolsthrough which children
Council
Tuesday night approved
bond Tuesday, after plead- Saugatuck, speeding, $12; Bert N. fourth birthday anniversary. The Vander Meer, 323 East 14th St. Betty Van Dremel, 18, both of
will be taught how to care
increases for most city employes
Ron Wetherbee,a footbaU play- inj not guilty to two charges Bossardet, route 3, speeding, $42; party was given by his mother,
A daughter, Ruth Ann, to Mr. Grand Rapids, were also taken to
their pets. Attractive membership
averaging nine cents an hour. The er by day and a softball player which resulted from an accident Chester Jerome McBride, Iowa, Mrs. Robert Boes, assisted by his and Mrs. Gerrit Wielenga, North St. Mary’s Hospital with cuts and
cards have been designed.
program covers employes in City by night, cracked a home run
on the Kalamazoo River bridge careless driving, $17 ; Rossetta grandmothers,Mrs. William Boes State St., Zeeland; a daughter, bruises.
Hall and street, park, cemetery the top half of the first inning for near Saugatuck Monday night.
Aman, 252 Lincoln Ave., speeding, and Mrs. Martin Van Wieren, and Kathy Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis
police and fire departments,but Hulst in the nightcap.
Cook was charged with reckless $13; Edward Navarro,525 Chicago his aunt, Mrs. Bill Van Wieren. Boerman, route 1, Hamilton,
It's Tricky to Sell Stolen
not the Board of Public Works or
But Bareman’s came right back driving and failing to identify him- Dr., speeding, $15.
Games* were played and refresh- daughter, Darlene Fay to Mr. and
hospital employes. Increasesare in the bottom of the first and tied self at the scene of an accident.
Marvin Tubergan, 105 Roosevelt ments served. Gifts were present- Mrs. Donald Amsink, route 3, Hol- Goods Back to Owner
retroactive to July 1.
it up. Shortstop Lou Altena singled He was arraignedbefore Justice Road; Dennis Earl Condon, 887 ed to the honored guest.
land; a son, Lavonne Kay, to Mr.
City Manager R. V. Terrill ex- to center field, stole second base L. Junkermar.in Allegan after he West 32nd St; Edwin Feddick,
(Special)
Those invited were Patty Murphy and Mrs. Lavonne Van Koeverlng,
at
plained that employes who have and then cam* home on Ted
Robert Anderson, 18, Ravenna, got
was arrested i* Zeeland Tuesday route 1, Jenison Park; and Char- Connie Rhoda, Tommilou Van Null, Grand Rapids.
worked for the city over 15 years Schreur's hit to right field.
into trouble with the law Monday %
les Schults, route 4. South Haven, Tommy and Mike Van Dort,
morning.
when he tried to sell some batterTournament play for the 1966 will receive three weeks’ vacaThe winning run crossed in the
Duane, Jimmy and Cindy NienAccordingto South Haven state received warnings for speeding.
ies and other articlesto the man ,
season was concluded Monday tion. Requests for hospitalization top of the second. With one gone police, Cook apparently was pass
Roderic Douglas Jackson, 894 huis, Marla and Mickey Groten- Surprise Shower Fetes
he had stolen them from.
with the final rounds of the Labor insurance has not yet been grant- Gord Grevengoed walked, stole ing a car driven by Glen Van West 25th St., completed courses at huis, Linda McClure,Georgia Hill,
Miss Marlene Le Jeane
Anderson and his mother had
Day weekend tourney at the Amer- ed but Council expects to take ac- second base and scored on Jud Slooten, 23, route 1, West Olive traffic school and a fine of $13 for Brian Howard, Steve and Jerry
tion later after receiving bids from Gebben’s single to center field.
can Legion Country Gub.
A surprise miscellaneous shower been picking apples Monday mornsince the Van Slooten car w’as speedingwas suspended.Edward Hamburg, Steve Reimink, Pammy
John Wisinski with a total of various companies.It was underThat ended the scoring. Hulst damaged on the left front and Copier, 114 East 15th St, was re- and Dougie Meyaard, Terry Lyn, was given Wednesday evening in ing on the Charles Craft, Jr.,
66-69-135 won the 36-hole handicap stood such hospitalizationwould Brotherspicked up single hits in
ferred to traffic school on a speed- Betty and Billy Boes, Barbie, Den- honor of Miss Marlene Le Jeune farm near Ravenna,and the youth
Cook’s car on the right front. Both
saw several batteriesand logging
with Fred Meppelink,with a 65- be for the individualworker, not the third, a single by Bob Vork, cars were traveling north. Dam- ing violation.
nie, Connie and Alan Van Wier- who wUl be married Sept. 8 to
chain near a woodpile at the rear
72-137 net total in second place. for his family.
and a double by Grevengoed in age was estimated at $350 to Van
RusseU
Rescorla
of
Grand
Haven
en.
The police department had re- the sixth, but couldn’t work the
L. Bowerman (70-69-139, Dr. J.
The party was held at the Le of the farm. After he took his
Slooten
’s 1956 model car at between Local Accountant
Yff (69-70-139)and D. Lubbers quested shorter working hours, but runners around.
Jeune cottage at Ottawa Beach mother home he presumably re$75 and $100 to Cook's.
New
Deputy
Sheriff
(72-67-139) all tied for third place there will be no change. Strating
Bareman’s threatenedin the
and featured a wiener roast on turned to pick up the articles.
When arraigned, Cook told t h e Elected to Board
Craft missed the articles later
and fouth place went to W. Bee- rates for new policemenand new third as Lou Borgman doubled and
the beach. Hostesses for the evejustice that he was not aware that
in the day and after talking with
Ray Gemm6n, local accountant, Appointed for County
len (65-76-141). Dr. J. Cook <67-74- firemen will be raised one step moved to third on an infieldout
ning were Miss Norma Nelson and
he had been in an accident.
neighbors who had noticed the car,
was elected to the board of dir- Former HoUand patrolman Ed- Mrs. Frank Dionise, Jr.
141), B. Houtman (72-60-141) and which will be the equivalent of but he was left stranded. Ron
approximately
6
percent
he immediately suspected Anderectors of the Independent Ac- ward Kampen Tuesday was apT. Yamaoka (69-72-141).
Bekius singled in the sixth for the
Others
present were Misses
countants Association of Michigan, pointed a full time depujy sheriff, Mary Lou Kolenbrander, Irene son. Then Craft went to AnderIn the pitching contest Don No dues will be checked off for fourth hit but he too, was left on
son’s place where he sells parts
Western Chapter, at a meeting and according to
Voorhorst placed first and G. union members, it was said.
base.
announcement Vander Woude, Helen Hoe si i,
banquet Thursday night at the Mor- made by Sheriff Gerald Vander- Willa lievense and the Mesdames for used cars and asked about
Larry Knoper, winning hurler,
Kramer was second. Blind bogey
batteries. Anderson opened the
ton House, Grand Rapids.
winners included:Larry Kuzer, Tipsy Driver Fined
gave up four hits and Rog Lamar
WiUard Kramer, Jim Prelsnik, trunk of his car and showed the
beek.
New officers for the chapter are
W. Vandenberg, Don Lubbers, GRAND HAVEN (Special)
was touched for five.
Frank
Swift,
Lou
Humbert,
Paul
succeeds Len Ver
Vern Klomparens, Dave Scholten, John M. Dittus, 24, Peoria, 111.,
Arthur Lockhart,Grand Rapids, Schure who resigned to devote his Dunning,Bery Wiggers, Gerrit articles which had been taken from
line scores:
Craft’s famr. Craft said he would «•
president; Joseph Yob, Fremont,
La Vern De Vries, J. Garvelink, who was lodged in jail Sunday
R H
time to the constructionof WJBL, Visscher, Vernon Zuverink, Shirl have to do some measuring to
3
Millie Cook, Dr. J. Yff, Vern Po- night on a drunk driving charge
000 002
2
vice president;James Seavers, a new radio station now being Webbert,Roger GirispeUand EdVFW
see whether the batteries would
100 000
1
4
est, Wade Nykamp, W. AdarnaU following a trafficaccident, paid
Muskegon, secretary; G. Kenneth erected.
Fords
ward Beauregard.
fit his tractor and left. Tttn he
tis, G. Telgenhof and Ade Vander $100 fine and $5.10 costs in MuniFowle of Grand Rapids, treasurer, Vanderbeek said that Kampen,
Batteries: Schut, Veldman (7)
called state police.
Sluis. Scores drawn for the blind cipal Court Tuesday Dittus’ car and Veldman; B. Ebels and Flagand Henry Szyaskowski,Grand who had been with the local deAnderson appeared in Grand
Maplewood
Missionary
bogey were 70, 71, 73, 74 and 76. crashed into the rear of one driven gemars.
Rapids, auditor.
partment for three years, will
•Haven MunicipalCourt Tuesday
H
Chib officials, pleased with the by Cecil SundeU, 36, Muskegon,
Speaker at the banquet was Har* R
work out of HoUand and cover the Group Resumes
afternoon on a simple larceny
110 000
2
5
1956 response,are going ahead who had slowed down for a stop
old A. Linn, Grand Rapids oity Southern half Of Ottawa County.
Hulst
count and paid $15 fine and $4.30
100 000
1 4
with plans for the 1957 season. street *at Jackson St. at North Bareman’s
assessor.Several reports were givThe Maplewood
costs.
He wiU work with two other fuU
. Batteries: Knoper and Vork;
en.
US-3L
time deputies in this area, Bud Church Missionary Society resumLamar and Vanden Berg, Bekius
Attendingfrom this area were Grysen and Peter Meeuwsen.
ed its faU work Tuesday night with
Family Group Enjoys
North in, South Coming;
Gemmen and Vernon Bolks of
(7).
Mrs. A. Rynbrandt, president,conDriver Waives Examination
Hamilton.
Steak Fry Labor Day
ducting a business meeting. She Summer’s Over lor Ships
Robert Allen Holtrust,23, of 290
GOP Canvau Friday
also led in devotions using as her
On Labor Day a steak fry was. Birch St, waived examinationin Marilyn Howard
A Republicancanvass aimed to theme, "Wonderful Words of Life."
The North American tied up at
Marriage
Licenses
enjoyed at the home of Henry Ter Municipal Court Tuesday but To Gyde J. South
get out the vote in November will
Mrs. Herman Hoek, member of the 16th St. docks Tuesday evenOttawa
County
Meer, route 5, by members of the pleaded guilty to a second offense
be staged Friday in the north half
Dale Laverne Van Haitsma, 23, of Park township. Conductingthe the Inter-boardDepartment of ing winding up the summer schedfamily and friends.
of driving a motor vehicle on
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - In
route 3, Zeeland, and Charlotte survey wiU be Mrs. Fred Pickel, Women’s Work of the Reformed ule of the Chicago,Duluth and
Those present wre Henry Ter Eighth St., under the influenceof a ceremony performed by Justice
Ruth Kleis, 20, Holland; Garth Mrs. Carl Reimink, Mrs. O. W. Church in America, addressed the Georgian Bay Transit Co.
• Meer, Mr. and Mrs. John Koop- intoxicatingliquor Sept 2. Judge Eva Workman at her home in
Officials of the company said
FVnewever, 21, CoopersviHe, and Lowry, Mrs. Martin Van Wieren, group Oh the topic "Only God
Mis^
Shirley
Ann
Wyngarden
man, Linda, Gene and Gail, Sy- C. Vander Meulen bound him over Spring Lake at 5 p.m. Wednesday,
Knows." She also sang several that the North American came in
Shirley
Schout,
20,
Holland;
VerMrs. Egbert Gold, Mrs. Bernard
deUe Koopman, Dave Alttena, to the Circuit Court to appear on Miss Marilyn Lois Howard, 705 Mr. and Mrs. Martin R. Wynsolos and led her audience In sing- from Chicago and that the South
Karen Koopman, Paul Stegink Oct 8 after posting a $300 bond. South Griffin St, Grand Haven, garden of Zeeland announce the non D. Gebben, 22, and Linda W. Waterway,Mrs. H. P. Harms, Mrs. ging several choruses. Mrs. M. American will leave Chicago MonVer
Plank,
21,
both
of
Zeeland;
A1 Hoving and Mrs. Harry Wetter.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Wlersema,
became the bride of Gyde J. engagement of their daughter,
Oetman closed with prayer.
day. The South American expects
Mr. and Mrs. Allyn Cook and Sal
Texas’ surface elevations range Smith of route 1, Zeeland. Parents Shirley Ann, to David Robert Die- Alvin J. Wesseldyke, 21, and BarHostesses were the Mesdames to dock Monday night about 9:30.
Calcite, Mich., is the world’s
bara
Haak,
19,
both
of
^eeland;
penhorst,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
iruin
sea
]y, Mr. and Mri. Ren Koopman, from
level to 4,000 feet above of the couple are Mr. and Mrs.
A. Petroelje,L. Rubingh, D. Both ships will remain here unk Diepenhorst, of 215 Dart Peter Ver Maat, 20. HoUand, and leading port for the shipment of Caauwe and G. Ryzenga.
Harley, Lyle and Douglas and on plateaus, with several moun- 1 Andrew Smith and Mr. and Mrs^
til spring.
ealjite.
Janice Haveman, 19, Moline.
Deters.
ltaincmo!
more than 7,000 feet high. | William
/ mouth Rd., Holland.
J

ey to Oscar Vanden Dooren and
John Van Putten, secretary and
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